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Abstract 

This dissertation studies the problem of increasing battery life-time and reducing CPU 

heat dissipation without degrading system performance in commodity-OS-based general-

purpose (GP) mobile computers using the dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) function of 

modern CPUs. The dissertation especially focuses on the impact of task scheduling on the 

effectiveness of DVS in achieving this goal. The task scheduling mechanism used in most 

contemporary general-purpose operating systems (GPOS) prioritizes tasks based only on 

their CPU occupancies irrespective of their deadlines. In currently available autonomous 

DVS schemes for GP mobile systems, the impact of this GPOS task scheduling is ignored 

and a DVS scheme merely predicts and enforces the lowest CPU speed that can meet 

tasks’ deadlines without meddling with task scheduling. This research, however, shows 

that it is impossible to take full advantage of DVS in balancing energy/power and 

performance in the current DVS paradigm due to the mismatch between the urgency (i.e., 

having a nearer deadline) and priority of tasks under the GPOS task scheduling. This 

research also shows that, consequently, a new DVS paradigm is necessary, where a 

“DVS-friendly” task scheduling assigns higher priorities to more urgent tasks. 

The dissertation begins by showing how the mismatch between the urgency and priority 

of tasks limits the effectiveness of DVS and why conventional real-time (RT) task 

scheduling, which is intrinsically DVS-friendly cannot be used in GP systems. Then, the 

dissertation describes the requirements for “DVS-friendly GP” task scheduling as follows. 

Unlike the existing GPOS task scheduling, it should prioritize tasks by their deadline. But, 

at the same time, it must be able to do so without a priori knowledge of the deadlines and 

be able to handle the various tasks running in today’s GP systems, unlike conventional 

RT task scheduling. The various tasks include sporadic tasks such as user-interactive 

tasks and tasks having dependencies on each other such as a family of threads and user-

interface server/clients tasks. Therefore, the first major result of this research is to 
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propose a new DVS paradigm for commodity-OS-based GP mobile systems in which 

DVS is performed under a DVS-friendly GP task scheduling that meets these 

requirements. 

The dissertation then proposes GPSched, a DVS-friendly GP task scheduling mechanism 

for commodity-Linux-based GP mobile systems, as the second major result. GPSched 

autonomously prioritizes tasks by their deadlines using the type of services that each task 

is involved with as the indicator of the deadline. At the same time, GPSched properly 

handles a family of threads and user-interface server/clients tasks by distinguishing and 

scheduling them as a group, and user-interactive tasks by incorporating a feature of 

current GPOS task scheduling – raising the priority of a task that is idle most of the time 

– which is desirable to quickly respond to user input events in its prioritization 

mechanism. 

The final major result is GPScheDVS, the integration of GPSched and a task-based DVS 

scheme customized for GPSched called GPSDVS. GPScheDVS provides two alternative 

modes: (1) the system-energy-centric (SE) mode aiming at a longer battery life-time by 

reducing system energy consumption and (2) the CPU-power-centric (CP) mode focusing 

on limiting CPU heat dissipation by reducing CPU power consumption. 

Experiments conducted under a set of real-life usage scenarios on a laptop show that the 

best, worst, and average reductions of system energy consumption by the SE mode 

GPScheDVS were 24%, -1%, and 17%, respectively, over the no-DVS case and 11%, -

1%, and 5%, respectively, over the state-of-the-art task-based DVS scheme in the current 

DVS paradigm. The experiments also show that the best, worst, and average reductions 

of CPU energy consumption by the SE mode GPScheDVS were 69%, 0%, and 43% over 

the no-DVS case and 26%, -1%, and 13% over the state-of-the-art task-based DVS 

scheme in the current DVS paradigm. Considering that no power management was 

performed on non-CPU components for the experiments, these results imply that the 

system energy savings achievable by GPScheDVS will be increased if the non-CPU 

components’ power is properly managed. On the other hand, the best, worst, and average 

reductions of average CPU power by the CP mode GPScheDVS were 69%, 49%, and 
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60% over the no-DVS case and 63%, 0%, and 30% over the existing task-based DVS 

scheme. Furthermore, oscilloscope measurements show that the best, worst, and average 

reduction of peak system power by the CP mode GPScheDVS were 29%, 10%, and 23% 

over the no-DVS case and 28%, 6%, and 22% over the existing task-based DVS scheme 

signifying that GPScheDVS is effective also in restraining the peak CPU power. 

On the top of these advantages in energy and power, the experimental results show that 

GPScheDVS even improves system performance in either mode due to its deadline-based 

task scheduling property. For example, the deadline meet ratio on continuous videos by 

GPScheDVS was at least 91.2%, whereas the ratios by the no-DVS case and the existing 

task-based DVS scheme were down to 71.3% and 71.0%, respectively. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Mobile general-purpose (GP) personal computers (PC) such as laptops, tablet PCs, and 

ultra mobile PCs (UMPC) account for a large share of the entire PC market today, and 

that share is expected to keep growing for future years [1]. These commodity-OS-based 

GP mobile PCs are the type of personal mobile computing devices for which the demand 

for balancing power and performance is especially acute; on one hand, mobile PCs have 

to meet users’ expectation for a far higher performance than other types of personal 

mobile computing devices such as personal digital assistants (PDA) or smart phones. But, 

on the other hand, as with other personal mobile computing devices, their power 

consumption must be low because their small form factor limits battery size. However, 

contemporary mobile PCs fail to successfully meet this demand resulting in a much 

shorter battery lifetime than other types of personal mobile computing devices as Table 

1.1 shows [2]. 

Table 1.1 The battery lifetime of contemporary personal mobile computing devices 
available for sale on CNET as of March, 2008 [3] 

Form factor Maker/Model Battery lifetime Usage scenario 
Apple MacBook Air 4 hours 3 minutes 

Lenovo ThinkPad X300 3 hours 43 minutes 
Toshiba Portege R500-S5003 2 hours 49 minutes 

Laptop 

HP Compaq 2710p 2 hours 23 minutes 

DVD playback 

Sony Vaio UX390N 3 hours 32 minutes 
Fujitsu Lifebook U810 3 hours 15 minutes UMPC 

WiBrain B1E 2 hours 35 minutes 
DVD playback 

Sony Mylo 2 7 hours PDA 
Palm Tungsten E2 5 hours 30 minutes 

Video playback 

Apple iPhone 24 hours Smart phone 
Nokia Xpress Music 5300 9 hours 15 minutes 

MP3 playback 

The CPU is the key component inducing the imbalance between power and performance 

in contemporary mobile PCs; recent observations report that CPU has been the biggest 

power consumer in these systems [4, 5, 6]. Figure 1.1 confirms these observations by 
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showing that up to 50% of the total system power is consumed by CPU in a Dell Latitude 

D600 laptop, the experimental platform of this research. 

 
Figure 1.1 Portion of CPU power in the entire system power consumption observed 

on the experimental platform of this research 

Moreover, the high CPU heat dissipation caused by the high CPU power consumption is 

another severe challenge in designing mobile PCs because these systems have limited 

choices for active CPU cooling solutions due to their small form factor [7, 8, 9, 10]. 

Therefore, reducing CPU power consumption has been a critical design goal today for 

commodity-OS-based GP mobile PCs. 

Traditionally, CPU power reduction has been achieved through semiconductor process 

technology scaling. Complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) has been the 

dominant process technology for CPUs since mid-1980s due to its low standby power 

consumption and the economy resulting from sharing a same process technology with 

dynamic random access memory (DRAM) [14]. For the past decades, CMOS CPUs have 

kept increasing their clock frequency and transistor count roughly by two times every two 

years for a higher performance [13]. The primary means to suppress the power needs of 

the improved performance CPUs for the period of time was to scale down supply voltage 

through CMOS process technology scaling. This approach is based on the CMOS 

features that supply voltage has a quadratic impact on the dynamic power consumption 

which has been the dominant portion of total power consumption today. 
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Notwithstanding the repeated CMOS process technology scaling, however, the reduction 

rate of supply voltage has failed to keep pace with the steep increase of clock frequency 

and transistor count, and the CPU power consumption has been increased continuously 

[12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Furthermore, as the threshold voltage, which has an 

exponential impact on sub-threshold leakage power, is lowered in accordance with the 

scaled-down supply voltage, the portion of sub-threshold leakage power in the total CPU 

power consumption keeps increasing diminishing the effectiveness of dynamic power 

reduction. For Intel CPUs, leakage power increased from being negligible in the 0.25 µm 

process to almost one-third of the total power in the 0.09 µm process [20]. The increase 

of sub-threshold leakage power is anticipated to be the primary factor that drives the 

surge of CPU power consumption in the near future [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].  

Consequently, the demand has been high for system-level techniques that alleviate the 

insufficient CPU power reduction in CMOS process technology scaling, especially for 

contemporary commodity-OS-based GP mobile systems that have high performance 

CPUs. Many logic-level, micro-architecture-level, system-level, compiler-level, and 

application-level techniques have been proposed for this purpose [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. 

Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) is a widely recognized system-level run-time technique 

to reduce the dynamic power consumption of CMOS CPUs without degrading system 

performance. In CMOS circuits, not only the dynamic power consumption but also the 

transistor switching speed reduces along with the decrease of supply voltage, extending 

the execution time of a given workload. Therefore, the supply voltage can be lowered for 

the reduction of CPU’s dynamic power consumption as long as the workload can still 

complete within its deadline. With DVS, CPU clock frequency and CPU supply voltage 

are dynamically adjusted such that tasks are executed as slowly as possible, but without 

missing their deadlines [21, 23, 24, 25]. This ‘just-in-time’ computation approach is 

depicted in Figure 1.2. 

Note that, however, the reduction in power does not necessarily mean the reduction of 

CPU energy consumption, which actually determines battery lifetime, because energy is 

the average power consumption multiplied by execution time. DVS may increase tasks’ 
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execution time more than it decreases the average power. If this is the case, DVS will 

merely degrade the battery lifetime. Fortunately, the CMOS property that dynamic power 

consumption reduces more quickly than the transistor switching speed along with the 

decrease of supply voltage allows DVS to improve the battery lifetime, as Figure 1.2 

illustrates. Many DVS-enabled CPUs such as AMD K6-2, Intel Xscale 80200, and Intel 

Pentium-M processors are available in the market today [27, 28, 29, 30]. 

 
Figure 1.2 DVS energy saving mechanism based on the unbalance between power 

reduction rate and speed degradation rate (This example assumes no standby power. 
More energy will be saved if the standby power is not 0 because standby time 

reduces as active time is extended) 

As described earlier, the rapid increase of sub-threshold leakage power consumption is 

weakening the usefulness of DVS in reducing the total CPU power consumption [32, 33, 

34]. But in recent years, researchers have proposed dynamic threshold voltage scaling 

(DVTS) techniques where the threshold voltage is adjusted instead of the supply voltage 

aiming at the reduction of sub-threshold power consumption [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. 

Similar to DVS, DVTS allows the reduction of CPU energy consumption because the 

sub-threshold leakage power decreases more quickly than the transistor switching speed 

Job

Deadline 

Normalized CPU 
speed and power

Time 

S =1, P = 1 

(a) Without DVS: Energy = Power × Execution time 
                     = Power × Workload / Speed 
                     = 1 × 1 / 1 = 1 

1 2

Job
Time 

(b) With DVS: Energy = 0.3 × 1 / 0.5 = 0.6 

1 2

S = 0.5, P = 0.3 

Deadline 

Normalized CPU 
speed and power

S =1, P = 1 

S = 0.5, P = 0.3 
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along with the increase of threshold voltage. The analogy between DVS and DVTS in 

power-speed relationship was reported in [36] for a 70 nm CMOS process technology. 

With DVTS, the just-in-time computation approach is still making its way in reducing 

CPU power consumption without degrading system performance in deep-sub micron era. 

Given a DVS/DVTS-enabled CPU, the condition to minimize CPU energy consumption 

without degrading system performance is to execute each task at the lowest CPU speed 

that can meet the task’s deadline, i.e., the minimum feasible speed (MFS) [41, 42, 43, 44, 

45, 46, 47, 48]. Therefore, a system-level scheme is necessary to find tasks’ MFSs and 

control the DVS function of modern CPUs to enforce the found MFSs. 

In a real-time (RT) system, the prediction of tasks’ MFSs can be guided by a RT task 

scheduler. A RT task scheduler guarantees that future deadlines will be met as long as the 

total CPU utilization of the current task set does not exceed the schedulability bound. For 

example, earliest-deadline-first (EDF) scheduling rule guarantees the deadline meeting as 

long as the current task set’s total CPU utilization is less than 1. Therefore, assuming that 

the current task set’s total utilization is 0.5 and tasks are being scheduled by EDF, the 

uniform MFS that minimizes CPU energy consumption without missing any deadline is 

0.5. This is the basic idea of so-called power-aware RT task scheduling, an extension of 

RT task scheduling with DVS. 

In GP systems, however, such a RT task scheduling is impossible because the behavior of 

tasks such as each job’s execution time, inter-arrival time, and the dependencies on each 

other are not known a priori. Therefore, most contemporary commodity GPOSs such as 

Microsoft Windows and Linux use a simple CPU-occupancy-based task scheduling that 

prioritizes tasks based only on their CPU occupancies irrespective of their deadlines. As a 

consequence, a DVS scheme for these commodity-OS-based GP systems has to predict 

tasks’ MFSs autonomously. This type of DVS schemes is thus called autonomous DVS 

scheme in this dissertation. 

In the current paradigm of the autonomous DVS schemes, the research focus has been on 

the accurate prediction of tasks’ MFSs. In the early days, autonomous DVS schemes for 
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commodity-OS-based GP mobile systems predicted the MFSs of tasks simply based on 

the total CPU utilization of the entire task set measured at every fixed-length interval [69, 

70, 71]. As for enhancing the battery lifetime, this simple approach called interval-based 

autonomous DVS scheme is very effective because the total-utilization-based CPU speed 

(i.e., the CPU speed whose ratio to the maximum CPU speed corresponds to the total 

CPU utilization) is the minimum possible CPU speed that does not increase the energy 

consumption of non-CPU components. If a given task set is executed at a lower CPU 

speed than the total-utilization-based CPU speed, the delay in the final completion time 

of the task set is physically inevitable. This, in turn, lengthens the active time of non-CPU 

components and causes them to consume more energy most likely offsetting the energy 

savings on CPU. Therefore, executing a given task set at the total-utilization-based CPU 

speed is the optimal way to minimize CPU energy consumption without increasing non-

CPU components’ energy consumption such that the entire system energy consumption is 

minimized. 

The longer the interval an interval-based DVS scheme uses, the more accurately it can 

predict the total CPU utilization and, thus, the larger system energy savings it can achieve. 

However, no matter how the prediction of total CPU utilization is accurate, interval-based 

DVS schemes tend to miss many deadlines because the MFS of each task is not always 

lower than or same as the total CPU-utilization-based CPU speed. To avoid an excessive 

number of deadline misses, interval-based autonomous DVS schemes usually use a short 

interval length (about several tens of milliseconds). This solution improved the rate of 

meeting deadlines but reduces energy savings because it causes the CPU speed to rise 

quickly upon the arrival of a workload regardless of the workload’s actual MFS. This 

dilemma is because an interval-based DVS scheme treats tasks in the aggregate. To solve 

this problem, researchers proposed task-based autonomous DVS schemes in which tasks’ 

MFSs are predicted and enforced individually [75, 76, 77, 78, 79]. 

The goal of this work is to better realize the potential of DVS/DVTS by exploiting task 

scheduling. The motivating observation is that, as long as an autonomous DVS scheme is 

used under the native task scheduling of contemporary GPOSs, it is impossible to fully 

realize the potential of a DVS/DVTS technique even with a completely accurate 
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prediction of tasks’ MFSs because of the unfriendliness of the GPOS task scheduling to 

DVS – the unnecessarily high and irregular CPU speed requirements after the tasks are 

scheduled together. 

Figure 1.2 showed the case of just a single job. However, in real systems, a number of 

tasks exist and a job’s ability to meet its deadline is affected by other jobs that can block 

it. In this sense, this dissertation redefines MFS into three different types. First, the MFS 

of a job is called intrinsic minimum feasible speed (IMFS). IMFS is simply the ratio of a 

job’s own workload to its deadline. Second, the effective MFS of a job that is affected by 

other jobs blocking the job is defined as compound minimum feasible speed (CMFS). For 

example, the IMFS of Job A in Figure 1.3 is 0.5. But its CMFS is 1 because Job A can 

start execution only after Job B completes. Finally, the CPU speed corresponding to the 

total CPU utilization is called ideal compound minimum feasible speed (ICMFS). ICMFS 

is ideal in the sense that it is the lowest speed that can complete a given task set without 

delaying the final completion time (in an ideal case where all CMFSs of individual tasks 

are same as the ICMFS). The delay in the final completion time lengthens the active time 

of non-CPU components, thus increasing their energy consumption. This may negate any 

energy savings of the CPU. Thus, the final completion time is an implicit deadline on the 

entire workload. When all CMFSs existing in the entire workload are the same as ICMFS, 

the ICMFS is the ideal speed in the sense that it is the lowest CPU speed which meets 

every deadline and causes no additional energy consumption of non-CPU components. 
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Figure 1.3 IMFS, CMFS, and ICMFS for an example task set 

The idea of this work is to modify the native GPOS task scheduler such that tasks’ 

CMFSs becomes close to the ICMFS. Figure 1.4 illustrates that prioritizing tasks based 

on their deadlines makes CMFSs close to ICMFS and thus further reduces the CPU 

energy consumption over even an ideal autonomous DVS scheme in the current paradigm. 
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Figure 1.4 DVS-friendly task scheduling effect: Reducing CMFSs 

Moreover, the previous work on energy optimal CPU speed control showed that, given a 

DVS-enabled CPU whose power consumption is a convex function of speed, the CPU 

speed profile that minimizes CPU energy consumption among all possible CPU speed 

profiles that complete a given workload exactly on its deadline is to run the CPU 

constantly at the minimum feasible speed of the workload. However, real DVS-enabled 
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CPUs typically provide discrete CPU speed levels. Thus, if the energy-optimal constant 

CPU speed is not supported in the speed set, the energy optimal CPU speed profile is a 

combination of the two neighboring high and low CPU speeds. In other words, generally 

speaking the energy-optimal CPU speed profile is to keep the CPU speed uniform close 

to the ICMFS. Under the CPU-occupancy-based task scheduling this condition cannot be 

met because of the irregular CMFS due to the mismatches between tasks’ CPU speed 

requirements and priorities. Scheduling tasks according to their deadlines – the tightness 

and firmness – alleviates this problem and yields more energy savings. 

Based on this idea, the dissertation proposes a new paradigm of the autonomous CPU 

speed control for commodity-OS-based GP PCs in which an autonomous DVS scheme is 

performed under a DVS-friendly task scheduling. To verify the effectiveness of the 

suggested paradigm, the dissertation implements a working example of an autonomous 

DVS scheme called GPScheDVS designed in the new paradigm. 

The rest of this introductory chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.1, the scope of 

this research is defined. Section 1.2 briefly describes the organization of this dissertation. 

Finally, the contributions of this research are summarized in Section 1.3. 

1.1 Scope of this research 

This dissertation focuses on designing an autonomous CPU speed control scheme which 

maximizes a given DVS/DVTS-enabled CPU in commodity-OS-based GP PCs. Unlike 

autonomous CPU speed control schemes that focus only on the accurate prediction of 

tasks’ CMFSs, the main focus of this research is on converting tasks’ IMFSs to CMFSs in 

a DVS-friendly fashion such that the CPU operating point can be set to low levels for a 

longer time. Designing an autonomous DVS scheme that is tightly coupled with the 

DVS-friendly task scheduler to take full advantage of the scheduler support is another 

important goal of this dissertation. Figure 1.5 depicts the focus of this work as it relates to 

the whole mapping procedure between tasks’ IMFSs and CPU operating points. 
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Figure 1.5 Mapping procedure between tasks’ IMFSs and CPU speed/voltage levels 

1.2 Organization 

The organization of the remainder of this dissertation is as follows. 

Chapter 2 presents the previous work in the areas closely related to this work. The two 

main areas are task scheduling and autonomous DVS schemes for commodity-OS-based 

GP PCs. Traditional priority-driven RT task scheduling methods are summarized and the 

problems in applying them to commodity-OS-based GP PCs are outlined. Then, the CPU-

occupancy-based non-real-time (NRT) task scheduling of contemporary GPOSs is 

described using the Linux task scheduling mechanism as an example. The idea of power-

aware RT task scheduling, the DVS extension of the traditional RT task scheduling, is 

explained. Finally, the autonomous DVS schemes in the current paradigm are reviewed. 

Chapter 3 proposes the new paradigm of autonomous CPU speed control for commodity-

OS-based GP PCs in which an autonomous DVS scheme predicts and enforces tasks’ 

CPU speed requirements under a DVS-friendly task scheduling. The chapter begins by 

showing how much the current Linux native task scheduling unnecessarily increases the 

CMFSs of tasks and, then, how the problem can be alleviated by applying a DVS-friendly 

task scheduling. The chapter describes the complete set of requirements for an eligible 
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DVS-friendly task scheduling. 

Chapter 4 implements a working DVS-friendly task scheduler called GPSched for 

commodity-Linux-based GP PCs. The underlying ideas are explained first and a complete 

description of the scheduler follows. 

Chapter 5 describes GPScheDVS, an integration of GPSched and a task-based DVS 

scheme customized to GPSched. Implementation issues involved with GPScheDVS are 

explained in detail. 

Chapter 6 presents the experimental results obtained from a real Linux-based laptop 

under a set of real-life usage scenarios. The chapter describes the experimental platform, 

benchmarks, and the evaluation metrics. Then, a Linux-based tool for the experiments, 

DVS-suite, is described. Finally, the experimental results are presented and discussed. 

Finally, Chapter 7 discusses possible future work and concludes this dissertation. 

1.3 Research contributions 

The major contributions of this research are, first, to show that the appropriate support of 

task scheduling is necessary to take full advantage of the DVS technique in reducing 

CPU energy and power consumption without degrading system performance and, second, 

to propose a new paradigm for autonomous CPU speed control for commodity-OS-based 

GP mobile PCs in which DVS is performed under a DVS-friendly task scheduling. 

The specific contributions to the areas of autonomous DVS schemes for commodity-OS-

based GP mobile PCs include the following: 

1. GPSched, a DVS-friendly GP best-effort (BE) task scheduler for commodity-Linux-

based GP PCs, described in Chapter 4. 

2. GPScheDVS, an integration of GPSched and a task-based DVS scheme customized 

to GPSched, described in Chapter 5. 
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3. AIDVS, an improved interval-based algorithm, which can save a larger amount of 

energy saving than existing interval-based algorithms, described in Section 5.3. 

4. DVS-suite, a Linux-based tool to perform the experiments on autonomous DVS 

schemes in commodity-Linux-based GP mobile PCs. DVS-suite includes 

implementations of several representative existing autonomous DVS schemes and 

GPScheDVS and provides facilities to measure, store, and report a set of DVS 

performance metrics. DVS-suite allows a user to switch between different 

autonomous DVS schemes and activate/deactivate the metric trace facilities on-the-

fly while the system is running. The design of DVS-suite is described in Section 6.4. 

5. Tweak-PM, a Linux-based tool to probe and set the features of an equipped Intel 

Pentium-M processor. 
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Chapter 2 

Related Work 

This chapter describes the previous work in the two areas that are closely related to the 

topic of this dissertation: task scheduling and dynamic supply and/or threshold voltage 

scaling (DVS/DVTS). 

2.1 Introduction 

The chapter begins by summarizing the previous work in real-time (RT) task scheduling 

in Section 2.2.1. The section then shows why RT task scheduling is difficult to use for the 

open general-purpose (GP) systems such as commodity-OS-based GP PCs. The difficulty 

caused most contemporary GPOSs to use CPU-occupancy-based task scheduling, a non-

real-time (NRT) task scheduling mechanism in which tasks are prioritized based only on 

their CPU occupancies irrespective of their deadlines. Section 2.2.2 exemplifies the CPU-

occupancy-based task scheduling with the native Linux task scheduling mechanism. 

The chapter then provides the background knowledge of DVS and DVTS in Section 2.3.1. 

Given a DVS/DVTS-enabled CPU, the condition to minimize CPU energy consumption 

has been studied by researchers. Then, Section 2.3.2 explains the two categories of CPU 

speed control approaches: power-aware RT task scheduling and autonomous DVS 

schemes. Section 2.3.2.1 describes the underlying idea of the power-aware RT task 

scheduling with two examples. The section shows the power-aware RT task scheduling is 

also difficult to use for commodity-OS-based GP PCs for the same reason as the RT task 

scheduling. Section 2.3.2.2 summarizes how the autonomous DVS schemes have evolved 

from interval-based DVS schemes to task-based DVS schemes. 
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2.2. Task scheduling 

2.2.1. Real-time task scheduling 

As defined in [53], RT systems are such systems where the correctness of the system 

depends not only on the logical results of computation, but also on the time at which the 

results are produced. In order to meet the timeliness constraint, a RT system has to be fast 

and predictable. Task scheduling, resource allocation, and bounded OS primitives are the 

three necessities for a predictable system [52]. Among the three issues, this section 

focuses on task scheduling. 

Before Liu and Layland proposed rate-monotonic (RM) and earliest-deadline-first (EDF) 

task scheduling rules in their seminal paper announced in 1973 [58], the task schedule for 

RT systems had been constructed in an ad-hoc manner. In this approach, when and how 

long each task is executed is decided by a designer before the tasks are actually executed 

and recorded in a table. Naturally, the biggest problem was that they are inflexible. 

Unlike these early days’ approach, when and how long each task is executed is 

determined in runtime based on the tasks’ priorities in RM and EDF. Therefore, they are 

called priority-driven preemptive RT task scheduling. 

Under RM, each task is assigned with a priority according to its period; the shorter period 

has a task, the higher priority the task is assigned with. Once a task’s priority is 

determined, all jobs of the task share the same unique priority. For this reason, RM is 

called fixed-priority task scheduling. Unlike RM that assigns priority on a per-task basis, 

EDF assigns priority on a per-job basis based on each job’s deadline. Even the jobs of a 

same task can have different priorities under EDF. Therefore, EDF is called dynamic-

priority task scheduling. 

Liu and Layland showed that, with a set of assumptions, RM and EDF guarantee that 

every future deadline will be met as long as the total CPU utilization of a given task set 

does not exceed their intrinsic schedulability bounds [58]. The important assumptions 

include followings. 
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 All tasks are periodic 

 All tasks have a (job) deadline equal to their period 

 All tasks are independent from each other in terms of resource or precedence 

constraints 

 All tasks have a fixed (job) execution time or, at least, a fixed upper bound on the 

execution time and the execution time is less than or equal to their period 

The schedulability bound of RM is defined by Equation 2.1. 

∑
=

−≤
n

i

n

i

i n
T
C

1

/1 )12( ,      (Equation 2.1) 

where Ci is the execution time of the each job of task i, Ti is the period of task i, and n is 

the total number of tasks. When n becomes infinite, the schedulability bound converges 

to 69.31%. On the other hand, the schedulability bound of EDF is 100%. 

Liu and Layland showed that RM and EDF are the optimal fixed-priority task scheduling 

and the optimal dynamic-priority scheduling, respectively, in the sense that no other 

fixed-priority task scheduling can have a higher schedulability bound than RM and that 

no other dynamic-priority task scheduling can have a higher schedulability bound than 

EDF [58]. 

Since the RM and EDF were proposed, the main stream in RT task scheduling area has 

been the relaxation of the assumptions made in [58]. Efforts have been made for the exact 

feasibility analysis, the analysis of the interaction, the inclusion of aperiodic tasks, 

overload management, implementation simplification, and multiprocessors and 

distributed systems [55]. 

However, using a conventional RT task scheduling in GP systems is still a great challenge 

as many evidences designate for the following reasons [54, 55, 57].  
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 A priori knowledge of tasks' behavioral parameters, which is typically not available in 

actual GP systems, is required (for static table-driven and static priority-based 

preemptive), at least at a new task's arrival time (for dynamic plan-based). 

 If the worst case execution times and the minimum inter-arrival times are used to 

apply RT scheduling to a set of irregularly behaving tasks, which is the case for most 

GP systems, CPU utilization becomes worse. If the worstcase parameters are not used, 

on the other hand, the merit of RT scheduling  vanishes. 

 The weakness in scheduling the task sets in which tasks have dependencies (control 

dependencies due to multi-threading, i.e., the precedence constraints, data 

dependencies due to IPC, or blocking due to resource contention) to each other. 

 Implementation overhead. 

These problems make today’s most commodity-OS-based GP PCs continue using non-

real-time (NRT) CPU-occupancy-based task scheduler. 

2.2.2. Native task scheduling of contemporary GPOSs 

This section outlines Redhat Linux 9’s task scheduling mechanism focusing on the 

features for single processor systems which were implemented in the event-driven 

simulator and used to generate on-line task schedules during simulations. The task 

scheduler of Redhat Linux 9 is basically a non-real-time dynamic-priority-based task 

scheduler. It updates the tasks’ priorities dynamically based on their CPU occupancies 

then selects the next task to run based on the priorities of the tasks. The three major 

kernel functions that realize the traditional task scheduling in Redhat Linux 9 are 

schedule(), scheduler_tick(), and try_to_wake_up(). All of these functions are 

implemented in linux/kernel/sched.c source file. 

Schedule() illustrated in Figure 2.1 selects the next task to run. In Figure 2.1, ‘prev’ and 

‘next’ mean the precedent task to be scheduled out and the next task to be scheduled in, 

respectively. Schedule() first records the time when prev is scheduled out for the later 
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calculation of the priority of prev (line 23). It then removes prev from run queue if prev’s 

state is not 0, i.e. running state (line 33). The run queue of Redhat Linux 9 consists of 

actually two queues; the active array and the expired array. The expired array contains all 

the tasks that want to run but have run out of their time slices. The variable rq_nr_running 

indicates the number of tasks in the entire run queue, whereas the variable 

array_nr_active indicates the number of tasks only in the active array. If there is no 

eligible task throughout the run queue, schedule() selects swapper, the idle task, as the 

next task (lines 46~49). If there are eligible tasks in run queue’s active array, schedule() 

chooses the highest priority of task among them (lines 62~64). If there are runnable tasks 

only in the expired array, schedule() simply swaps the active array and the expired array 

(line 51~60), then chooses the highest priority of task from the new active array which 

was expired array before the swapping. The swapping is a feature of so-called O(1) 

scheduler of Redhat Linux 9. 

Figure 2.1 schedule() kernel function (Lines 1~29) 
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/* 

 * schedule() is the main scheduler function. 

 */ 

asmlinkage void schedule(void) 

{ 

 task_t *prev, *next; 

 runqueue_t *rq; 

 prio_array_t *array; 

 struct list_head *queue; 

 int idx; 

 

 BUG_ON(in_interrupt()); 

 

need_resched: 

 prev = current; 

 rq = this_rq(); 

 

 release_kernel_lock(prev, smp_processor_id()); 

 /* 

  * Ok, we are leaving the CPU now, lets update the 'last run' 

          * timestamp: 

  */ 

 prev->last_run = jiffies; 

 spin_lock_irq(&rq->lock); 

 

 switch (prev->state) { 

 case TASK_INTERRUPTIBLE: 

  if (unlikely(signal_pending(prev))) { 

   prev->state = TASK_RUNNING; 
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Figure 2.1 schedule() kernel function (Lines 30~81) 
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   break; 

  } 

 default: 

  deactivate_task(prev, rq); 

 case TASK_RUNNING: 

  ; 

 } 

#if CONFIG_SMP 

pick_next_task: 

#endif 

 if (unlikely(!rq->nr_running)) { 

#if CONFIG_SMP 

  load_balance(rq, 1); 

  if (rq->nr_running) 

   goto pick_next_task; 

#endif 

  next = rq->idle; 

  rq->expired_timestamp = 0; 

  goto switch_tasks; 

 } 

 

 array = rq->active; 

 if (unlikely(!array->nr_active)) { 

  /* 

   * Switch the active and expired arrays. 

   */ 

  rq->active = rq->expired; 

  rq->expired = array; 

  array = rq->active; 

  rq->expired_timestamp = 0; 

 } 

 

 idx = sched_find_first_bit(array->bitmap); 

 queue = array->queue + idx; 

 next = list_entry(queue->next, task_t, run_list); 

 

switch_tasks: 

 prefetch(next); 

 clear_tsk_need_resched(prev); 

 

 if (likely(prev != next)) { 

  struct mm_struct *prev_mm; 

  rq->nr_switches++; 

  rq->curr = next; 

 

  prepare_arch_switch(rq, next); 

 

  prev = context_switch(rq, prev, next); 

  barrier(); 

  rq = this_rq(); 

  prev_mm = rq->prev_mm; 

  rq->prev_mm = NULL; 
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Figure 2.1 schedule() kernel function (Lines 82~91) 
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  finish_arch_switch(rq, prev); 

  if (prev_mm) 

   mmdrop(prev_mm); 

 } else 

  spin_unlock_irq(&rq->lock); 

 

 reacquire_kernel_lock(current); 

 if (need_resched()) 

  goto need_resched; 

} 

Figure 2.1 schedule() kernel function 

There are three cases when schedule() is called. First, when the current task has to leave 

the run queue either willingly or unwillingly, the task sets the need_sched flag in its task 

data structure which causes the activation of schedule(). 

The second case schedule() can be called is when a task having a higher priority than the 

current task gets into run queue. When a task needs to get into run queue, the kernel calls 

try_to_wake_up() function given in Figure 2.2. Focusing on the mechanism for single 

processor systems, the work this function performs is very simple; it activates the task 

that wants to get into run queue (i.e. calculates how long the task has slept in jiffies that is 

the number of timer ticks, updates the task’s priority based on its sleep time, and inserts 

the task into the run queue), sets the woken task’s state running, and calls schedule() if 

the woken task’s priority is higher than the priority of current task (lines 44~46 and line 

52). 

Figure 2.2 try_to_wakeup() kernel function (Lines 1~15) 
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/*** 

 * try_to_wake_up - wake up a thread 

 * @p: the to-be-woken-up thread 

 * @state: the mask of task states that can be woken 

 * @sync: do a synchronous wakeup? 

 * 

 * Put it on the run-queue if it's not already there. The "current" 

 * thread is always on the run-queue (except when the actual 

 * re-schedule is in progress), and as such you're allowed to do 

 * the simpler "current->state = TASK_RUNNING" to mark yourself 

 * runnable without the overhead of this. 

 * 

 * returns failure only if the task is already active. 

 */ 

static int try_to_wake_up(task_t * p, unsigned int state, int sync) 
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Figure 2.2 try_to_wakeup() kernel function (Lines 16~15) 
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{ 

     unsigned long flags; 

     int success = 0; 

     long old_state; 

     runqueue_t *rq; 

 

     sync &= SYNC_WAKEUPS; 

repeat_lock_task: 

     rq = task_rq_lock(p, &flags); 

     old_state = p->state; 

     if (old_state & state) { 

 if (!p->array) { 

      /* 

       * Fast-migrate the task if it's not running or runnable 

       * currently. Do not violate hard affinity. 

       */ 

      if (unlikely(sync && !task_running(rq, p) && 

  (task_cpu(p) != smp_processor_id()) && 

  (p->cpus_allowed & (1UL << smp_processor_id())))) { 

   set_task_cpu(p, smp_processor_id()); 

   task_rq_unlock(rq, &flags); 

   goto repeat_lock_task; 

      } 

      if (old_state == TASK_UNINTERRUPTIBLE) 

  rq->nr_uninterruptible--; 

      if (sync) 

  __activate_task(p, rq); 

      else { 

  activate_task(p, rq); 

  if (p->prio < rq->curr->prio) 

   resched_task(rq->curr); 

      } 

      success = 1; 

 } 

 if (p->state >= TASK_ZOMBIE) 

  BUG(); 

 p->state = TASK_RUNNING; 

     } 

     task_rq_unlock(rq, &flags); 

 

     return success; 

} 

Figure 2.2 try_to_wakeup() kernel function 

The last case schedule() can be called is when the current task runs out of its time slice 

upon a timer tick. Upon every timer tick, kernel calls scheduler_tick() function shown in 

Figure 2.3. The fraction related to task scheduling in scheduler_tick() spans from line 59 

to line 74. Scheduler_tick() first decrements current task’s sleep_avg that indicates how 

often the task occupies CPU and time_slice that indicates how longer the task can run. If 
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the decremented time_slice became 0, scheduler_tick() once gets the task out of the 

active array then recalculates the task’s priority and recharges the task’s time slice. Before 

inserting the task to expired array, scheduler_tick() check if the task deserves to be 

reinserted into the active array as it has paid the penalty in occupying CPU. If the task 

does, scheduler_tick() reinserts the task into the active array. If the task does not, the 

function inserted the task into the expired array. 

Figure 2.3 scheduler_tick() kernel function (Lines 1~41) 
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/* 

 * This function gets called by the timer code, with HZ frequency. 

 * We call it with interrupts disabled. 

 * 

 * It also gets called by the fork code, when changing the parent's 

 * timeslices. 

 */ 

void scheduler_tick(int user_ticks, int sys_ticks) 

{ 

 int cpu = smp_processor_id(); 

 runqueue_t *rq = this_rq(); 

 task_t *p = current; 

 

 if (p == rq->idle) { 

  if (local_bh_count(cpu) || local_irq_count(cpu) > 1) 

   kstat.per_cpu_system[cpu] += sys_ticks; 

#if CONFIG_SMP 

  idle_tick(rq); 

#endif 

  return; 

 } 

 if (TASK_NICE(p) > 0) 

  kstat.per_cpu_nice[cpu] += user_ticks; 

 else 

  kstat.per_cpu_user[cpu] += user_ticks; 

 kstat.per_cpu_system[cpu] += sys_ticks; 

 

 /* Task might have expired already,  

but not scheduled off yet */ 

 if (p->array != rq->active) { 

  set_tsk_need_resched(p); 

  return; 

 } 

 spin_lock(&rq->lock); 

 if (unlikely(rt_task(p))) { 

  /* 

   * RR tasks need a special form of timeslice management. 

   * FIFO tasks have no timeslices. 

   */ 

  if ((p->policy == SCHED_RR) && !--p->time_slice) { 

   p->time_slice = task_timeslice(p);   
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Figure 2.3 scheduler_tick() kernel function (Lines 42~81) 
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   p->first_time_slice = 0; 

   set_tsk_need_resched(p); 

 

   /* put it at the end of the queue: */ 

   dequeue_task(p, rq->active); 

   enqueue_task(p, rq->active); 

  } 

  goto out; 

 } 

 /* 

  * The task was running during this tick - update the 

  * time slice counter and the sleep average. Note: we 

  * do not update a thread's priority until it either 

  * goes to sleep or uses up its timeslice. This makes 

  * it possible for interactive tasks to use up their 

  * timeslices at their highest priority levels. 

  */ 

 if (p->sleep_avg) 

  p->sleep_avg--; 

 if (!--p->time_slice) { 

  dequeue_task(p, rq->active); 

  set_tsk_need_resched(p); 

  p->prio = effective_prio(p); 

  p->time_slice = task_timeslice(p); 

  p->first_time_slice = 0; 

 

  if (!TASK_INTERACTIVE(p) || EXPIRED_STARVING(rq)) { 

   if (!rq->expired_timestamp) 

    rq->expired_timestamp = jiffies; 

   enqueue_task(p, rq->expired); 

  } else 

   enqueue_task(p, rq->active); 

 } 

out: 

#if CONFIG_SMP 

 if (!(jiffies % BUSY_REBALANCE_TICK)) 

  load_balance(rq, 0); 

#endif 

 spin_unlock(&rq->lock); 

} 

Figure 2.3 scheduler_tick() kernel function 

The traditional task scheduler of Redhat Linux 9 is, on the other hand, activated upon one 

of the following three conditions:  

 The currently running task suspends either willingly as it completed its work for now 

or unwillingly as a necessary resource is unavailable at present. In this case, the task 

calls the kernel scheduler, leaves run queue setting its state 1 or 2, i.e. ‘interruptible’ 
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or ‘uninterruptible,’ and gets into a wait queue. 

 A task that was just spawned or woken up from a wait queue gets into run queue, and 

the priority of this task is higher than the priority of the currently running task. In this 

case, the kernel activates the task scheduler, and the new task preempts the current 

task. The preempted task holds its ‘running’ state and is left in the active array of run 

queue. 

 The currently running task ran out of its time slice upon the system timer tick. 

Limiting a task’s continuous execution with its time slice is a well-known mechanism 

of all Linux OSs to accomplish the fair schedule among tasks. In this case, the current 

task is moved from the active array of run queue to the expired array of run queue 

keeping its state still 0, i.e. ‘running,’ and kernel activates the task scheduler to 

choose the next task to run. 

The following briefly explains the mechanisms of Linux, Redhat Linux 9 Shrike OS 

based on Linux kernel version 2.4.20-8, for achieving fairness among tasks’ CPU 

occupancies and determine tasks’ priorities. 

There is one thing to note. Starting with version 2.6.x, Linux kernels come with a brand 

new task scheduler capable of limiting scheduling latency to a constant time, i.e., O(1) 

time. It has been reported that, compared with the O(n) task scheduler of version 2.4.x 

kernels (where n is the number of tasks), the new scheduler improved both the system’s 

fitness for real-time applications and the response-time by virtue of the reduced 

uncertainty in scheduling latency as well as the decreased scheduling latency itself. 

Interestingly, Linux of this work has adopted an early work of the O(1) scheduler; 

although there are some trivial differences, Linux still shares the key features of the O(1) 

scheduler with version 2.6.x Linux kernels. Therefore, it is recommended not to be 

confused with the discordance of the explained features of Linux’s task scheduler with 

that usually known for most version 2.4.x kernels’ task scheduler. 

Linux achieves the fairness among tasks’ CPU occupancies by using a per-task variable 
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‘time_slice.’ Time_slice indicates a task’s remained time quanta, for which amount of 

time a task is allowed to run without waiting for all other tasks’ running out of time 

quanta. The run queue of Linux consists of two sub queues: ‘active_array’ which holds all 

the tasks that have reserved their time_slice values and ‘expired_array’ which keeps the 

tasks that have run out of their time_slice values. A newly created task is assigned with an 

initial time_slice value, which is usually 10 ‘jiffies’ for normal (non-real-time) tasks, 

where jiffies is a kernel’s global variable indicating the cumulative occurrence number of 

system timer ticks since the system booted up. The task looses its time_slice as it runs by 

1 jiffy at every system timer tick occurred in the middle of the task’s execution. Upon the 

expiration of its time_slice, the task is forced to stop execution, moved from active_array 

to expired_array, and waits until all other tasks in active_array run out of their time_slice. 

When all other tasks in active_array finally expire their time_slice, the task scheduler 

swaps the two arrays simply by switching the pointers to the arrays; this is a function of 

the O(1) task scheduler to reduce scheduling latency. Throughout this process, every task 

in run queue becomes to have a fair share of CPU time. 

As a traditional non-real-time dynamic-priority-based task scheduler, the scheduler of 

Linux determines tasks’ priorities based on the tasks’ CPU occupancies. In this 

mechanism, the scheduler refers each task’s ‘sleep_avg,’ a per-task variable to keep track 

of tasks’ CPU occupancy ratios. The sleep_avg of a task is updated every time when the 

task is activated again with the ‘sleep_time’, a per-task variable that holds the task’s 

starved time. Finally, the sleep_time is calculated using the task’s ‘last_run’ variable 

immediately before it is used to update the sleep_avg. A task’s last_run is the jiffies when 

the task was scheduled out last time. 

Interactive task reinsertion is another unique mechanism of Linux’s O(1) task scheduler 

to improve the system response time. The underlying idea is that giving one more chance 

to get the CPU for interactive tasks by not moving it into expired_array but leaving it in 

active_array upon its running out of time_slice. The decision of which array an expired 

task should be inserted is made based on two conditions: how the task is interactive and 

how much starved the tasks in the expired array, if any. These conditions are checked 

respectively by using TASK_INTERACTIVE() macro and EXPIRED_STARVING() 
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macro in the kernel function linux/kernel/sched.c:scheduler_tick() as follows. 

           if (!TASK_INTERACTIVE(p) || EXPIRED_STARVING(rq)) { 

                   if (!rq->expired_timestamp) 

                           rq->expired_timestamp = jiffies; 

                   enqueue_task(p, rq->expired); 

           } else 

                   enqueue_task(p, rq->active); 

 

The kernel variable expired_timestamp used in this mechanism indicates the jiffies when 

a task in run queue ran out of its time_slice for the first time among the tasks in the run 

queue since the last swap between the run queue’s active array and expired array. In other 

words, expired_timestamp indicates that how long the first expired task has waited in the 

expired_array. The more starved the expired task is, the narrower chance to be inserted 

back to the active array an interactive task has. 

2.3 Dynamic supply/threshold voltage scaling 

2.3.1 Fundamentals 

Complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) has been the dominant very large 

scale integrated (VLSI) circuit process technology since 1980s due to its suitability for 

high integrity and lower power consumption [14]. As CMOS CPUs continue increasing 

their clock frequency and transistor count, however, their power consumption has been 

increased rapidly. 

CMOS CPUs consume power in either the active mode or standby (also known as idle) 

mode. Equation 2.2 shows the total power consumption of CMOS circuits, which consists 

of dynamic power dissipation, short-circuit power dissipation, and static (leakage) power 

dissipation. 

leakageshortleakageshortdynamicactive VIfVIfCVPPPP ++=++= ταα 2 , (Equation 2.2) 

where, α is the activity factor to the clock rate, C is the total capacitance of the circuit, V 

is supply voltage, f is clock frequency, τ is short-circuit duration, Ishort is short-circuit 

current, and Ileakage is leakage current [11]. 
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And the sub-threshold leakage current, the dominant part of the total leakage current, is 

given by Equation 2.3. 

)1(1,
T
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−= ,    (Equation 2.3) 

where W is the gate width, K1 and n are constants, V is supply voltage, Vth is threshold 

voltage, and T is temperature [24]. 

An important aspect of the dynamic power dissipation is that the supply voltage has a 

quadratic impact on the resultant power dissipation. The supply voltage also has linear 

impacts on the short-circuit power dissipation and the static power dissipation. Therefore, 

lowering the supply voltage is one of the most effective ways to reduce the energy 

consumption of CMOS circuits. 

However, lowering the supply voltage increases the CMOS circuit delay, and therefore 

degrades the circuit’s timeliness performance. Conversely, decreasing the supply voltage 

should be allowed only when the slower operation of a circuit does not degrade the 

system performance. This is the basic rule of DVS. 

kV
VVf th

α)( −
= ,      (Equation 2.4) 

where, V is supply voltage, Vth is threshold voltage, and k and α are the constants 

determined by CMOS process technology [24]. 

The ultimate goal of DVS is to reduce the energy consumption of a CMOS circuit 

without violating any timeliness-constraint degrading the temporal performance of the 

circuit. 

Given the properties of CMOS circuits, DVS can afford an opportunity to reduce the 

energy consumption while preserving the performance. The idea behind the DVS arose 

from the observation that the workload of a CPU does not always require the maximum 

speed, which means that if one can dynamically adjust the CPU speed along with the 
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operation voltage just enough to meet the required level of performance, chances to a 

save considerable amount of energy exist. CPUs capable of dynamically changing their 

clock speed along with the operation voltage are already available. For example, AMD’s 

K6-2 processor can dynamically change its clock speed along with the operation voltage 

between nine levels within the range from 266MHz to 475MHz (OPN Suffixes AHX, 

400AFQ, and AFR) [27]. Intel’s XscaleTM 80200 processor and Pentium-M processor are 

other examples of such processor that supports DVS [28, 30]. 

The biggest challenge in applying DVS is how to accurately schedule the CPU speed to 

minimize the CPU energy consumption while meeting the required level of performance. 

If the future CPU performance requirements are underestimated, performance may be 

degraded. On the other hand, if it is overestimated, the CPU will consume energy 

unnecessarily [73]. On this, the key issue for DVS approaches is how to accurately 

estimate the future CPU performance requirements. 

As CMOS feature size shrinks, however, the leakage power consumption is expected to 

overwhelm the dynamic power consumption. In recent years, researchers have proposed 

dynamic threshold voltage scaling (DVTS) techniques [24, 25, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. As 

DVS scales the supply voltage to reduce the dynamic power, DVTS scales the threshold 

voltage to reduce the sub-threshold leakage power. Similar to DVS, the sub-threshold 

voltage has an exponential impact on the sub-threshold power consumption. On the other 

hand, the degradation of circuit speed is near the linear function of the sub-threshold 

voltage. This analogy makes it possible to use an existing system level DVS scheme as it 

is for a DVTS CPU instead of a DVS CPU. 

2.3.2. Existing DVS approaches for general-purpose systems 

2.3.2.1. Power-aware real-time task scheduling 

Power-aware RT scheduling is on the foundation of traditional RT scheduling theory. The 

basic principle of power-aware RT scheduling is as follows: if there is slack in the 

existing schedule, compose a new RT schedule taking account of the tasks’ execution 

times that will be extended by lowering the CPU speed. As the task scheduling must be 
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done taking CPU speed into account, any power-aware RT scheduling scheme is an 

integrated form of task scheduling and DVS.  

As one expects, however, that power-aware RT scheduling inherits the problems of 

traditional RT scheduling theory – it is as yet impractical for contemporary GP systems 

with the practical characteristics summarized in section 2.2.1. 

2.3.2.2. Autonomous DVS schemes 

Unlike the power-aware RT scheduling, there is another category of DVS schemes 

proposed to be used in the GP systems which continue using the traditional NRT BE task 

scheduling. In this dissertation, this category of DVS schemes are called 'autonomous 

DVS' as they work ‘in tandem’ with the traditional task schedulers. 

In autonomous DVS approaches, task scheduling does not take account of CPU speed 

and a separate DVS scheme takes the current schedule as an its input and then determines 

the next CPU speed; the task scheduler and the DVS scheme work in tandem. 

Existing autonomous DVS schemes solve the problems of power-aware RT scheduling in 

the application to GP systems by thoroughly leaving task scheduling decisions to the task 

scheduling mechanism of commodity OS. The task scheduling mechanism is the CPU-

occupancy-based NRT BE task scheduling discipline, which is robust against the 

characteristics of GP systems and thus a de facto standard in contemporary GP systems. 

The first autonomous DVS schemes are called ‘interval-based DVS (IDVS)’ as they 

determine the next CPU speed according to tasks’ aggregated CPU utilization measured 

at every fixed interval [69, 70, 71, 72]. The two main problems of IDVS are that (1) it 

cannot cope with a particular section of workload which requires a higher CPU speed 

than the CPU speed determined with the aggregated CPU utilization and (2) its fixed 

interval size is poor in accurately measuring the CPU utilization; the scheme will see a 

fully busy duration or a fully idle duration if the interval size is too short and it will fall 

behind in updating the measurement if the interval size is too long compared to the 

utilization transition rate [73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79]. 
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A new autonomous DVS approach, so-called ‘task-based DVS (TDVS),’ has been 

proposed to solve these problems of the old-fashioned autonomous DVS schemes and 

become the current paradigm of autonomous DVS approach. The underlying idea of 

TDVS is, first, to categorize tasks according to their behavioral characteristics (whatever 

they are, but distinguishing from others) and, then, to apply a customized policy to each 

category of tasks. In this way, TDVS can predict tasks’ CPU speed requirements more 

accurately and thus adjust CPU speed more adequately. A category of tasks that most 

TDVS schemes commonly focus on is the interactive application tasks which is 

stimulated from user input events such as keyboard strokes and mouse button clicking 

[74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79].  

Most existing TDVSs focus on the interactive episode, which is a section of workload 

involved with an interactive application and begins with a user input event and ends with 

the corresponding interactive application task's graphical data output to X. As 50 ms of 

human perception threshold is widely accepted to be the deadline for interactive episodes, 

the decision on the CPU speed to complete interactive episodes can be achieved 

relatively easily compared to other time-constrained section of workload since not the 

deadline but only the average amount of workload imposed during the past interactive 

episodes needs to be acquired. 

For the rest of the workload, existing TDVSs typically use a traditional IDVS having a 

fixed interval size [75, 77, 78]. Unlike other existing TDVSs, Vertigo tries to determine 

individual tasks' workloads and deadlines and finally the required CPU speeds particular 

to the individual tasks on a per-task basis. However, Vertigo still does it in such a way 

that every task is treated with the same policy regardless whether the task is actually 

time-constrained or not [75]. 
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Chapter 3 

Toward a New Paradigm of the 
Autonomous CPU Speed Control for 
Commodity-OS-Based GP Mobile PCs 

This chapter proposes a new paradigm of the autonomous CPU speed control for 

commodity-OS-based GP mobile PCs. 

Traditionally, the research focus of autonomous DVS has been on how to accurately 

predict future MFSs (Minimum Feasible Speed, i.e., the lower bound of the CPU speed 

required to complete a given workload before its deadline). However, the CPU-

occupancy-based NRT task scheduling of commodity GPOSs, under which autonomous 

DVS schemes have been proposed to work, makes this goal harder to achieve. This is 

because it often assigns less urgent tasks such as background batch jobs with higher 

priorities than more urgent tasks such as continuous media jobs. This task prioritization 

means that the more urgent workloads’ MFSs tend to be affected by the less urgent 

workloads whose behavior is typically more irregular and thus unpredictable. A more 

essential problem posed by the NRT task scheduling is that, even with the completely 

accurate prediction of future MFSs, the CPU speed cannot be kept close to the energy 

optimal constant speed because the MFS distribution across the schedule becomes 

unnecessarily uneven as the less urgent workloads crowd into the more urgent workloads. 

This problem of autonomous DVS schemes implies that the integration of DVS and time 

constraint-based task scheduling is a necessity in achieving the optimal energy-

performance trade-off even for GP systems. Figure 3.1 illustrates this idea. 
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Figure 3.1 DVS-friendly task scheduling effect: Reducing CMFSs 

The previous work on the energy optimal CPU speed control showed that the CPU speed 

profile that minimizes CPU energy consumption whose power consumption is a convex 

function of speed among all possible CPU speed profiles that complete a given workload 

exactly on its deadline is to run the CPU constantly at the minimum feasible speed of the 

workload. However, real DVS-enabled CPUs typically provides a set of discrete CPU 

speed levels. Thus, if the MFS is not supported in the speed set, the energy optimal CPU 

speed profile is a combination of the two neighboring high and low CPU speeds. In other 
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words, generally speaking the energy-optimal CPU speed profile is to keep the CPU 

speed uniform close to the MFS. Under the CPU-occupancy-based task scheduling this 

condition cannot be met because of the irregular CMFS due to the mismatches between 

tasks’ CPU speed requirements and priorities. Scheduling tasks according to their 

deadlines – the tightness and firmness – alleviate this problem and yields more energy 

savings. Figure 3.2 illustrates this idea. 

 
Figure 3.2 DVS-friendly task scheduling effect: Keeping CMFSs uniform near the 

ICMFS that is the energy optimal CPU speed profile 
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Power-aware RT task scheduling is such an integration of DVS and the traditional RT 

task scheduling theory. For GP systems, however, it is still a long way off from the 

optimal trade-off due to the fundamental incongruity of its underlying task model – tasks 

have regular periods and job execution times (or their minimum inter-arrival times and 

worst case execution times are known) and are independent from each others – with the 

actual tasks running in GP systems. 

First, the power-aware HRT task scheduling cannot be applied to GP systems because it is 

based on the assumption that all the time constrained tasks it will schedule are in 

accordance with the underlying task model, which is not the case in real GP systems, to 

save energy without hurting the a priori guarantee that all future hard deadlines will be 

met. On the other hand, the power-aware SRT task scheduling relaxes the assumption by 

using aperiodic server techniques and the averages inter-arrival time and execution time 

aiming at the energy savings with a statistical guarantee on soft deadlines rather than the 

complete guarantee on hard deadlines. An aperiodic server itself is a task having a regular 

period (defined by a server deadline) and execution time (defined by the server budget). 

By running an irregularly behaving SRT task through an aperiodic server whose deadline 

and budget are the served task’s average inter-arrival time and execution time, the task’s 

irregular behavior is tailored to the task model of the RT task scheduling theory and the 

tasks’ soft deadlines are statistically guaranteed. 

However, the power-aware SRT task scheduling essentially limits the performance of 

irregularly behaving SRT tasks such as continuous media applications or interactive 

applications because of the residuals between the averages and the served task’s run-time 

execution time and inter-arrival time; if a job of the served task requires a longer CPU 

time than the current server budget, the job should wait for the next time slot allocated to 

the server. Increasing the server bandwidth would improve the performance but will limit 

the number of tasks that will be scheduled simultaneously and thus the system utilization 

eventually. The lowered system utilization increases energy consumption because the 

pending tasks that were rejected due to the increased bandwidths of existing aperiodic 

servers will lengthen the system service duration increasing the energy consumption by 

non CPU system components. A critical drawback of the power-aware SRT task 
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scheduling for GP systems is that it cannot properly copes with the dependencies among 

tasks which is easily found in GP systems between a GUI server task and its clients and 

among the family threads of a multi-threaded application. As a result, the power-aware 

SRT task scheduling is practical only for a proprietary system running a single threaded 

continuous media application without using a GUI server task to date. 

Based on these findings, this dissertation suggests a new DVS paradigm for GP systems, 

in which DVS is integrated with a so-called DVS-favor GP task scheduling. 

A task scheduling must meet the following requirements to be an eligible DVS-friendly 

GP task scheduling: 

It must be a DVS-friendly task scheduling: Existing autonomous DVS schemes have 

been designed to work under the traditional CPU-occupancy-based BE (Best Effort) task 

scheduling mechanisms of GPOSs (General Purpose OSs).  

Unlike the traditional CPU-occupancy-based NRT (Non Real Time) task scheduling 

mechanisms of GPOSs (General Purpose OSs) under which existing autonomous DVS 

schemes have been designed to work, a DVS-friendly GP task scheduling has to be a time 

constraint-based task scheduling that assigns a higher priority to a more urgent task such 

that the CMFS (Compound Minimum Feasible Speed) becomes easier to predict as well 

as is kept closer to the energy-optimal CPU speed (i.e., the ICMFS (Ideal CMFS)) across 

the schedule. 

It must be a GP task scheduling: However, the DVS-friendly GP task scheduling must 

be able to preserve the QoS of the actual tasks running in a commodity-OS-based GP 

system that behave irregularly (especially as interactive tasks do) and often have 

precedence constraints among them (e.g., the dependencies between an UI (User 

Interface) server and client pair or among cooperating family threads) without degrading 

the system utilization for the optimal energy-performance trade-off. 
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Chapter 4 

GPSched: A DVS-friendly general-
purpose best-effort task scheduler for 
Linux 

This chapter describes GPSched, a best-effort (BE) task scheduler for commodity Linux 

which meets the requirements for an eligible DVS-friendly GP task scheduler described 

in the previous chapter.  

4.1 Underlying ideas 

The basic priority assignment rule of the proposed task scheduler is to assign a higher 

priority to the task having a tighter and harder time constraint. By doing so, GPSched can 

prevent less urgent tasks from crowding into more urgent tasks. As more urgent tasks do 

not need to wait until the completion of less urgent tasks, their CPU speed requirements 

to meet deadlines are kept low – closer to the ICMFS of the given task set – reducing the 

CPU energy consumption. Moreover, this priority assignment rule naturally improves the 

system performance because more urgent tasks will be executed first. On the top of this, 

the approach makes the CPU speed scaling decision easier because most deadlines of 

urgent tasks will be met at the ICMFS that is, in turn, easy to predict even with a simple 

CPU utilization-based DVS algorithm. 

The two key questions in realizing the above priority assignment rule are (1) how to 

distinguish more urgent tasks from less urgent tasks and (2) how to cope with the possible 

CPU speed requirements that are higher than the ICMFS of the given task set. 

These questions can be answered based on the following insights into the tasks running in 

modern GP systems. 

First, the activities that all the tasks running in modern GP systems after all fall into one 
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of the followings: (1) User interface activities such as watching a movie, listening music, 

playing game, writing documents, and so on, (2) house keeping activities such as system 

resource management like periodic memory swapping, (3) CPU-bound batch works such 

as program installations or upgrading, anti-virus checking, scientific calculations, high-

level language compilations, and so on, and (4) specific hardware control such as printer 

driver.  

Second, each category of the activities has a regular type and degree of timeliness 

requirement intrinsic to its purpose. For example, the user interface activities are typically 

deadline-based and the deadline is after all up to the human perception threshold. House 

keeping activities are by nature rate-based rather than deadline-based; they do not need to 

complete each job by a specific deadline but need a certain level of average progress such 

as one execution at every several seconds. CPU-bound batch works typically do not 

require any deadline for proper results, but it is desirable not to delay their final 

completion time because the later completion may cause more energy consumption of 

other system components but the CPU that should be kept on. The deadline of a hardware 

control activity is the one difficult to estimate; one solution is to execute such activities at 

the full CPU speed with the highest priority. 

Thus the answer to the first question above, how to distinguish more urgent tasks from 

less urgent tasks, is that the GPSched task scheduler automatically detects which category 

of activity each task is involved with by observing tasks’ behavior and prioritizes the 

tasks according to the involved activities as the indicator of task priority. On the other 

hand, the answer to the second question above, how to cope with possible time 

constrained sections, is that GPSched speeds up the execution of tasks if the tasks are not 

completed after some timeouts which are pre-described based on the intrinsic timeliness 

requirements of the involved activities. In this way, the GPSched reduces the delay in 

completing an activity which requires a higher CPU speed than the ICMFS of the given 

task set. 

On the other hand, GPSched prevents the less urgent tasks from being starved for an 

unduly long time by incorporating the GPOS task scheduling rule into it. Once a task’s 
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type is determined and the task is assigned with a priority range correspondingly, the 

specific priority of the task within the priority range is determined by the GPOS task 

scheduling rule; the longer time a task is starving, the higher the task’s priority becomes. 

Although tasks are usually not allowed to get a priority beyond its own priority range, 

RBSRT tasks (kernel threads and daemon processes) are allowed to get as high of a 

priority as DBSRT tasks (UI server tasks, continous media application tasks, and user 

interactive tasks) so as to prevent system management jobs from being blocked for an 

unduly long time. As for NRT tasks, no matter how long the task has been starved, having 

a priority beyond the NRT tasks’ priority range is not allowed; this makes sense because 

the situation means that there still are some time constrained tasks to do in the system. 

In the following section, the detailed task model that GPSched uses based on this ideas 

are presented. 

4.2 Task model 

The scope of the time constraint imposed in a commodity-OS-based GP system is not the 

individual jobs (of tasks) but a transaction of the services that the system provides. 

Moreover, the precedence constraints among the tasks cooperating to provide a service 

are naturally bounded within a service transaction. For example, a transaction of the 

service that responds to a user input event consists of a series of jobs having precedence 

constraints among them; the user interface (UI) server first detects the user input event 

then redirect it to the aimed application task, the application task receives the event, 

processes it, then replies back to the UI server, and finally the UI server puts the response 

into the video memory. In this series of operations, the time points when the involved 

jobs are completed do not matter as long as the whole transaction is completed within the 

human perception threshold known as several tens of milliseconds. This aspect implies 

that prioritizing individual service transactions instead of the individual jobs can alleviate 

the difficulty due to the precedence constraints among tasks in a time constraint-based 

task scheduling without hurting the system performance. The following characteristics of 

commodity-OS-based GP systems provide an easy way to prioritize service transactions. 

 In commodity-OS-based GP systems, any time constraint is after all originated from 
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either the necessity to meet the human perception threshold in completing a UI 

service transaction such as processing a movie frame or a sound sample or responding 

to a user input event, the necessity to provide a timely transaction of system 

management services such as a memory swapping, or the necessity to complete an 

operation of the hardware that is not related with any UI activities, such as sending 

some data to the CD-RW drive burning a CD, on time (note that any operation of the 

hardware involved with a UI activity is subject to the human perception threshold). 

Therefore, any service that a commodity-OS-based system provides can be classified 

broadly into a UI service, a system management service, a non-UI hardware service, 

or one of the rest non-time constrained services and any job of the task running in a 

commodity-OS-based system is a part of a transaction of one of the four broad types 

of service. 

 Except the non-UI hardware service transactions whose time constraints depend on 

particular hardware, the order in urgency among the UI service transactions, the 

system management service transactions, and the non-time constrained service 

transactions, which account for the dominant portion of the total service transactions 

provided by a commodity-OS-based GP system throughout a service duration, is 

obvious; the human perception threshold is known as several tens of milliseconds, the 

system management services are set to run typically once a few seconds in 

contemporary commodity-Linux-based GP systems and, unlike the UI service 

transactions, are intrinsically rate-based rather than deadline-based because the 

specific point of time when they execute does not matter as long as a required number 

of transactions are completed on average, and the non-time constrained services do 

not have any explicit time constraint. Moreover, the order in urgency hardly switches 

from system to system, OS to OS, or application to application because the time 

constraints are originated not from the particular technical methods realizing the 

services but from their real natures. 

Based on these ideas, the GPSched BE task scheduling assigns tasks with one of HRT 

priority range, DBSRT (Deadline-Based Soft Real Time) priority range, RBSRT (Rate-
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Based Soft Real Time) priority range, and NRT priority range based on the type of the 

service that the task is involved with. The priority ranges are graded in the listed order 

and are respectively mapped to non-UI hardware control services, UI services, system 

management services, and the rest non-time constrained services, the four broad types of 

service that commodity-OS-based GP systems provide. It can be thought that the 

GPSched BE task scheduler deals with each of the four broad types of service like a task 

having a known static priority and each transaction of a service like a job of the task. 

With this approach, the GPSched BE task scheduling can avoid the difficulties due to the 

existence of precedence constraints among tasks and the irregular and unknown inter-

arrival times and execution times of tasks in providing a time constraint-based task 

scheduling for a commodity-OS-based GP system. It also better preserves system 

utilization than conventional RT task scheduling mechanisms as it does not tailor the 

irregular behavior of the tasks running in commodity-OS-based GP systems. This simple 

time constraint-based task scheduling is, however, effective in improving the energy-

performance trade-off for commodity-OS-based GP systems over existing DVS 

approaches as Figure 3.1 and 3.2 in the previous chapter conceptually illustrated and the 

experimental results will show. 

In this approach, the problem of time constraint-based task scheduling reduces to the 

problem of finding the type of service that each job is involved with. And the information 

about the involved service type is provided by the task type detector. 

4.3 Task type detector 

The task type detector classifies tasks into non-UI hardware control tasks having the HRT 

priority range, a GUI (Graphic UI) server task, a sound server task, continuous video 

application tasks, continuous audio application tasks, and interactive application tasks 

that have the DBSRT priority range, kernel threads and daemons having the RBSRT 

priority range, and the rests tasks having the NRT priority range based on a variety of task 

type indicators such as the names of a task and its parent, the memory address space of a 

task, whether a task has an open socket to the GUI server task or the sound server task, 

whether a task has directly opened the audio driver, whether a task received a user input 
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event from the GUI server, and the interval between each task’s consecutive video/audio 

outputs or the user input event receptions. 

Task type detector first traces the behavior of every task in the system such as what is the 

destination of the task’s outputs (particular hardware such as CDRW or specific user 

interface servers such as X or ESD (Enlightened Sound Daemon) of Linux), whether it 

receives user input events or not, whether it runs in kernel memory space or not, whether 

it is a well-known user interface server task like X or ESD, and which task is the parent 

of it (for example, the tasks created by the init process are typically kinds of daemon 

processes in Linux) to determine the type of activities the task involved with. Task type 

detector then categorizes tasks into HRT tasks, DBSRT tasks, RBSRT tasks, and NRT 

tasks if the tasks are involved with some non user interface hardware control activities, 

user interface activities, house keeping activities, and CPU-bound batch work, 

respectively. In this classification, Task type detector traces all the family threads and 

assigns them with the representative type in HRT, DBSRT, RBSRT, and NRT order. NRT 

tasks are further classified into HINRT (Hard Idling NRT) tasks and SINRT (Soft Idling 

NRT) tasks by observing whether a NRT task sleeps with explicit timeout or not. HINRT 

tasks should be executed at the full CPU speed to avoid the increase of system energy 

consumption due to the extended active durations of the other system components but 

CPU. 

The GPSched then assigns the higher priority range (note that not a particular priority) to 

the tasks (and all the family threads of a task) in the order of HRT tasks (non user 

interface hardware controlling tasks), DBSRT (continuous media, interactive, graphic 

server, and sound server tasks) and HINRT tasks (same priority range), RBSRT tasks 

(kernel threads and the daemon processes which are not the graphic server or sound 

server task), and SINRT tasks. The specific priority of each task within a same priority 

range is determined in the same way of the traditional CPU-occupancy-based priority 

assignment. By doing so, interactive application tasks are still received the highest 

priority and show good responsiveness as they do under the GPOSs’ native task 

scheduling. This scheduling approach also provides the robustness in scheduling a set of 

tasks having precedence constraints from each others because all the family threads of a 
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deadline-based task or a user interface server and all of its clients are assigned with a 

same high priority range and thus a successor task can quickly follow its predecessor task. 

These two features, together with the feature that the GPSched provides some degree of 

time constraint aware task scheduling while not requiring the knowledge of every job’s 

deadline, make GPScheDVS clearly distinguishable from the power-aware SRT task 

scheduling. 

4.4 Hard-idling NRT task treatment 

The task type detector provides not only the information about the type of the service 

involved with a task but also the information whether a task used to cause the hard idle, 

the CPU idle time whose length is fixed regardless of the CPU speed (e.g., the CPU idle 

time during a hard disk access by a task when there is not any other task to run), or the 

soft idle, the CPU idle time that disappears under a lower CPU speed (e.g., the CPU idle 

time when there is no task in the run queue). The GPSched BE task scheduler 

additionally uses this information in the priority range assignment; it assigns the HINRT 

(Hard Idling NRT) tasks, the NRT tasks that sleep causing hard idling, with the DBSRT 

priority range instead of the NRT priority range such that the system utilization is 

improved under a low CPU speed as other tasks are allowed to use the hard idle time 

caused by HINRT tasks. 
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Chapter 5 

GPScheDVS 

This chapter describes GPScheDVS, the integrated approach of GPSched and a task-

based autonomous DVS scheme called GPSDVS which is customized to GPSched. 

5.1. Introduction 

Any autonomous DVS schemes can be used under the GPSched which is described in 

Chapter 4. However, for a maximum benefit, a customized DVS scheme is necessary. For 

this purpose a task-based DVS scheme customized to GPSched called GPSDVS was 

designed. GPScheDVS is, therefore, an integrated approach of GPSched and GPSDVS. 

5.2. GPSDVS: A task-based DVS scheme customized to 
GPSched 

Under the support of the DVS-friendly GP task scheduling, future CMFSs are predicted 

by the GPSDVS which consists of the four instances of adaptive-interval-based DVS 

(AIDVS) [93], an interval-based DVS algorithm that adapts its interval length to the 

arrival pattern of workload, respectively devoted to the four priority ranges. Each 

instance of AIDVS predicts the future CMFSs required by the service transactions for the 

priority range that it is devoted and the final decision on the CPU operation point is made 

according to the most stringent one among the respectively predicted CMFSs by the four 

instances of AIDVS.  

5.2.1. AIDVS: Adaptive interval-based DVS algorithm 

The use of AIDVS is another important feature that makes GPScheDVS distinguishable. 

AIDVS outperforms existing interval-based DVS algorithms that have a fundamental 

dilemma of choice between the energy efficiency and system performance as they are 

based on a fixed interval length; too long interval length causes the poor responsiveness 
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in CPU speed adjustment resulting in the QoS degradation, whereas too short interval 

length often causes an interval to be located in the middle of CPU busy duration or CPU 

idle duration such that the DVS algorithm is mislead to overestimate or underestimate 

future CMFSs resulting in an unnecessarily large amount of energy consumption or the 

QoS degradation, respectively. AIDVS overcomes this problem by adapting its interval 

length to the arrival pattern of workload such that an interval begins upon the arrival of a 

workload (the beginning of busy half), continues upon the completion of the workload for 

the following CPU idle duration (the beginning of idle half), and finally ends upon the 

arrival of the next workload. In this way, an interval of AIDVS is never located in the 

middle of CPU busy duration or CPU idle duration regardless of the arrival pattern of 

workloads, allowing AIDVS to avoid either the overestimation or underestimation of 

future CMFSs. Moreover, AIDVS can keep the proper level of responsiveness particular 

to the arrival pattern of workload as it is always given a chance to adjust the CPU speed 

after the current workload is completed and before the next workload arrives. For a long 

lasting workload, AIDVS gradually increases the CPU speed using a time out that is set 

according to the typical time constraint particular to each broad type of service. 

Note that the CMFS required by a time constrained service transaction is given by the 

following equation. 

own

blockingown

D
WW )( +

,      (Equation 5.1) 

where Wown is the total workload of the jobs that consist of the transaction, Wblocking is the 

total workload of the jobs that block the involved jobs by having higher priorities than 

them, and Down is the deadline of the transaction. 

To take the Wblocking term into account, each instance of AIDVS counts also the workloads 

of the tasks assigned with a higher priority range than the priority range that the AIDVS 

is devoted. The instance of AIDVS that is devoted to the NRT priority range, the lowest 

priority range, counts all tasks’ workloads and works as a total CPU utilization tracer. 

Upon overload situation, this instance of AIDVS leads the CPU speed to the maximum 
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such that the total system energy consumption is not increased by preventing the 

extension of system service duration. 

Each instance of AIDVS also relies on the intrinsic tightness of the classified tasks’ 

involved activities to cope with the possible time constrained sections within the entire 

interval that require the higher CPU speeds than the ICMFS. For example, the second 

level AIDVS devoted to DBSRT, HINRT, and HRT tasks increases the CPU speed by one 

level if a busy duration lasts over 20 milliseconds of FSE (Full Speed Equivalent) timeout 

and upon every 10 milliseconds after the first speed up. The FSE timeouts for the first 

level, third level, and the lowest level AIDVSs are defined as (5 milliseconds, 2.5 

milliseconds), (100 milliseconds, 50 milliseconds), and (500 milliseconds, 250 

milliseconds), respectively, also considering the intrinsic time constraints of the involved 

activities.  

Note that these customized policies to the individual types of tasks with a single AIDVS 

algorithm are possible because the GPSched and GPSDVS share the task type 

information. In contrast, an existing DVS approach – even a task-based DVS scheme 

which adjusts CPU speed on a per-task basis – cannot realize properly customized 

policies to each type of tasks even though it is used under GPSched because it does not 

share the task type information with GPSched. 

5.3. GPScheDVS: The integration of GPSched and GPSDVS 

GPScheDVS is the integrated approach of GPSched and GPSDVS [94]. Figures 5.1 and 

5.2 show how both GPSched and GPSDVS make GPScheDVS superior over existing 

autonomous DVS schemes in reducing energy consumption without degrading system 

performance. As Figure 5.1 depicts, an autonomous DVS scheme can not fully realize the 

potential of DVS no matter how accurately it predicts tasks’ CMFSs as long as it runs 

under GPOS task scheduling because this task scheduling causes tasks’ CMFSs to be 

unnecessarily high obstructing the DVS scheme in lowering CPU speed for a reduced 

energy consumption. Unlike the GPOS task scheduling, GPSched, as a DVS-friendly GP 

task scheduling, keeps tasks’ CMFSs low and uniform and, thus, allows a DVS scheme to 

lower CPU speed for a reduced energy consumption.  
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Figure 5.1 The superiority of GPScheDVS in power-performance trade-off over 

existing autonomous DVS schemes due to GPSched 

As Figure 5.2 illustrates, however, using GPSched alone still does not result in the 

minimized energy consumption. When an existing autonomous DVS scheme is used, it 

tends to cause the CPU to speed up either too early or too late, resulting in an 

unnecessarily larger energy consumption or poorer system performance than are really 

achievable even under GPSched taks scheduling. This is because existing DVS schemes 

can not share task information such as task type and time constraint with GPSched. When 

the DVS scheme overestimate tasks’ CMFSs, it will raises the CPU speed prematurely as 

Figure 5.2 (a) examplifies. On the other hand, when the scheme underestimates the 
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CMFSs, the CPU speed will be kept low for a unduly long time. This situation is also 

depicted in Figure 5.2 (a). Unlike existing DVS schemes, GPSDVS shares the task 

information with GPSched and, thus, does not raise the CPU speed either too early or too 

lately. 

 
Figure 5.2 The superiority of GPScheDVS in power-performance trade-off over 

existing autonomous DVS schemes due to GPSDVS 

GPSched first makes the CPU speed requirements of tasks low, closer to the ICMFS of 

the given task set. Under the GPSched task scheduling, GPSDVS detects the CPU speed 

requirements of each priority range of tasks by using the four instances of AIDVS, then, 
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adjusts the CPU speed based on the most stringent one among the four CPU speed 

requirements. 

GPScheDVS works in either system energy centric (SE) mode (GPScheDVS-SE) aiming 

at system energy-performance trade-off or CPU power centric (CP) mode (GPScheDVS-

CP) pursuing CPU heat dissipation-performance trade-off. Both modes of GPScheDVS 

work in a same way but the treatment of NRT tasks.  

In the system energy centric mode, GPScheDVS assigns HINRT tasks with the DBSRT 

priority range and keep the CPU speed to the maximum as long as such a HINRT task is 

in the run queue so as to prevent the lengthened system service time that increases non-

CPU components’ energy consumptions and eventually the entire system energy 

consumption. The result is a larger CPU energy consumption but a less system energy 

consumption than existing DVS schemes. 

In the CPU power centric mode, GPScheDVS executes every task involved with non-

time constrained services at the critical CPU speed, i.e., the CPU speed that yields the 

lowest CPU energy consumption. GPScheDVS, however, still executes the tasks involved 

with time constrained services at the appropriate CPU speeds that can meet the deadlines. 

In this way, GPScheDVS-CP limits the CPU heat generation while preserving system 

performance at the cost of larger system energy consumption. The GPScheDVS-CP is 

especially for the commodity-OS-based GP systems such as desktop where the primary 

concern of user is often the CPU heat generation rather than the system energy 

consumption. 

Note that the selective application between these two operation modes – another 

customized policy to the target system type – is also possible because the GPSched and 

the GPSDVS share the task type information – whether the task is NRT or not and the 

NRT task is HINRT task or not – provided by the task type detector. 
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5.4. Implementation issues 

5.4.1. Fixed point arithmetic 

All DVS schemes measure the fraction of CPU busy and idle times and calculate their 

ratio so as to determine the most appropriate level of CPU OP. This common mechanism 

requires the arithmetic on fractional numbers. However, the original Linux kernel does 

not support the arithmetic on fractional numbers with floating point types. For this reason, 

we implemented a set of fixed point arithmetic functions. 

The arithmetic functions were designed for an U(20, 12) fixed point fractional number 

format, i.e., an unsigned 32-bit number format in which the upper 20 bits (bit31~bit12) 

are used to represent the integer part and the lower 12 bits (bit11~bit0) are used to 

represent the fractional part. The bit12 has the value of 20 = 1, and the bit13 has the value 

of 21 = 2, and so forth. On the other hand, the bit11 has the value of 2-1 = 0.5, and the 

bit10 has the value of 2-2 = 0.25, and so on. The range of the value that the format can 

represent is from 0 to 220-212 = 1048575.999755859375. With microsecond of unit, this 

range corresponds to 0~1.048 seconds which range is sufficient for most DVS schemes 

(for example the largest DVS interval, which is used in SpeedStep, is 0.5 seconds). 

This work implemented fpmul12() and fpdiv12() functions in in-line assembly codes 

which automatically matches the bit lengths for fractional part after and before the 

multiplication and division, respectively. For addition and subtraction, we don’t need to 

any particular arithmetic functions because such types of arithmetic do not modify the bit 

numbers for fractional parts; we only need to confirm that the operand and operator are in 

U(20, 12) fixed point format in these cases (we can convert an integer to U(20, 12) fixed 

format by 12 bit left shift). 

5.4.2. Time counters 

Flautner, the first author of Vertigo, directly used the RDTSC instruction, which returns 

the current CPU time stamp counter (TSC) value, to get the timing information required 

for the operation of Vertigo. However, the kernel programmers’ community recommends 

not to use RDTSC directly but to use the do_gettimeofday kernel function which also 
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uses RDTSC internally and returns the current time in microseconds. Briefly speaking, 

directly using RDTSC is risky, whereas using do_gettimeofday is safe. 

Thus, if the two approaches provide a same degree of time resolution and availability (i.e., 

whether we can call it whenever we want), there is no reason for persisting in directly 

using the RDTSC. According to my test, using do_gettimeofday does not have any 

disadvantage compared to using RDTSC. Therefore, GPScheDVS is based on 

do_gettimeofday rather than RDTSC. 
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Chapter 6 

Experiments 

A set of experiments was performed on GPScheDVS described in the previous chapter. 

This chapter first describes the goal and method of the experiments and then presents and 

discusses the experimental results. 

6.1 Introduction 

The fundamental goal of the experiments is to verify the effectiveness of the suggested 

autonomous CPU speed control paradigm in extending battery lifetime and reducing CPU 

heat dissipation while improving system performance over the current paradigm under 

the real-life usage scenarios of typical contemporary GP mobile PCs. For this purpose, 

the performances of GPScheDVS and the existing autonomous DVS schemes that follow 

the current paradigm were compared. 

The specific questions to deal with in the experiments are how much system energy 

consumption, the pertinent metric to battery lifetime, the system-energy-centric mode 

GPScheDVS (GPScheDVS-SE) will reduce and how much average CPU power 

consumption, the most relevant metric to CPU heat dissipation, the CPU-power-centric 

mode GPScheDVS (GPScheDVS-CP) will reduce both while improving the QoS of SRT 

applications such as continuous media and interactive applications over the existing 

autonomous DVS schemes under the following usage scenarios: 

 The typical usage scenarios where a SRT application runs alone or with the NRT 

applications that impose an amount of workload spanning from light to moderate to 

heavy in the background: The experimental results under this type of usage scenarios 

will be presented in Section 6.3.1. 

 The special usage scenarios where a SRT application runs with a HINRT application: 
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As Chapter 4 pointed out, executing HINRT tasks at a low CPU operating point 

extends the running time of non-CPU components and, accordingly, increases their 

energy consumptions. The GPScheDVS-SE prevents this problem by executing them 

at the highest CPU operating point as like no-DVS case. The point of interest under 

this type of usage scenarios is, thus, how much system energy consumption the 

GPScheDVS-SE reduces over not only the existing autonomous DVS schemes but 

also the no-DVS case while preserving the QoS of SRT applications. The results of 

these experiments will be given in Section 6.3.2. 

 The special usage scenarios where only SRT applications are run without having any 

NRT application in the background such that the workload is mostly made up of SRT 

tasks: As a DVS-friendly task scheduler, GPSched provides a time constraint-based 

task prioritization to make tasks’ CMFSs uniform near the ICMFS of the task set. But, 

as described in Chapter 4, the time constraint-based task prioritization of GPSched is 

simply among the four types of tasks, i.e., HRT, DBSRT, RBSRT, and NRT tasks. A 

naturally arising question is, thus, can GPScheDVS further reduce system energy 

consumption and CPU power consumption over existing autonomous DVS schemes 

when the workload is mostly made up of SRT tasks? This type of usage scenarios are 

to deal with this question and the experimental results will be shown in Section 6.3.3. 

For these goals, GPScheDVS and three representative existing autonomous DVS 

schemes were implemented in the kernel of a commodity Linux and experimented on a 

real laptop equipped with an Intel Pentium-M, a DVS-enabled CPU. Two interval-based 

DVS schemes, the OnDemand cpufreq governor (OCG) for Enhanced Intel SpeedStep 

Technology (EIST) [40] and AVG3 [41], and a task-based DVS scheme, Vertigo [45], 

were selected as the existing autonomous DVS schemes to compare with GPScheDVS. 

The detailed features of the experimental platform will be presented in Section 6.2.1. 

Section 6.2.2 will describe the implementation details of these existing autonomous DVS 

schemes. 

For the realistic assessment, the experiments were conducted with various common Linux 

applications including two continuous media players, a web-browser, a game, a document 
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editor, an anti-virus scanner, and a programming language compiler. The benchmarks and 

their usage scenarios will be described in Section 6.2.3. 

Experimented DVS schemes were compared in five performance metrics: system energy 

consumption, CPU energy consumption, average CPU power consumption, the QoS of 

SRT applications, and the overhead of DVS schemes in time, system energy consumption, 

and the number of CPU operating point transitions. Section 6.2.4 will define the metrics 

and the methods to measure them in the concrete. 

In this research, the energy and power consumptions for each experiment were estimated 

by using energy models due to the practical difficulties in the on-line measurement with 

electrical instruments. The models have the power consumptions of the experimental 

platform measured beforehand with an electrical instrument at each CPU operating point 

as its coefficients and the fractions of time spent at each CPU operating point during the 

experiment as its explanatory variables. The models were validated by comparing the 

values calculated using it and measured with an electrical instrument for 168 experiments. 

Section 6.2.4.1 describes the models and shows the validation process. 

The experiments were conducted using two Linux-based tools developed for this research, 

Tweak-PM and DVS-suite. Tweak-PM is a Linux loadable kernel module (LKM) which 

probes the properties of a given Intel Pentium-M CPU and allows a user to manually 

control the CPU functions such as the thermal monitors (TM1/TM2), on-demand clock 

modulation (ODCM), and EIST. Tweak-PM was originally devised as a pilot tool for 

DVS-suite but used to manually set the CPU operating point while measuring the power 

consumptions of the experimental platform to build the energy models. DVS-suite is the 

collection of the Linux kernel extensions that implement the DVS schemes to test and the 

facilities to measure, record, and report the experimental metrics. The implemented DVS 

schemes can be switched on-the-fly, and the metric trace facilities can be turned on or off 

individually on demand of users through a LKM called DVS-suite module. Section 6.2.5 

will describe the functions and structures of Tweak-PM and DVS-suite. 

The experimental results will be presented and discussed in Section 6.3. Finally, Section 
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6.4 will conclude this chapter.  

6.2 Experimental method 

This section describes the experimental method. Specific issues include the experimental 

platform, the implementation of selected existing autonomous DVS schemes, the selected 

benchmarks and their usage scenarios, DVS performance metrics and their measurement 

methods, and the two tools developed in this research for the experiments – Tweak-PM 

and DVS-suite. 

6.2.1 Platform 

The experiments were conducted on a Dell Latitude D600 laptop which is equipped with 

an Intel Pentium-M processor and runs a Red Hat Linux 9 Shrike OS. Figure 6.1 shows 

the experimental platform and the system power consumption measurement environment 

based on a HP 54602B oscilloscope [89] and a LEM PR30 current probe [90]. Table 6.1 

describes the detailed features of the experimental platform. 

Table 6.1 Features of the experimental platform (Dell Latitude D600 laptop) 

Processor Intel Pentium-M 725 processor 1.6GHz  
(Dothan core, Rev. B1, signature 0x6D6) 

Main memory size 512 MB 

Graphic adaptor ATI Radeon Mobility 9000 
(32 MB of video RAM, No Genlock or Frame lock support [87, 88]) 

Audio device The audio hardware integrated in Intel I810 chipset  
(65536 Bytes of audio buffer) 

Wireless network 
device 

Lucent Orinoco PC card silver  
(11 Mb/second of maximum data transfer rate) 

Operating system Red Hat Linux 9 Shrike OS extended with DVS-suite (Linux kernel 
version 2.4.20-8, No dynamic power management (DPM) support) 

Pentium-M is a DVS-enabled CPU whose clock frequency and supply voltage can be 

adjusted on-the-fly while running programs. The Pentium-M of the experimental platform 

supports six CPU operating points, i.e., the pairs of clock frequency and supply voltage 

[30]. The Pentium-M hardware mechanism that allows software to adjust the CPU 

operating point is called Enhanced Intel SpeedStep Technology (EIST) [29]. With EIST, 

the current CPU operating point can be probed by reading IA32_PERF_STATUS (MSR 
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index 0x198), a model specific register (MSR) particular to Pentium-M. And, a new CPU 

operating point can be enforced by updating IA32_PERF_CTL MSR (MSR index 0x199). 

These MSRs can be read and written by OS or even a user-space application through 

RDMSR and WRMSR instructions, respectively. Table 6.2 describes the six CPU 

operating points supported by the Pentium-M of the experimental platform with the 

corresponding MSR values. 

 
Figure 6.1 Experimental platform and the system power consumption measurement 

setup (the built-in battery of the experimental platform was removed to avoid the 
impact of the battery on the measured results) 

Table 6.2 Intel Pentium-M 725 processor operating points. 

CPU operating 
point 

CPU clock frequency 
(MHz) 

CPU supply voltage 
(V) MSR value 

CPU_OP0 1598.6960 1.340 0x1028 
CPU_OP1 1398.8590 1.276 0xE24 
CPU_OP2 1199.0220 1.212 0xC20 
CPU_OP3 999.1850 1.132 0xA1B 
CPU_OP4 799.3480 1.068 0x817 
CPU_OP5 599.5110 0.988 0x612 
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EIST is not exclusively used by OS or a user-space application; Intel thermal monitor 2 

(TM2), another hardware mechanism particular to the Pentium-M, uses EIST to protect 

the CPU from the physical damage due to overheating. TM2 keeps observing the CPU 

junction temperature, i.e., the temperature at the P-N junction of the CMOS CPU through 

a built-in thermal sensor. If the junction temperature exceeds the thermal threshold 

particular to Pentium-M (100 degrees Celsius), TM2 keeps the CPU operating point at 

CPU_OP4 until the junction temperature falls down below the thermal threshold. Note 

that the CPU operating point CPU_OP4 is just the default setting. The TM2 target CPU 

operating point can be changed by setting bit 15:0 of MSR_THERM2_CTL MSR (MSR 

index 0x19D). 

Pentium-M has another thermal monitor TM1. Unlike the TM2 that uses EIST, TM1 uses 

the thermal control circuit (TCC) to reduce the junction temperature. Upon activation, 

TCC first reduces the clock ratio by half by turning off every other original clock tick and 

keeps the reduced clock ratio until the junction temperature falls down below the 

threshold. Similar to EIST, TCC can be programmed by software. And, in that case, the 

clock modulation ratio has not necessarily to be 50%; the ratio can be chosen among 12.5, 

25, 37.5, 50, 62.5, 75, and 87.5%. This software-based clock modulation technique is 

called on-demand clock modulation (ODCM). TM1 and ODCM are the legacy 

mechanisms introduced to the early Intel processors that were not equipped with EIST. 

Pentium-M does not allow both of the thermal monitors to be turned on. If TM2 is 

activated, TM1 is deactivated automatically. And, if TM2 is deactivated again, TM1 is 

activated [30]. 

The experiments were conducted with TM2 activated (and TM1 deactivated) to protect 

the Pentium-M from the possible damage due to overheating. To activate any thermal 

monitor, the TM1E flag (bit 03) of IA32_MISC_ENABLE MSR (MSR index 0x1A0) has 

to be set first. Then, TM2 is activated by setting the TM_SELECT flag (bit 16) of 

MSR_THERM2_CTL MSR. Resetting TM_SELECT flag deactivates TM2 and activates 

TM1. Note that switching the thermal monitors in this way applies to only the early 

versions of Pentium-M whose signature is either 0x69n or 0x6Dn such as the Pentium-M 

used in the experiments. For the recent versions of Pentium-M, the switch from TM1 to 
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TM2 is performed simply by setting the TM2E flag (bit 13) of IA32_MISC_ENABLE 

MSR. Again, resetting the TM2E flag switches TM2 to TM1 [31]. 

A notable characteristic of the Red Hat Linux 9 used in the experiments is that it does not 

support any DPM for non-CPU components unless it is extended with additional DPM 

patches. This OS feature allows the energy models mentioned in Section 6.1 to accurately 

approximate the actual system and CPU energy consumptions. Section 6.2.4.1 will show 

the reason. 

Another system feature worth noting is that the graphic adaptor does not support the 

Genlock extension that synchronizes the monitor refresh rate to the frame rate of the 

video source in order to avoid the judders in a video playback [87, 88]. This system 

feature causes the video output period of a continuous media application to deviate from 

the nominal video frame rate affecting the video deadline meet ratio measurement 

method as Section 6.2.4.4 will show. 

6.2.2 Implementation of the existing autonomous DVS schemes 

As Section 6.1 explained, OCG, AVG3, and Vertigo were selected as the representative 

existing DVS schemes that follow the current DVS paradigm for commodity-OS-based 

GP PCs and implemented in the Linux kernel for the comparison with GPScheDVS. 

The interval-based DVS scheme OCG has a simple mechanism. It keeps sampling the 

CPU utilization at every 110 milliseconds of interval. If the last interval’s CPU utilization 

was higher than the 80% of upper bound threshold, OCG rises up the CPU operating 

point by one level from the current level to the next higher level. Similarly, if the last 

interval’s CPU utilization was less than the 20% of lower bound threshold, OCG 

decreases the CPU operating point to the next lower level. If the next interval’s CPU 

utilization is still out of the bounds, OCG keeps rising up or lowering down the CPU 

operating point by one level every interval until the CPU utilization is within the bounds. 

Figure 6.2 shows the pseudo code of OCG. 

Unlike OCG that predicts the next CPU operating point based only on the last interval’s 
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CPU utilization, another interval-based DVS scheme AVG3 predicts the next CPU 

operating point based on the moving average of all the past intervals’ CPU utilizations 

defined by Equation 6.1. By using the moving average, AVG3 can have a long-term view 

of CPU utilization and more accurately predict the next CPU operating point than OCG. 

The moving average and the CPU operating point are updated at every 20 milliseconds 

[72]. 
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OCG main function: 

 

Increment interval by ds_counter.elapsed – interval_base 

Initialize interval_base to ds_counter.elapsed 

Increment busy by ds_counter.busy_total - busy_base 

Initialize busy_base to ds_counter.busy_total 

IF interval >= 110 msec 

   Calculate cpu_utilization by busy / interval 

   IF cpu_utilization > 0.8 

      CASE Current CPU_OP 

         CPU_OP0: Set next CPU_OP to CPU_OP0 

         CPU_OP1: Set next CPU_OP to CPU_OP0 

         CPU_OP2: Set next CPU_OP to CPU_OP1 

         CPU_OP3: Set next CPU_OP to CPU_OP2 

         CPU_OP4: Set next CPU_OP to CPU_OP3 

         CPU_OP5: Set next CPU_OP to CPU_OP4 

      ENDCASE 

      ELSE IF cpu_utilization < 0.2 

         CASE Current CPU_OP 

            CPU_OP0: Set next CPU_OP to CPU_OP1 

            CPU_OP1: Set next CPU_OP to CPU_OP2 

            CPU_OP2: Set next CPU_OP to CPU_OP3 

            CPU_OP3: Set next CPU_OP to CPU_OP4 

            CPU_OP4: Set next CPU_OP to CPU_OP5 

            CPU_OP5: Set next CPU_OP to CPU_OP5 

         ENDCASE 

      ELSE 

         Keep the current CPU_OP 

      ENDIF 

      Initialize interval to 0 

      Initialize busy to 0 

   ENDIF 

ENDIF 

Figure 6.2 OCG pseudo code 

W
UCPUWUCPUAVG

UCPUAVG LastOld
New +

+×
=

1
___

__ ,   (Equation 6.1) 

where CPU_ULast is the last interval’s CPU utilization, AVG_CPU_UOld is the moving 
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average as yet not updated with CPU_ULast, AVG_CPU_U New is the moving average 

updated with CPU_ULast, and W is the weight whose value is 3 for AVG3 [72]. 

AVG3 is distinguishable from OCG also in that it switches the CPU operating point to the 

target level at once without passing through the intermediate levels between the current 

level and the target level. For example, if the current moving average is 0.5, the next CPU 

operating point will be that the ratio of its speed to the highest CPU speed is 0.5. This 

feature makes AVG3 enforce the CPU operating point more precisely than OCG. Figure 

6.3 shows the pseudo code of AVG3. 
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AVG3 main function: 

 

Increment interval by ds_counter.elapsed – interval_base 

Initialize interval_base to ds_counter.elapsed 

IF interval >= 20 msec 

   Calculate busy by ds_counter.busy_total - busy_base 

   Initialize busy_base to ds_counter.busy_total 

   Calculate cpu_u_last by busy / interval 

   Update avg_cpu_u by (avg_cpu_u * w + cpu_u_last) / (1 + w) 

   CALL cpu_utilization_to_cpu_op WITH avg_cpu_u RETURNING cpu_op_new 

   IF the current CPU_OP is not cpu_op_new 

      Set the next CPU_OP to cpu_op_new 

   ENDIF 

   Initialize interval to 0 

ENDIF 

 

cpu_utilization_to_cpu_op (cpu_u): 

 

IF cpu_u >= 0.875 # 1400 MHz / 1600 MHz 

   cpu_op_new = CPU_OP0 

ELSE IF cpu_u > 0.750 # 1200 MHz / 1600 MHz 

   cpu_op_new = CPU_OP1 

ELSE IF cpu_u > 0.625 # 1000 MHz / 1600 MHz 

   cpu_op_new = CPU_OP2 

ELSE IF cpu_u > 0.500 # 800 MHz / 1600 MHz 

   cpu_op_new = CPU_OP3 

ELSE IF cpu_u > 0.375 # 600 MHz / 1600 MHz 

   cpu_op_new = CPU_OP4 

ELSE 

   cpu_op_new = CPU_OP5 

ENDIF 

RETURN cpu_op_new 

Figure 6.3 AVG3 pseudo code 

OCG and AVG3 are activated every time a context switch, a system call, or an interrupt is 

completed by DVS-suite as is GPScheDVS. Upon activation, they first increment the 
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elapsed time and the busy duration since the last time the CPU utilization and the moving 

average (AVG3 only) were calculated and, then, check if the end of the current interval is 

reached. And, if so, they calculate the CPU utilization for the last interval, update the 

moving average (AVG3 only), and adjust the CPU operating point if necessary. For the 

calculation of fractional numbers, they share the fixed-point arithmetic primitives 

described in Chapter 5 that were devised for GPScheDVS. 

Unlike these interval-based DVS schemes that treat tasks in the aggregate, the task-based 

DVS scheme Vertigo treats tasks individually both in predicting and enforcing the 

appropriate future CPU operating point and fundamentally improves the accuracy in the 

prediction and the precision in the enforcement. Vertigo predicts the future CPU 

operating points in two steps, first, with the perspectives-based algorithm and, then, the 

algorithm for interactive tasks. The perspectives-based algorithm keeps updating the 

moving average of CPU utilization on a per-task basis. The moving average of a task’s 

CPU utilization is updated when the task is scheduled-in again since the last time it 

willingly relinquished the CPU. At such a schedule-in time point, the task’s own CPU 

utilization is measured for the interval of time between the last and current such schedule-

in times and used to update the moving average.  

In addition to each task’s average CPU utilization, Vertigo traces the average amount of 

workload required to respond to user input events. When there is an ongoing response 

procedure, Vertigo predicts the future CPU operating point to complete the procedure in 

50 milliseconds based on the average amount of workload observed in the past. This CPU 

operating point overrides the CPU operating points predicted based on the per-task 

average CPU utilizations. If there is no ongoing response procedure, the future CPU 

operating points are set thoroughly based on the per-task average CPU utilizations. Figure 

6.4 shows the pseudo code for the Vertigo implemented in this research. 

Figure 6.4 Vertigo pseudo code (Lines 1~5) 
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vertigo main function: 

 

CALL perspectives_based_algorithm RETURNING cpu_op_new_p 

CALL algorithm_for_interactive_applications RETURNING cpu_op_new_i 
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Figure 6.4 Vertigo pseudo code (Lines 6~57) 
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IF vertigo_status.flag_force_interactive_perf is set to 1 

  RETURN cpu_op_new_i 

ELSE 

  RETURN cpu_op_new_p 

ENDIF 

 

perspectives_based_algorithm: 

 

# Basic per-task operation at every context switch 

IF ds_parameter.entry_type is DS_ENTRY_SWITCH_TO 

 

   IF prev_p is not swapper 

      IF vertigo_status.pds_table[prev_p->pid] exists 

         IF prev_p terminated 

            Deallocate vertigo_status.pds_table[prev_p->pid] 

         ELSE 

            Increment vertigo_status.pds_table[prev_p->pid]->work_fse by \ 

            ds_counter.busy_fse - vertigo_status.job_work_fse_base 

            IF prev_p went to sleep 

               Reset vertigo_status.pds_table[prev_p->pid]->run_bit to 0 

            ENDIF 

         ENDIF 

      ENDIF 

   ENDIF 

 

   IF next_p is not swapper 

      IF vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid] does not exist 

         Allocate and initialize vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid] 

         Set vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid]->run_bit to 1 

      ELSE 

         IF vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid]->run_bit is 0 

            Set vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid]->run_bit to 1 

            Update work_est, the moving average of work_fse, of next_p \ 

as follows: 

               vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid]->work_est = \ 

               (vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid]->work_est * weight + \ 

                vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid]->work_fse) \ 

/ (1 + weight) 

            Calculate idle within the last interval of next_p as follows: 

               idle = \ 

               ds_counter.idle_total - \ 

               vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid]->idle_base 

            Update deadline, the moving average of work_fse + idle, \ 

of next_p as follows: 

               vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid]->deadline = \ 

               (vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid]->deadline * weight + \ 

                (vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid]->work_fse + \ 

                 vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid]->idle)) \ 

/ (1 + weight) 

            Calculate perf, the new performance requirement, \ 

of next_p as follows: 

               vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid]->perf = \ 
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Figure 6.4 Vertigo pseudo code (Lines 58~109) 
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               vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid]->work_est \ 

               / vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid]->deadline 

            Initialize vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid]->work_fse to 0 

            Initialize vertigo_status.pds_table[next_p->pid]->idle_base \ 

            to ds_counter.idle_total 

            CALL cpu_utilization_to_cpu_op WITH perf RETURNING cpu_op_new 

         ENDIF 

      ENDIF             

   ELSE 

      RETURN the current CPU_OP 

   ENDIF 

 

   Initialize vertigo_status.job_work_fse_base to ds_counter.busy_fse 

   Initialize vertigo_status.non_preemption_lasting to 0 

   Initialize vertigo_status.non_preemption_lasting_base \ 

to ds_counter.elapsed 

 

# Additional operation to improve the response time of long lasting jobs 

# If ds_parameter.entry_type is DS_ENTRY_RET_FROM_SYSTEM_CALL 

ELSE 

 

   IF current is not swapper 

      Increment vertigo_status.non_preemption_lasting by \ 

         ds_counter.elapsed - vertigo_status.non_preemption_lasting_base 

      Initialize vertigo_status.non_preemption_lasting_base \ 

to ds_counter.elapsed 

      IF vertigo_status.non_preemption_lasting >= 100 msec of \ 

      NON_PREEMPTION_THRESHOLD 

         Initialize vertigo_status.non_preemption_lasting to 0 

         Increment vertigo_status.pds_table[current->pid]->work_fse by \ 

            ds_counter.busy_fse - vertigo_status.job_work_fse_base 

         Update work_est, the moving average of work_fse, \ 

of current as follows: 

            vertigo_status.pds_table[current->pid]->work_est = \ 

            (vertigo_status.pds_table[current->pid]->work_est * weight + \ 

             vertigo_status.pds_table[current->pid]->work_fse) \ 

/ (1 + weight) 

         Calculate idle since the schedule-in of current as follows: 

            idle = \ 

            ds_counter.idle_total - \ 

            vertigo_status.pds_table[current->pid]->idle_base 

         Update deadline, the moving average of work_fse + idle, \ 

of current as follows: 

            vertigo_status.pds_table[current->pid]->deadline = \ 

            (vertigo_status.pds_table[current->pid]->deadline * weight + \ 

             (vertigo_status.pds_table[current->pid]->work_fse + \ 

              vertigo_status.pds_table[current->pid]->idle)) \ 

/ (1 + weight) 

         Calculate perf, the new performance requirement, \ 

of current as follows: 

            vertigo_status.pds_table[current->pid]->perf = \ 

            vertigo_status.pds_table[current->pid]->work_est \ 
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Figure 6.4 Vertigo pseudo code (Lines 110~161) 
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            / vertigo_status.pds_table[current->pid]->deadline 

         Initialize vertigo_status.pds_table[current->pid]->work_fse to 0 

         Initialize vertigo_status.pds_table[current->pid]->idle_base \ 

         to ds_counter.idle_total 

         Initialize vertigo_status.job_work_fse_base to ds_counter.busy_fse 

         CALL cpu_utilization_to_cpu_op WITH perf RETURNING cpu_op_new 

      ENDIF 

   ELSE 

      RETURN the current CPU_OP 

   ENDIF 

 

ENDIF 

RETURN cpu_op_new 

 

algorithm_for_interactive_applications: 

 

# If no ongoing interactive episode exists 

IF vertigo_status.ids.flag_episode_on is 0  

 

   IF ds_parameter.entry_type is DS_ENTRY_RET_FROM_SYSTEM_CALL 

      # If current received a user input event from X 

      IF ds_status.just_received_user_event_x_opcode is true 

         Set vertigo_status.ids.flag_episode_on to 1 

         Set vertigo_status.ids.flag_marked[current->pid] to 1 

         Set vertigo_status.ids.flag_marked[X->pid] to 1 

         Set vertigo_status.ids.flag_preempted[current->pid] to 1 

         Set vertigo_status.ids.flag_preempted[X->pid] to 1 

         Increment vertigo_status.ids.preempted_task_no by 2 

         Initialize vertigo_status.ids.work_fse_base to ds_counter.busy_fse 

         Initialize vertigo_status.ids.elapsed_base to ds_counter.elapsed 

      ENDIF 

   ENDIF 

   Reset vertigo_status.flag_force_interactive_perf to 0 

   RETURN the current CPU_OP 

 

# If an ongoing interactive episode exists 

ELSE 

 

   Increment vertigo_status.ids.work_fse by \ 

      ds_counter.busy_fse - vertigo_status.ids.work_fse_base 

   Increment vertigo_status.ids.elapsed by \ 

      ds_counter.elapsed - vertigo_status.ids.elapsed_base 

   Initialize vertigo_status.ids.work_fse_base to ds_counter.busy_fse 

   Initialize vertigo_status.ids.elapsed_base to ds_counter.elapsed 

 

   # If current is not marked 

   IF ds_parameter.entry_type is DS_ENTRY_RET_FROM_SYSTEM_CALL 

      IF vertigo_status.ids.flag_marked[current->pid] is 0 

         # If current received an IPC 

         IF ds_status.just_read_ipc_writer_pid 

            # If the task that has written to current is a marked task 

            IF vertigo_status.ids.flag_marked[ \ 
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Figure 6.4 Vertigo pseudo code (Lines 162~213) 
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ds_status.just_read_ipc_writer_pid] is 1 

               Set vertigo_status.ids.flag_marked[current->pid] to 1 

               Set vertigo_status.ids.flag_preempted[current->pid] to 1 

               Increment vertigo_status.ids.preempted_task_no by 1 

            ENDIF 

         ENDIF 

      ENDIF 

 

   # If ds_parameter.entry_type is DS_ENTRY_SWITCH_TO 

   ELSE 

      # If prev_p is marked 

      IF vertigo_status.ids.flag_marked[prev_p->pid] is 1 

IF prev_p has not been preempted but gone to sleep 

            Reset vertigo_status.ids.flag_preempted[prev_p->pid] to 0 

            Decrement vertigo_status.ids.preempted_task_no by 1 

            # If the ongoing episode is completed 

            IF vertigo_status.ids.preempted_task_no is 0  

               Update work_est, the moving average of work_fse, \ 

of interactive episodes as follows: 

                  vertigo_status.ids.work_est = \ 

                  (vertigo_status.ids.work_est * weight + \ 

                   vertigo_status.ids.work_fse) \ 

                  / (1 + weight) 

               Update perf, the required normalized CPU speed, \ 

for the next interactive episode as follows: 

                  vertigo_status.ids.perf = \ 

                  vertigo_status.ids.work_est \ 

/ 50 msec of PERCEPTION_THRESHOLD 

               Reset vertigo_status.ids.flag_episode_on to 0 

               FOR all pids 

                  Reset vertigo_status.ids.flag_marked[pid] to 0 

                  Reset vertigo_status.ids.flag_preempted[pid] to 0 

               ENDFOR 

               Initialize vertigo_status.ids.work_fse to 0 

               Initialize vertigo_status.ids.elapsed to 0 

            ENDIF 

         ENDIF 

      ENDIF 

 

      # If next_p is marked 

      IF vertigo_status.ids.flag_marked[next_p->pid] 

         # If the ongoing interactive episode was not completed by prev_p 

         IF vertigo_status.ids.flag_episode_on is 1 

            IF vertigo_status.ids.flag_preempted[next_p->pid] is 0 

               Set vertigo_status.ids.flag_preempted[next_p->pid] to 1 

               Increment vertigo_status.ids.preempted_task_no by 1 

            ENDIF 

         ENDIF 

      ENDIF 

 

      # If The ongoing interactive episode was not completed by prev_p 

      IF vertigo_status.ids.flag_episode_on is 1 
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Figure 6.4 Vertigo pseudo code (Lines 214~234) 
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         IF vertigo_status.ids.elapsed < 5 msec of SKIP_THRESHOLD 

            Reset vertigo_status.flag_force_interactive_perf to 0 

            RETURN the current CPU_OP 

         ELSE IF vertigo_status.ids.elapsed < 50 msec of PANIC_THRESHOLD 

            CALL cpu_utilization_to_cpu_op WITH vertigo_status.ids.perf  

            RETURNING cpu_op_new 

            Set vertigo_status.flag_force_interactive_perf to 1 

            RETURN cpu_op_new 

         ELSE 

            Set vertigo_status.flag_force_interactive_perf to 1 

            RETURN CPU_OP0 

         ENDIF 

      # If the ongoing interactive episode was completed by prev_p 

      ELSE 

         Reset vertigo_status.flag_force_interactive_perf to 0 

         RETURN the current CPU_OP 

      ENDIF 

 

   ENDIF 

ENDIF 

Figure 6.4 Vertigo pseudo code 

How closely these existing autonomous DVS schemes were implemented in this research 

to the original implementations by the respective authors was assessed. Because of the 

difference in the platform used in this work and in the authors’ work, just the tendency 

was compared. Flautner et. al., the authors of Vertigo, compared the fraction of time that 

Vertigo and LongRun, an interval-based autonomous DVS scheme for Transmeta Crusoe 

CPU that is similar to OCG, spent at each level of CPU speed [75] (Due to the lack of any 

other literature that provides the comparison result among Vertigo, AVG3, and OCG, only 

this comparison result was used for this assessment). The result shows that Vertigo spent 

around 2 to 9 times longer time at the lowest CPU speed than LongRun for continuous 

movie application usage scenarios and around 4 times longer time for Web browser usage 

scenarios. As Figure 6.18 and 6.29 will show in the following sections, the Vertigo 

implemented in this work spent around 4 times longer time at the minimum CPU speed 

for continous movie usage scenarios and also 4 times longer time for Web browser usage 

scenarios than OCG. Although this is a rough assessment, the coincidence between the 

tendency in the improvement by Vertigo over existing interval-based DVS schemes 

implies that, in this work, the existing autonomous DVS schemes were implemented 

closely to their original implementations. 
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6.2.3 Benchmarks and usage scenarios 

The benchmarks used in the experiments were selected from the existing common Linux 

applications so as to conduct realistic experiments. The benchmarks include continuous 

media SRT applications, interactive SRT applications, and NRT applications. Table 6.3 

describes the benchmarks and Table 6.4 and 6.5 describes the chosen multimedia contents 

for the continuous media applications. 

Table 6.3 Selected benchmarks for the experiment 

Time constraint 
type 

Application 
name Version Description Features 

Mplayer 090rc5-3.2.2 Continuous media 
player Single-threaded SRT 

(Continuous 
media) Avifile 

aviplay 0.7.43 Continuous media 
player 

Multi-threaded 
Unable to decode MPEG 

movies 
Mozilla 1.2.1 Web browser Multi-threaded 
Gnect 2.2.0 Game Single-threaded SRT 

(Interactive) OpenOffice 
word 1.0.2 Document editor Single-threaded 

Gcc 4.2.2 GNU C and C++ 
compiler 

Causes a series of different 
tasks NRT 

AVG 
avgscan 7.1flr-r30 Virus scanner Causes a large number of 

hard idles 

In the choice of benchmarks, an additional point taken into consideration was whether 

they are multi-thread applications or single-threaded applications. Typically, a multi-

threaded application is heavier than a single-threaded application. However, as it divides 

its workload into multiple threads, a multi-threaded application can keep higher priorities 

under the native GPOS task scheduling – the CPU-occupancy-based task scheduling. 

This aspect makes multi-threaded applications typically better in QoS than single-

threaded applications at the cost of a larger amount of energy consumption. To see the 

impact of this aspect on the performance of GPScheDVS, the choice of the SRT 

benchmarks was balanced between multi-threaded applications and single-threaded 

applications. 
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Table 6.4 Movie files used in the experiment 

Name MPEG1 MPEG2 AVI 
Length (seconds) 67.600 99.900 160.000 

Encoding format MPEG MPEG Microsoft 
AVI 

Resolution (pixels) 480×368 480×360 640×480 
Frame per second (fps) 29.970 29.970 23.976 

Video 
specification 

Frame period (msec) 33.367 33.367 41.708 
Encoding format MP3 MP3 MP3 

Compressed bit rate (Kbps) 128 64 128 
Sampling method 
(bits/Hz/channels) 16/44100/2 16/48000/2 16/44100/2 

Audio 
specification 

Uncompressed bit rate (Kbps) 
(See Note 1) 1411.2 1536 1411.2 

Note 1—Uncompressed bit rate = sampling bit width × sampling frequency (Hz) × sampling channel 
number 

Table 6.5 Music files used in the experiment 

Name MP31 MP32 WAV 
Length (seconds) 235.400 262.000 257.600 
Encoding format MP3 MP3 Microsoft WAV 

Compressed bit rate (Kbps) 128 320 172 
Sampling method (bits/Hz/channels) 16/44100/2 16/44100/2 16/44100/1 

Uncompressed bit rate (Kbps) 1411.2 1411.2 705.6 

Gcc, the GNU C and C++ compiler, was selected as the representative NRT benchmark. 

An important nature of gcc is that it keeps creating and destroying a series of different 

tasks in compiling a program; some of the tasks are CPU-bound and some of them are 

IO-bound. This nature of gcc makes it possible to get insight into the results with various 

types of NRT tasks. 

AVG avgscan, the other NRT application, was selected as the benchmark to verify the 

performance of GPScheDVS-SE on HINRT tasks. Unlike gcc, avgscan consists of a 

single task that repeats making a system call to read hard disk, sleeping until the system 

call returns, and waking up to analyze the read data. The frequent sleep on system calls in 

this procedure causes a lot of hard idle times especially when there is a little amount of 

workload. 

Using the selected benchmarks, various real-life usage scenarios were composed for the 

experiment. The typical real-life usage scenarios where a SRT application is run alone or 
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with various amounts of background NRT workloads are described in Table 6.6 and 6.7. 

Table 6.8 and 6.9 describe the special usage scenarios in which a SRT application is run 

with avgscan, the HINRT application, in the background. Finally, Table 6.10 and 6.11 list 

the special usage scenarios to see the performance of GPScheDVS upon the workload 

mostly made up of SRT tasks. Under the usage scenarios described in Table 6.10, an 

interactive application was executed while a continuous media application is playing a 

movie or music data. The usage scenarios described in Table 6.11 make a more extreme 

situation; under the usage scenarios, a multiple number of continuous media applications 

were executed simultaneously. The number of applications was increased from 1 to 6. 

With 6 simultaneous continuous media application, the CPU utilization is filled up to its 

capacity. 

Table 6.6 Usage scenarios with a continuous media application and gcc compilation 

Usage scenario name 
(See Note 1) 

Duration 
(seconds) Description 

mpeg1_m_gcc_u[n] 
mpeg2_m_gcc_u[n] 

avi_m_gcc_u[n] 
avi_a_gcc_u[n] 

190 

mp31_m_gcc_u[n] 
mp31_a_gcc_u[n] 
mp32_m_gcc_u[n] 
mp32_a_gcc_u[n] 
wav_m_gcc_u[n] 
wav_a_gcc_u[n] 

310 

Playing a movie or music file with a continuous media 
player while running a gcc compilation in the background. 

 
Each usage scenario was repeated with different gcc 

compilation workloads from 0 to the entire remaining 
portion of the total CPU utilization. 

Note 1—In the scenario names, mpeg1, mpeg2, avi, mp31, mp32, and wav stand for the MPEG movie 1, 
MPEG movie 2, AVI movie, MP3 music 1, MP3 music 2, and WAV music, respectively. The term _m_ and 
_a_ stand for the mplayer and aviplay, respectively. And, the term _u[n] means the total CPU utilization 
under each usage scenario. For example, _u100 means that the total CPU utilization is 100 %. 

Table 6.7 Usage scenarios with an interactive application and gcc compilation 

Usage scenario name Duration 
(seconds) Description 

mozilla_gcc_u[n] 
gnect_gcc_u[n] 

ooffice_gcc_u[n] 
190 

Web browsing with mozilla, Playing gnect game, or 
documenting with OpenOffice word while running gcc 

compilation in the background. 
Each usage scenario was repeated with different gcc 

compilation workloads from 0 to the entire remaining 
portion of the total CPU utilization. 
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Table 6.8 Usage scenarios with a continuous media application and avgscan 

Usage scenario name Duration 
(seconds) Description 

mpeg1_m_avgscan 
mpeg2_m_avgscan 

avi_m_avgscan 
avi_a_avgscan 

180 

mp31_m_avgscan 
mp31_a_avgscan 
mp32_m_avgscan 
mp32_a_avgscan 
wav_m_avgscan 
wav_a_avgscan 

300 

Playing a movie or music file with a continuous media 
player while running an AVG avgscan virus scanner in the 

background. 

Table 6.9 Usage scenarios with an interactive application and avgscan 

Usage scenario name Duration 
(seconds) Description 

mozilla_avgscan 
gnect_avgscan 

ooffice_avgscan 
180 

Web browsing with mozilla, Playing gnect game, or 
documenting with OpenOffice word while scanning hard 
disk for virus with AVG avgscan virus scanner in the back 

ground. 

Table 6.10 Usage scenarios with an interactive application and a continuous media 
application 

Usage scenario name Duration 
(seconds) Description 

mozilla_avi_m 
gnect_avi_m 

ooffice_avi_m 
180 

Web browsing with mozilla, Playing gnect game, or 
documenting with OpenOffice word while playing AVI 

movie with mplayer. 
mozilla_mp31_m 
gnect_mp31_m 

ooffice_mp31_m 
240 

Web browsing with mozilla, Playing gnect game, or 
documenting with OpenOffice word while playing MP3 

music 1 with mplayer. 

Table 6.11 Usage scenarios with a multiple number of continuous media applications 

Usage scenario name Duration 
(seconds) Description 

1_mpeg1_m 67.6 Playing 1 instance of MPEG movie 1 with mplayer. 
2_mpeg1_m 72.6 
4_mpeg1_m 82.6 
6_mpeg1_m 92.6 

Playing 2, 4, or 6 instances of MPEG movie 1 with mplayer 
simultaneously. 
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Figure 6.5 shows the screen snap shots captured while executing the benchmarks. 

    
(a) Playing MPEG movie 1 with mplayer            (b) Playing MPEG movie 2 with mplayer 

    
(c) Playing AVI movie with mplayer                (d) Playing AVI movie with aviplay 

    
(e) Playing MP3 music 1 with mplayer              (f) Playing MP3 music 2 with aviplay 

Figure 6.5 Screen snap shots of the representative usage scenarios 
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(g) 2 instances of MPEG movie 1 with mplayer       (h) 4 instances of MPEG movie 1 with mplayer 

    
(i) 6 instances of MPEG movie 1 with mplayer       (j) Web browsing with Mozilla 

    
(k) Playing gnect game                          (l) Documenting with OpenOffice word 

Figure 6.5 Screen snap shots of the representative usage scenarios (Cont’d) 
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(m) Gcc compilation                            (n) Scanning hard disk for virus with AVG avgscan 

Figure 6.5 Screen snap shots of the representative usage scenarios (Cont’d) 

6.2.4 Metrics 

In the experiment, the performance of GPScheDVS and the existing autonomous DVS 

schemes were measured and compared in three major metrics and two auxiliary metrics. 

The three major metrics are as follows. 

 The system energy consumption in Joules. 

 The average CPU power consumption in Watts. 

 The QoS of SRT applications such as continuous media applications and interactive 

applications in deadline meet ratio.  

The system energy consumption is the relevant metric to the battery life-time. And, the 

average CPU power consumption is the pertinent metric to the CPU temperature [7] [8] 

[9] [10]. Finally, the QoS of SRT applications gives insight into the system performance 

experienced by users. 

The two auxiliary metrics include followings. 

 The CPU energy consumption in Joules. 

 The overheads of a DVS scheme in time, in system energy consumption, and in CPU 
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operating point transition numbers. 

These metrics are supplementary because the quantities measured in these metrics are 

already incorporated in the quantities measured in the major metrics. For example, CPU 

energy consumption and the overhead of a DVS scheme in system energy consumption 

are already included in a major metric, the system energy consumption. Likewise, a 

major metric, the QoS of time constrained applications is the measure that is already 

affected by the overhead of a DVS scheme in time and in the number of CPU operating 

point transitions. Therefore, if a DVS scheme yields a better result in the auxiliary 

metrics but a worse result in the major metrics than another DVS scheme, the desirable 

DVS scheme is the latter. 

However, the performance of a DVS scheme in the auxiliary metrics will be still useful in 

the choice of the appropriate DVS scheme if the characteristics of the target system vary. 

For example, for a system in which the system energy consumption is mostly due to the 

CPU, the DVS scheme that achieves the largest amount of CPU energy savings will be 

the best choice. Also, if a system has such a CPU whose operating point transition is 

extremely costly in time, the DVS scheme that causes the least number of CPU operating 

point transition will be the best choice. 

The following chapters define these metrics and their measurement method in the 

concrete. First, Section 6.2.4.1 describes the energy and power metrics. Then, Section 

6.2.4.2 deals with the QoS metrics. Finally, the overhead metrics are treated in Section 

6.2.4.3. 

6.2.4.1 Energy and power consumptions 

This section defines the three types of energy and power metrics – the system energy 

consumption, the CPU energy consumption, and the peak and average CPU power 

consumptions – and the measurement method for them in sections 6.2.4.1.1, 6.2.4.1.2, 

and 6.2.4.1.3, respectively. 
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6.2.4.1.1 System energy consumption 

System energy consumption is the energy consumed by the entire experimental platform. 

The system energy consumption for an experiment equals the average system power 

consumption for the experiment multiplied by the duration of the experiment in seconds. 

Therefore, assuming that the average system power consumption was measured n times 

for an experiment, once for every interval, the system energy consumption during the 

experiment is calculated by Equation 6.2. 
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iisyssys TPE ,     (Equation 6.2) 

where Esys is the system energy consumption during the experiment in Joules, isysP ,  is 

the average system power consumption for the ith interval in Watts, and Ti is the length of 

the ith interval in seconds. 

The average system power consumption for each interval of time can be measured by 

using an electrical measurement instrument such as an oscilloscope or a multi-meter. An 

average system power consumption measurement setup with a HP 54602B oscilloscope 

[89] and a LEM PR30 current probe was shown in Figure 6.1 in Section 6.1. And, an 

example of the measurement setup with an Agilent 3458A digital multi-meter [92] can be 

found in [91]. 

In the measurement setup shown in Figure 6.1, the current probe detects the 

instantaneous current drawn by the experimental platform and outputs the measured 

value to the oscilloscope in voltage. The conversion ratio between the measured current 

and the voltage output of the current probe is 100 mV / 1 A. Then, the oscilloscope 

samples the input voltage from the current probe and calculates the maximum, minimum, 

and average values for every measurement interval. For example, Figure 6.6 shows the 

plot of the current measured by the oscilloscope for 5 seconds of a measurement interval 

while the experimental platform is playing the AVI movie described in Table 6.4 by using 

aviplay, the continuous media application defined in Table 6.3. The 151.68 mV of 

average voltage shown in Figure 6.6 actually means the 1.5168 A of average current for 
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the interval. Then, the average system power consumption for the interval can be 

calculated by multiplying 19.5 V, the experimental platform’s power adaptor supply 

voltage, to the average current such that 1.5168 A × 19.5 V = 29.5776 W. Finally, the 

system energy consumption for the interval is calculated by multiplying the interval 

length to the average system power consumption such that 29.5776 W × 5 seconds = 

147.888 J. The system energy consumption for the entire duration of an experiment can 

be obtained, first, by acquiring the average system power consumptions for the 

consecutive measurement intervals until the end of the experiment, then, summing up the 

individual system energy consumptions for each interval as described in Equation 6.2. 

 
Figure 6.6 Current drawn by the experimental platform for 5 seconds of an interval 
while playing the AVI movie with the aviplay (The plot was captured from the HP 

54602B oscilloscope) 

The average system power consumptions for the consecutive measurement intervals and, 

ultimately, the system energy consumption for the entire duration of an experiment can be 

obtained in a similar way under the measurement setup described in [91]. The HP 

54602B oscilloscope supports 20 nanoseconds to 50 seconds of measurement interval 

lengths and is able to store up to 4000 measured values, one for each interval. The 

Agilent 3458A digital multi-meter provides 10 nanoseconds to 100 minutes of 

measurement interval lengths and can store up to 65536 measured values, one for each 

interval. 

However, accurately measuring the system energy consumption during an experiment in 
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this way is difficult, if not impossible, due to the practical limit in fitting the measurement 

interval into the exact duration of the experiment. Most experiments conducted in this 

research have a duration that does not exactly fit into a minute or a second resolution; 

actually, the time resolution that the DVS-suite uses is one microsecond. To measure the 

system energy consumption in a microsecond resolution with an electrical measurement 

instrument, a million values measured for each one microsecond measurement interval 

should be stored because the measurement interval length of the instrument cannot be 

changed while measuring the system energy consumption for an experiment. Therefore, if 

the duration of an experiment is longer than 5 minutes, for example, the total number of 

measurements required for the experiment becomes greater than 300 millions. This 

number of samples takes more than 300 Mbytes in the measurement setup with a HP 

54602B oscilloscope [89] and 600 Mbytes in the setup with an Agilent 3458A digital 

multi-meter [92] because the digitizing resolutions of the instruments are 8 bits and 16 

bits, respectively. This amount of computational requirement makes the experiments 

extremely laborious. In addition to this difficulty, it is impossible to acquire the overhead 

of a DVS scheme in system energy consumption in this way because the measurement 

intervals for the operations of the DVS scheme cannot be distinguished. 

To make the acquisition of the system energy consumption easier and the acquisition of 

the overhead of a DVS scheme in system energy consumption possible, the system 

energy consumption was estimated in this research by using the energy model given by 

Equation 6.3. 
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where Esys is the system energy consumption for an experiment in Joules, Psys_busy,op is the 

average system power consumption measured while CPU is busy at CPU operating point 

op, Psys_idle,op is the average system power consumption measured while CPU is idling at 

CPU operating point op, Tbusy,op is the total CPU busy time spent at CPU operating point 

op, and Tidle,op is the total CPU idling time spent at CPU operating point op during the 

experiment. 
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Psys_busy,op and Psys_idle,op are the coefficients of the model which was measured beforehand 

using the average system power consumption measurement setup shown in Figure 6.1. 

Tweak-PM tool, which will be described in Section 6.2.5.1, was used to set the CPU 

speed for each system power consumption measurement. Tbusy,op and Tidle,op are the 

independent variables that are reported in runtime by the DVS-suite for each experiment. 

Table 6.12 presents the measured system power consumption parameters for each CPU 

operating point. 

Table 6.12 System power consumptions at each CPU operating point measured from 
the experiment platform 

Measured system power (W) CPU operating point 
Busy state Idle state 

CPU_OP0 34.223 25.671 
CPU_OP1 31.093 24.241 
CPU_OP2 28.605 22.935 
CPU_OP3 26.814 21.643 
CPU_OP4 25.019 20.871 
CPU_OP5 23.295 20.296 

Psys_busy,op and Psys_idle,op were measured at each CPU operating point while keeping the 

CPU fully busy or fully idling by repeating an arithmetic operation that does not cause 

any memory or hard disk access. As pointed out in Section 6.2.1, the version of Linux 

used in this experiment does not perform any type of DPM unlike Microsoft Windows 

that perform the Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI), a dynamic power 

management (DPM) on the non-CPU components. Therefore, all non-CPU components 

such as monitor, wireless network card, mouse, hard drive, and memory system were kept 

turned-on consuming some amount of energy during the parameter measurement even 

though they are not performing any dynamic activity. This aspect makes the difference 

between the energy consumptions of non-CPU components when they are idling (i.e., the 

situation where the parameters were measured) and when they are busy (i.e., the situation 

for which the system energy consumption need to be estimated). This is the reason for 

why the estimated system energy consumption closely follows the actual system energy 

consumption as can be seen in Figure 6.7. 

The verification was performed by comparing the system energy consumptions estimated 
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by the energy model and measured with the measurement setup shown in Figure 6.1 for 

168 usage scenarios. Table 6.13 lists the usage scenarios selected for the verification. The 

verification of the model was performed both graphically and numerically. As a graphical 

verification, if the residuals between the estimated and measured system energy 

consumptions have any dependency on the model’s independent variables, i.e., the time 

spent at each CPU operating point, were examined. Figure 6.8 shows the Scattergrams of 

the residuals along with the independent variable. It can be confirmed that the residuals 

are independent of the independent variables. This means that the model parameters are 

sufficiently accurate such that the only error between the measured and estimated values 

is random errors. 

 
Figure 6.7 Accuracy of the system energy consumption estimated from energy model 

based on the measured system power consumption parameters 
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Figure 6.7 Accuracy of the system energy consumption estimated from energy model 

based on the measured system power consumption parameters (Cont’d) 

Table 6.13 Selected usage scenarios to verify the system energy consumption model  

Usage scenario Description 
mpeg1_m_u25 
mpeg2_m_u17 

avi_m_u20 
avi_a_u46 

mp31_m_u3 
mp32_m_u3 
wav_m_u2 
mp31_a_u4 
mp32_a_u3 
wav_a_u2 

Playing a continuous media application alone. Unlike the usage 
scenarios described in Table 5.12 whose experimental duration is 

fixed,  

mpeg1_m_gcc_u32 
mpeg2_m_gcc_u34 

avi_m_gcc_u41 
avi_a_gcc_u52 
mp31_m_u38 
mp32_m_u38 
wav_m_u37 
mp31_a_u27 
mp32_a_u27 
wav_a_u27 

Playing a continuous media application while performing the gcc 
compilation in the background. These usage scenarios are that 

described in Table 5.12. 

avgscan_u61 Performing avgscan anti-virus scanning alone. 
gcc_u14 
gcc_u25 
gcc_u37 

Performing gcc compilation alone. 
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Figure 6.8 Scattergrams of residual vs. CPU times at each CPU operating point 
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Figure 6.8 Scattergrams of residual vs. CPU times at each CPU operating point 
(Cont’d) 

Then, as the numerical verification, the coefficient of determination that designates how 

the calculated system energy consumption closely follows the measured system energy 

consumption was calculated by Equation 6.4 for the 168 pairs of the system energy 

consumptions. The calculated coefficient of determination value was 0.999 and means 
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that the calculated system energy consumption follows the measured system energy 

consumption closely. 
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where R2 is the coefficient of determination, SSE is the sum of squared error, SST is the 

sum of squared total, Yi is the measured system energy consumption for the experiment i, 
∧

iY  is the calculated system energy consumption for the experiment i, and Y  is the mean 

of the measured system energy consumption. 

The confidence interval of the estimated system energy consumptions was calculated by 

Equation 6.5. For the calculation, first the estimated system energy consumptions were 

normalized to the measured system energy consumptions as Table 6.14 shows. Then, the 

normalized estimates were used to calculate the sample mean and the standard error 

required to calculate the confidence interval. 

MzM σ×± ,      (Equation 6.5) 

where M is the sample mean, z is the z-score, and σM is the standard error of the sample, 

i.e., the estimated standard error. When calculating the confidence interval with estimated 

standard error, t-table should be used instead of z-score. However, because the sample 

number exceeds 100 well following the normal distribution, z-score can be used in this 

case. Here, the statistic is the estimated system energy consumption normalized to the 

corresponding measured system energy consumptions. The confidence interval is for the 

mean of this statistics. And the population is all system energy consumption that will be 

estimated in the future. From the Table 6.14, M is calculated to be 99.630 and σM is 1.337. 

Thus, using z of 1.645 with 90% confidence level, the confidence intervals are 99.630 ± 

2.199 with 90% confidence level, 2.621 with 95% confidence level, and 3.444 with 99% 

confidence level. These confidence intervals span 97.431~101.829, 97.009~102.251, and 

96.186~103.074, respectively. These results mean that, for example, 95% of the future 
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estimations of energy consumption by the energy model are expected to be within 

2.621% of the real energy consumption. 

Table 6.14 Estimated system energy consumptions (%) normalized to the measured 
system energy consumptions 

GPScheDVS Compared usage 
scenarios No DVS Min. OCG AVG3 Vertigo 

SE mode CP mode 
mpeg1_m_u25 101.717  98.350  99.742  100.554 99.812  99.180  98.697  
mpeg2_m_u17 99.484  97.023  97.835  98.023  98.101  97.398  97.357  

avi_m_u20 99.472  97.018  97.510  97.695  97.555  97.153  97.168  
avi_a_u46 100.155  98.232  100.351 97.491  98.546  98.723  98.815  

mp31_m_u3 98.973  98.489  98.435  98.497  98.729  98.575  98.697  
mp32_m_u3 98.442  98.193  98.586  98.728  98.628  98.383  98.062  
wav_m_u2 97.890  98.295  98.104  98.182  98.311  98.023  97.992  
mp31_a_u4 99.348  98.576  98.196  99.010  99.141  99.035  98.789  
mp32_a_u3 99.087  98.484  98.637  98.734  98.628  98.523  98.406  
wav_a_u2 98.571  98.130  98.419  98.577  98.679  98.322  98.425  

mpeg1_m_gcc_u32 101.590  99.441  100.099 100.510 101.604 99.869  99.921  
mpeg2_m_gcc_u34 101.438  99.449  100.064 100.139 101.666 99.765  99.978  

avi_m_gcc_u41 101.162  98.251  100.629 98.702  100.267 99.357  98.690  
avi_a_gcc_u52 101.106  100.038 100.893 99.060  98.059  102.596  100.747 
mp31_m_u38 101.364  100.708 96.537  100.111 101.106 101.123  100.814 
mp32_m_u38 102.291  100.210 100.155 99.735  100.829 100.599  100.430 
wav_m_u37 101.784  100.571 99.768  100.600 101.354 101.094  100.813 
mp31_a_u27 101.406  101.901 99.962  99.704  100.942 100.063  101.587 
mp32_a_u27 100.662  99.818  99.195  100.882 99.938  99.669  99.346  
wav_a_u27 101.054  99.685  100.755 99.917  100.403 99.565  99.327  

avgscan_u61 101.851  98.210  100.546 100.396 98.692  102.062  98.374  
gcc_u14 100.310  100.233 98.594  100.887 100.259 100.044  100.001 
gcc_u25 102.146  100.219 100.465 100.396 101.988 100.352  100.697 
gcc_u37 102.287  101.577 101.256 101.820 101.272 101.419  101.500 

 

6.2.4.1.2. CPU energy consumption 

For the same reason as the actual measurement of system energy consumption, the CPU 

energy consumption was also estimated using a CPU energy model which has the CPU 

power consumptions at each CPU operating point as the parameters and the times spent at 

the corresponding CPU operating points as the explanatory variables. 

Due to the difficulty in measuring CPU power consumption alone from a normal laptop, 

the CPU power consumptions were approximated from the measured system power 

consumptions. Because the system power consumptions were measured while running 
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only the CPU and keeping all non-CPU components standby as the previous section 

pointed out, the power consumed by non-CPU components can be regarded as a constant 

in the approximation. Then, the CPU power consumptions can be approximated by using 

a curve fitting function of Matlab. For example, the system power consumption while 

only CPU is busy can be expressed by Equation 6.5. 

VafVaaP busysys 321 2
, ++= ,     (Equation 6.5) 

where a1 is the constant power of non-CPU components, 22 fVa  is dynamic power of 

CPU and Va3  is static power of CPU. 

Because we know frequency, voltage, and the system power measured at each CPU 

operating point, the coefficients a1, a2, and a3 can be obtained using the following 

Matlab command. 

[a, resnorm] = lsqcurvefit(func, a0, fv, p)  

The CPU idle power can be estimated in the same way because some portion of the CPU 

such as clock path is still running dissipating dynamic power consumption. Table 6.15 

shows the approximated CPU power consumptions. Figure 6.9 plots the measured system 

power consumption and the approximated CPU power consumptions. The approximated 

CPU power consumptions were at most 84.68% of the corresponding thermal design 

power (TDP) values available in Pentium-M datasheet [30]. 

Table 6.15 CPU power at each CPU operating point approximated from the 
measured system power 

Busy state CPU power consumption Idle state CPU power consumption CPU 
operating 

point 
Approximated 

(W) 
TDP (W) 

(See note 1) 

Ratio of the 
approximated 
to TDP (%) 

Approximated 
(W) 

TDP (W) 
(See note 1) 

Ratio of the 
approximated 
to TDP (%) 

CPU_OP0 17.337 21 82.557 8.261 10.9 75.789 
CPU_OP1 14.594 N/A - 6.817 N/A - 
CPU_OP2 12.173 N/A - 5.551 N/A - 
CPU_OP3 9.838 N/A - 4.346 N/A - 
CPU_OP4 8.038 N/A - 3.419 N/A - 
CPU_OP5 6.351 7.5 84.680 2.569 3.3 77.848 
Note—The thermal design power (TDP) values are quoted from [88]. 
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Figure 6.9 Pentium-M power consumptions approximated from measured system 

power consumptions 

Finally, the CPU energy consumption for an experiment is defined by Equation 6.6. 
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where ECPU is the CPU energy consumption for an experiment in Joules, PCPU_busy,op is the 

average CPU power consumed while CPU is busy at CPU operating point op, PCPU_idle,op 

is the average CPU power consumed while CPU is idling at CPU operating point op, 

Tbusy,op is the total CPU busy time spent at CPU operating point op, and Tidle,op is the total 

CPU idling time spent at CPU operating point op during the experiment. 

6.2.4.1.3. Average CPU power consumption 

The average CPU power consumption, the pertinent metric to CPU heat dissipation, can 

be obtained simply by dividing the CPU energy consumption for an experiment by the 

duration of the experiment as given by Equation 6.7. 
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T
EP CPU

CPU = ,      (Equation 6.7) 

where CPUP  is the average CPU power consumption for an experiment, ECPU is the 

system energy consumption for the experiment, and T is the entire duration of the 

experiment in seconds. 

6.2.4.2. QoS of SRT applications 

The QoS of a SRT application is measured in three different ways according to the type 

of application and the type of input data: the audio deadline meet ratio, the video deadline 

meet ratio, and the interactive deadline meet ratio. 

6.2.4.2.1. QoS of continuous video and audio applications 

For a continuous media application which is playing music, the relevant metric is the 

audio deadline meet ratio defined by Equation 6.8. 

tAudioOutpu

tAudioOutpu
Audio n

m
DMR = ,     (Equation 6.8) 

where DMRAudio is the audio deadline meet ratio in percent, nAudioOutput is the total number 

of the audio data output made by the continuous media application to either the audio 

driver or the sound server task, and mAudioOutput is the number of the audio data output that 

was made before the audio driver buffer becomes empty. If the continuous media 

application fails to supply a new audio data before the audio driver buffer runs out of the 

current audio data, users will feel the intermittence in the stream of audio. 

For a continuous media application which is playing a movie, the pertinent metric is the 

video deadline meet ratio as well as the audio deadline meet ratio. The video deadline 

meet ratio is defined by Equation 6.9 in this research. 

tVideoOutpu

tVideoOutpu
Video n

m
DMR = ,     (Equation 6.9) 
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where DMRVideo is the video deadline meet ratio in percent, nVideoOutput is the total number 

of the video frame output made by the continuous media application to the graphic user 

interface (GUI) server task (X in Linux), and mVideoOutput is the number of the video frame 

output that was made within the deadline described in the following. 

In the strict sense, the deadline of every video frame output should be the reciprocal of 

the frame rate. For example, the frame rates and the corresponding deadlines of the AVI 

movie and the two MPEG movies described in Table 6.4 are 23.976 fps and 29.970 fps 

and 41.708 milliseconds and 33.367 milliseconds, respectively. However, as Figure 6.10 

shows, the coarse resolution timer of Linux makes the video output period of video 

decoder applications irregular. Therefore, using the reciprocal of the frame rate as the 

deadline will mislead the QoS evaluation.  

  

 

Figure 6.10 Irregularity in the video decoder output periods 
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Figure 6.10 Irregularity in the video decoder output periods (Cont’d) 

Considering this practical aspect in continuous video decoding process, the condition of 

video frame deadline meeting was defined as follows in this research. 

 Condition 1—The average of the intervals between two subsequent video frame 

outputs should not exceed the reciprocal of the frame rate 

 Condition 2—As long as the condition 1 is met, a video frame output made within the 

reciprocal of the frame rate plus 8.333 milliseconds since the last video frame output 

is considered met the deadline 
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Figure 6.11 Margin in the deadline of video frame outputs 

The 8.333 milliseconds of margin in deadline is the half of the monitor vertical refresh 

period (i.e., 16.667 milliseconds which is the reciprocal of 60 Hz) in the experimental 

platform. Figure 6.11 explains the reason for the selection of this margin. The graph (a), 

(b), and (c) in Figure 6.11 illustrate the three different cases from the view point of the 

synchronization between the video frame outputs and the monitor vertical refreshes. In 

case (a), the 16.667 milliseconds of delay in the next video frame output will not affect 

user experience because the video frame still can be displayed on the screen at the same 

monitor vertical refresh time point. Therefore, the margin in deadline is 16.667 

milliseconds. Similarly, the margins for case (b) and case (c) are 8.333 and 0 milliseconds. 

Thus, assuming that the out-of-synch rate between the video frame outputs and the 

monitor vertical refreshes follows normal distribution, the half of the reciprocal of the 

monitor vertical refresh rate – 8.333 milliseconds – was selected as an appropriate margin 
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in the deadline of video frame outputs in this work. 

6.2.4.2.2 QoS of interactive applications 

The deadline meet ratio for interactive applications is defined as Equation 6.10. 

eractive

eractive
eractive n

mDMR
int

int
int = ,     (Equation 6.10) 

where DMRinteractive is the interactive deadline meet ratio in percent, ninteractive is the total 

number of the user input events such as keyboard strokes or mouse clicks, and minteractive 

is the number of user input events that got response in deadline. 

It has been reported that human cannot detect intermissions within a sequence of visual 

events as long as the intervals between two consecutive events are shorter than 50 

milliseconds [85][86]. This perceptional boundary is called human perception threshold. 

Human perception threshold is widely used as the deadline of the system response to user 

input events. 

To determine whether a user input event got response in human perception threshold, the 

beginning and end of the response process to the user input event should be defined. In 

[Flautner02], the authors called this response process ‘interactive episode’. According to 

the authors, an interactive episode begins when a user input event occurs. Upon the 

beginning of an interactive episode, the graphical user interface (GUI) server task and the 

recipient task of the user input are recognized as the involved tasks. If the involved tasks 

communicate with other tasks, then the tasks are also recognized as the involved tasks. 

The authors defined the end of an interactive episode as the time point when all the 

involved tasks have voluntarily relinquished CPU. 

This definition of interactive episode is appropriate to preserve the system performance in 

responding to user input events. However, it is not in evaluating the interactive deadline 

meet ratio. For example, imagine the case where a user activates an application. The user 

clicks an icon and waits until the application is on the screen. This process typically takes 
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a much longer time than the human perception threshold. Because the application task 

will not relinquish CPU until it completes the whole activation process, if one evaluate 

whether the human perception threshold was exceeded or not upon the completion of the 

whole activation process, the result should be deadline miss. Keeping a high CPU speed 

until the completion of the whole activation process is desirable to improve the user 

experience. This is the rationale for the definition of interactive episode in [75]. However, 

evaluating deadline meeting at the end of the whole activation process does not make 

sense. Therefore, for the purpose of evaluation, a new definition of the response process 

is necessary. 

In this work, the beginning and end of the response process to a user input event is 

defined as follows. The beginning of a response process is defined the same as the 

definition in [75]. Once a task receives the user input event from the GUI server task, the 

recipient task will start generating the requested outputs and send them back to the GUI 

server task. Note that, if a user input event does not stimulate the target task to generate 

any recognizable output on the screen, the user input event is not the subject to evaluate. 

Thus, it can be assumed that every user input event recipient task will reply back to the 

GUI server task with some data to be displayed on the screen without loss of generality. 

Upon the reception of the outputs from the user input event recipient task, the GUI server 

task will begin to update the screen. In this research, the end of a response process to a 

user input event is defined as the time point when the GUI server task updated the screen 

with the outputs from the user input event recipient task for the first time since the 

corresponding user input event. The GUI server task may repeat the screen update until 

the completion of the response process. But, a user will feel that the system is responding 

immediately as long as the screen update starts in the human perception threshold. 

Figure 6.12 shows this definition of the response process to user input events. DVS-suite 

maintains a data structure to trace the phase transitions for every task that is currently 

transacting a response process to the corresponding user input event. One thing to note is 

that the phase 2 transitions to the phase 1 upon a new user input event to the same task. In 

this case, the current response process is stopped and evaluated and a new response 

process is started. As for the stopped response process, if the elapsed time exceeds human 
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perception threshold, DVS-suite increments the deadline miss number by one. Otherwise, 

the stopped response process is ignored. 

 
Figure 6.12 State diagram for the response process by a task to a user input event 

 
6.2.4.3 Overheads 

The overhead of a DVS scheme is evaluated in the following three ways. 

 The time taken by the DVS scheme 

 The system energy consumption consumed by the DVS scheme 

 The number CPU operating point transitions caused by a DVS scheme 

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, these quantities are already incorporated in 

the major metrics. The reason to measure the overheads is to get an insight into the choice 

of an appropriate DVS scheme to the system in which a property such as the CPU energy 

consumption or CPU operating point transition cost is especially critical. For example, if 

a system is equipped with a DVS-enabled CPU whose CPU operating point transition 

cost is extremely high, then the DVS scheme that causes the least number of CPU 

operating point transitions will be the best choice. To measure the overhead in time, 
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DVS-suite keeps tracing the spent time by DVS scheme separately. Because the time 

spent by DVS scheme is available, the overhead in system energy consumption can be 

calculated easily by using Equation 6.2 described in Section 6.2.4.1.1. The overhead in 

CPU operating point transition number is measured by distinguishing the transitions 

caused by a DVS scheme from the transitions caused by TM2 of Pentium-M processor. 

For the distinction, DVS-suite maintains a dirty bit that is set upon writing Pentium-M 

IA32_PERF_CTL MSR via WRMSR instruction. The dirty bit is kept 0 as long as the 

MSR is updated by the DVS scheme. If TM2 updates the MSR, the dirty bit is set to 1 

and DVS-suite can detect the CPU operating point transition due to TM2. 

6.2.5 Experimental tools 

The experiments were performed by using two Linux-based tools, Tweak-PM and DVS-

suite, developed for this research. This section describes the functions, implementations, 

and usages of Tweak-PM and DVS-suite. 

6.2.5.1 Tweak-PM 

Tweak-PM is a Linux loadable kernel module (LKM) to probe and set some features of 

Intel Pentium-M processors involved with the CPU speed and voltage scaling. As a LKM, 

it can be loaded and unloaded dynamically using Linux commands ‘insmod’ and 

‘rmmod’. Tweak-PM takes advantage of Linux ‘proc’ file system to allow a user to access 

the kernel. Upon loading, Tweak-PM creates the ‘tweak_pm’ directory under /proc and 

sets five files ‘cpuinfo’, ‘status’, ‘tm2_ctl’, ‘eist_ctl’, and ‘op’, which are the gateways 

through which the user can handle the processor features, in the tweak_pm directory. The 

functions that Tweak-PM provides and their usages are as follows. 

 Probing the processor signature of a given Pentium-M processor and checking if the 

Pentium-M supports RDMSR and WRMSR instructions, thermal monitor 2 (TM2), 

Enhanced Intel SpeedStep (EIST), and on-demand clock modulation (ODCM) and if 

it has a digital thermal sensor (DTS). Following command activates this function. 

  % cat /proc/tweak_pm/cpuinfo 
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 Probing the current status of the Pentium-M including the current CPU operating 

point and the current CPU core temperature. Following command activates this 

function. 

  % cat /proc/tweak_pm/status 

 Enabling and disabling TM2 and EIST. To switch from TM1 to TM2 input the 

following commands. 

  % echo on > /proc/tweak_pm/tm2_ctl 

  % cat /proc/tweak_pm/tm2_ctl 

  To switch back from TM2 to TM1, input the following commands. 

  % echo off > /proc/tweak_pm/tm2_ctl 

  % cat /proc/tweak_pm/tm2_ctl 

  To enable EIST, 

  % echo on > /proc/tweak_pm/eist_ctl 

  % cat /proc/tweak_pm/eist_ctl 

  And, to disable EIST, 

  % echo off > /proc/tweak_pm/eist_ctl 

  % cat /proc/tweak_pm/eist_ctl 

 Enforcing a new CPU operating point. For example, to set the CPU operating point to 

‘p4’ which means (800MHz, 1.068V), input the following commands. 

  % echo p4 > /proc/tweak_pm/op 

  % cat /proc/tweak_pm/op 

To probe the Pentium-M processor’s CPU signature and check if it supports RDMSR and 

WRMSR instructions, TM2, EIST, and ODCM and if it has DTS, Tweak-PM calls the 

CPUID instruction (0x0FA2 in op-code) that returns various pieces of information about 

the CPU. The type of information that CPUID to return can be chosen by setting EAX 

register value before calling CPUID. Setting EAX to 0, 1, 2, or 3, respectively, makes 

CPUID return the vender ID, processor information and feature bits, cache and TLB 
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information, or processor serial number. Processor information and feature bits are the 

pieces of information required to check if the CPU supports ODCM, EIST, TM2, and the 

MSR access via RDMSR and WRMSR. 

Upon calling with EAX of 1, CPUID returns the CPU’s stepping, model, and family 

information (i.e., the signature of a CPU) into EAX, feature flags into EDX and ECX, 

and additional feature information into EBX. Whether the CPU supports EIST, TM2, and 

MSR access can be checked by observing the particular bits of the return values in EDX 

and ECX as follows. 

 EIST bit (the bit 7 of ECX): If this feature bit is set, the CPU supports EIST. 

 TM2 bit (the bit 8 of ECX): If this feature bit is set, the CPU supports TM2. 

 MSR bit (the bit 5 of EDX): If this feature bit is set, the CPU supports the MSR 

accesses via RDMSR and WRMSR. 

The first step to check if the Pentium-M has a DTS is calling CPUID with EAX of 0. This 

returns the maximum supported standard level of CPUID into EAX. If the level is same 

as or higher than 6, the Pentium-M has a DTS and the current core temperature in Celsius 

can be probed by reading the bits 22~16 of Pentium-M MSR IA32_THERM_STATUS, 

which contains the difference between T_JUNCTION, the thermal threshold particular to 

Pentium-M (100 degrees Celsius), and the current core temperature. For example, if the 

bits 22~16 value is 30, then the current core temperature is 100 – 30 = 70 degrees in 

Celsius. 

DTS does not affect the operation of TM2. Regardless of the existence of DTS, TM2 

activates upon the core temperature exceeding T_JUNCTION. The role of DTS is to 

provide the current core temperature in number. Whether TM2 is in active or not and had 

been active or not can be detected by observing the ‘thermal status’ (bit 0) and ‘thermal 

status log’ (bit 1) bits of IA32_THERM_STATUS MSR (MSR address 0x19C). Thermal 

status bit of 1 indicates TM2 is in active to reduce the core temperature. Thermal status 

log bit of 1, on the other hand, shows that TM2 had been active since the system was 
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booted. 

Recent versions of Linux kernel provide cpu_has() macro, a wrapper of CPUID, which 

eases this checking. A usage example of cpu_has() is as follows. 

  struct cpuinfo_x86 *cpu = cpu_data; 

  cpu_has(cpu, X86_FEATURE_EST); 

where, cpuinfo_x86 structure and cpu_data cpuinfo_x86 type array are defined in 

linux/include/asm-i386/processor.h, and cpu_has() macro and X86_FEATURE_EST are 

defined in linux/include/asm-i386/cpufeature.h. 

However, the version of Linux used in this research, the Red Hat 9 based on Linux kernel 

version 2.4.8-20, does not define X86_FEATURE_EST. Although a user can define it 

himself and then recompile the kernel, an old-fashioned, a bit inconvenient, existing 

function cpuid(int op, int *eax, int *ebx, int *ecx, int *edx), which is defined in 

linux/include/asm-i386/processor.h, was used in Tweak-PM for backward compatibility. 

An important reason to probe the processor signature is that even same Pentium-M CPUs 

have different ways of TM2 switching according to their processor signature as explained 

in Section 6.2.1. 

EIST can be enabled or disabled by setting or resetting the bit 16 of Pentium-M MSR 

IA32_MISC_ENABLE (MSR index 0x1A0). The detailed methods Tweak-PM switches 

between TM1 and TM2, enforces a new CPU operating point, and configures the ODCM 

are described in Section 6.2.1. 

Tweak-PM was originally developed as the pilot tool for DVS-suite. But, as mentioned in 

Section 6.2.4.1.1, it was used to manually adjust the CPU operating point when the 

average system power consumptions at each CPU operating point were measured to build 

the energy model. 

6.2.5.2 DVS-suite 

DVS-suite is the main tool developed to conduct the experiment on GPScheDVS and the 
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existing autonomous DVS schemes on a laptop which runs Red Hat Linux 9 OS. Unlike 

Tweak-PM which is solely a Linux LKM and does not require any modification of Linux 

kernel source, DVS-suite consists of (1) a collection of codes which is built-in Linux 

kernel source and implements GPSched, GPScheDVS, the existing autonomous DVS 

schemes, DVS performance metric tracing functions, and a job sequence tracing function 

and (2) DVS-suite module, a Linux LKM which allows the user to configure the DVS-

suite functions implemented in the kernel source. The functions that DVS-suite provides 

include the followings. All the functions can be performed dynamically while the system 

is running on demand of users. 

 Switching between GPSched and the native Linux task scheduling. 

 Switching among the implemented DVS schemes. 

 Tracing, storing, and reporting DVS performance metrics. 

 Tracing, storing, and reporting the job execution sequence. The trace can be used to 

further analyze the properties in the execution of tasks, which are not available in the 

report file of the DVS performance metrics. The maximum number of jobs that can be 

reported is one million. 

Table 6.16 lists the DVS schemes that DVS-suite supports. Table 6.17 and 6.18 describe 

the pieces of information that the DVS performance tracing function and the job 

sequence tracing function of DVS-suite report, respectively. 
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Table 6.16 DVS schemes that DVS-suite supports 

DVS scheme name Description 
No-DVS Keeping the maximum CPU operating point. 

Const-Min Keeping the minimum CPU operating point. 

Manual 
Keeping the current CPU operating point. This option should be 

chosen to adjust the CPU operating point manually with the tweak-
pm LKM described in Section 6.2.5.1. 

OnDemand cpufreq 
governor (OCG) for 

EIST 
An interval-based autonomous DVS scheme proposed in [38]. 

AVG3 An interval-based autonomous DVS scheme proposed in [39]. 
Vertigo A task-based DVS autonomous scheme proposed in [43]. 

GPScheDVS The proposed DVS scheme that follows the suggested autonomous 
CPU speed control paradigm for commodity-OS-based GP PCs. 

 

Table 6.17 Pieces of information the metric tracing function of DVS-suite reports 

Category Description 
Duration of the experiment (usec) 
The last time when TM2 was activated (Kept even after the TM2 deactivation) 
The elapsed time since TM2 has been activated (Reset upon TM2 deactivation) 
Number of context switches 
Number of CPU operating point transition due to TM2/DVS schemes 
Number of ret_from_system_call, i.e., total number of system calls and interrupts 
CPU_CLK_UNHALTED, i.e., the number of clock cycles seen when CPU is in 
active 

System 
statistics 
and 
overhead 
measures 

Fractions of time spent during CPU was idling, busy (total), busy executing tasks, 
busy scheduling and switching tasks, and busy executing DVS scheme codes 
Total number of user input events and the numbers completed within 1, 5, 10, 50, 
100, 500, and 1000 msec, respectively 
Total number of video outputs and the number met deadline 

QoS 
measures 

Total number of audio outputs and the number met deadline 
System energy consumption during the experiment, CPU was idling, CPU was busy 
(total), busy executing tasks, busy scheduling and switching tasks, and busy 
executing DVS scheme codes 
Average system power consumption during the experiment, CPU was idling, CPU 
was busy (total), busy executing tasks, busy scheduling and switching tasks, and 
busy executing DVS scheme codes 
CPU energy consumption during the experiment, CPU was idling, CPU was busy 
(total), busy executing tasks, busy scheduling and switching tasks, and busy 
executing DVS scheme codes 

Energy 
and power 
measures 

Average CPU power consumption during the experiment, CPU was idling, CPU 
was busy (total), busy executing tasks, busy scheduling and switching tasks, and 
busy executing DVS scheme codes 
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Table 6.18 Pieces of information the job tracing function of DVS-suite reports 

Information name Description 
comm The command line name of tasks 

pid Process ID 
tgid Thread group ID 
prio Dynamic priority of tasks 
state State of tasks. 

io_type Whether the job communicated with either X, ESD, or the audio driver 
io_bytes The amounts of data transferred to X, ESD, or the audio driver in Bytes 

io_sec/io_usec The time point when the communication was performed 
exe_begin_sec/ 
exe_begin_usec The beginning time points of each job 

exe_end_sec/ 
exe_end_usec The end time points of each job 

exe_length_usec The length of each job’s execution in wall clock time 
exe_length_usec_fse The length of each job’s execution in full speed equivalent time 

cpu_op The CPU operating point during the execution of each job 
 

The commands to activate or deactivate DVS-suite are as follows. 

  Activate DVS-suite: 

  % echo on > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/on_dvs 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/on_dvs 

  Deactivate DVS-suite: 

  % echo off > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/on_dvs 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/on_dvs 

The commands to switch task scheduling mechanism between the native Linux task 

scheduling and GPSched are as follows. 

  Switch from the native Linux task scheduling to GPSched: 

  % echo gpsched > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/sched_scheme 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/sched_scheme 

  Switch back from GPSched to the native Linux task scheduling: 

  % echo native > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/sched_scheme 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/sched_scheme 
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Followings are the commands to switch among the implemented DVS schemes. 

  Apply the DVS scheme No-DVS: 

  % echo no_dvs > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/dvs_scheme 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/dvs_scheme 

  Apply the DVS scheme Const-min: 

  % echo min > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/dvs_scheme 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/dvs_scheme 

  Apply the DVS-scheme Manual: 

  % echo manual > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/dvs_scheme 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/dvs_scheme 

  Apply the DVS-scheme OCG: 

  % echo ocg > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/dvs_scheme 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/dvs_scheme 

  Apply the DVS-scheme AVG3: 

  % echo avg3 > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/dvs_scheme 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/dvs_scheme 

  Apply the DVS-scheme Vertigo: 

  % echo vertigo > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/dvs_scheme 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/dvs_scheme 

  Apply the DVS-scheme GPScheDVS: 

  % echo gpschedvs > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/dvs_scheme 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/dvs_scheme 

  Run GPScheDVS in SE mode: 

  % echo 0 > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/set_gpschedvs_strategy 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/set_gpschedvs_strategy 

  Run GPScheDVS in CP mode: 

  % echo 1 > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/set_gpschedvs_strategy 
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  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/set_gpschedvs_strategy 

The video frame period and uncompressed audio bit rate of a continuous media data 

should be input by the user to guide DVS-suite in evaluating the QoS of continuous 

media applications before the experiment is conducted. The video frame periods of the 

continuous media data experimented in this research were 33.367 and 41.708 

milliseconds as Table 6.4 in Section 6.2.3 showed. And, the uncompressed audio bit rates 

were 1536, 1411.2, and 705.6 Kbits per seconds and are 0.1920 (= 1536/8/106), 0.1764 

(=1411.2/8/106), and 0.0882 (=705.6/8/106) Bytes per microsecond, as Table 6.4 and 6.5 

showed. No user guidance is required for the evaluation of the QoS of interactive 

applications. Followings are the commands to guide, enable, and disable the DVS 

performance metric tracing functions of DVS-suite. 

  Set video frame period to 33.367 milliseconds: 

  % echo 33367 > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/set_v_period 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/set_v_period 

  Set video frame period to 33.367 milliseconds: 

  % echo 41708 > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/set_v_period 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/set_v_period 

  Set uncompressed audio bit rate to 0.0882 Bytes per microsecond: 

  % echo "0.0882" > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/set_a_rate 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/set_a_rate 

  Set uncompressed audio bit rate to 0.1764 Bytes per microsecond: 

  % echo "0.1764" > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/set_a_rate 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/set_a_rate 

  Set uncompressed audio bit rate to 0.1920 Bytes per microsecond: 

  % echo "0.1920" > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/set_a_rate 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/set_a_rate 

  Activate the DVS-suite function that traces the QoS of continuous media 

applications: 
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  % echo on > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/on_cmqos_trace 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/on_cmqos_trace 

  Disable the DVS-suite function that traces the QoS of continuous media applications: 

  % echo off > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/on_cmqos_trace 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/on_cmqos_trace 

  Activate the DVS-suite function that traces the QoS of interactive applications: 

  % echo on > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/on_iaqos_trace 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/on_iaqos_trace 

  Disable the DVS-suite function that traces the QoS of interactive applications: 

  % echo off > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/on_iaqos_trace 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/on_iaqos_trace 

Finally, the job sequence tracing function of DVS-suite is activated and deactivated using 

the following commands. 

  Activate the DVS-suite function that traces job sequence: 

  % echo on > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/on_job_trace 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/on_job_trace 

  Disable the DVS-suite function that traces job sequence: 

  % echo off > /proc/dvs_suite_mod/on_job_trace 

  % cat /proc/dvs_suite_mod/on_job_trace 
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Figure 6.13 Flow of DVS-suite operation 

Figure 6.13 illustrates the flow of DVS-suite operations. DVS-suite is called either from 

linux/arch/i386/kernel/process.c: __switch_to() when a context switch occurs or from 

entry.S: ENTRY(ret_from_system_call) when a system call or interrupt occurs. Once 

called, it updates time counters and the current CPU mode, check TM2 states, performs 

the metric trace functions if it is configured to do by the user, and gives the DVS scheme 

selected by the user a chance to run. After the DVS scheme executes, DVS-suite updates 

the CPU mode and the time counters again with the time spent since it was called this 

time. 

Given a chance to run, a DVS scheme updates its own timer, estimates tasks’ CPU speed 
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requirements, and adjusts the CPU operating point if needed. DVS-suite provides the 

tools required by a DVS scheme in doing these. Figure 6.14 shows the four tools that 

DVS-suite provides to a DVS scheme. 

 
Figure 6.14 Four tools that DVS-suite provides to a DVS scheme 

A DVS scheme can refer the system state information that DVS-suite maintains. Table 

6.19 lists some important pieces of system state information. For example, a DVS scheme 

can easily detect a user input event and whether it is a keyboard stroke or a mouse click 

simply by checking the just_received_user_event_x_opcode variable of DVS-suite. The 

DVS scheme then can use the DVS-suite time counters to obtain the timing information 

required to make the decisions on CPU operating point. Table 6.20 lists the type of DVS-

suite time counters. In many cases, tasks’ CPU speed requirement takes a form of 

fractional number. However, Linux does not provide the arithmetic functions to calculate 

such fractional numbers in the kernel space. DVS-suite implements a set of fixed-point 

arithmetic functions that can be used by a DVS scheme. Finally, the CPU operating point 

setting function performs the CPU operating point transition on behalf of a DVS scheme. 

The DVS scheme just needs to call the function with the level of CPU operating point to 

set. 
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Table 6.19 Important fields of DVS-suite system state data structure 

Category Field Description 
tm2_active TM2 is in active 

cpu_op_index The current CPU operating point System state 
cpu_mode The current CPU mode (IDLE, TASK, 

SCHEDULE, or DVS_SUITE) 

just_read_ipc_writer_pid The PID of the task that sent an IPC which 
the current job received 

flag_just_wrote_an_ipc The current job sent an IPC 

just_received_user_event_x_opcode The X protocol op-code of the user input 
event that the current job received 

Event 
information 

just_written_ui_server_type 
The type of UI server (X, ESD, or audio 
driver) to which the current job made an 

output 

Table 6.20 DVS-suite time counters 

Field Description 
elapsed_sec/usec The wall time counter 
idle_sec/usec [op] The idle times spent at each CPU operating point 
idle_total_sec/usec The total idle time spent so far 
busy_sec/usec [op] The busy time spent at each CPU operating point 

busy_task_sec/usec [op] The busy time spent executing task at each CPU operating point 
busy_schedule_sec/usec [op] The busy time spent executing task scheduling and context 

switching at each CPU operating point 
busy_dvs_suite_sec/usec [op] The busy time spent executing DVS schemes at each CPU 

operating point 
busy_total_sec/usec The busy time spent so far (Wall time) 
busy_fse_sec/usec The full speed equivalent busy time spent so far 

tm2_activated_sec/usec The last time when TM2 was activated 
tm2_duration_sec/usec The elapsed time since the last TM2 activation (Reset upon TM2 

deactivation) 
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6.3 Experimental results 

This section presents and analyzes the experimental results on the performances of 

GPScheDVS and the existing autonomous DVS schemes under the various usage 

scenarios described in Section 6.2.3. Sections 6.3.1 treats the experimental results 

obtained under the typical real-life usage scenarios of a commodity-OS-based GP PCs 

defined in Table 6.6 and 6.7, respectively. In these usage scenarios, a SRT application is 

executed either alone or with various amounts of NRT applications running in the 

background. Section 6.3.2 focuses on the DVS schemes’ performances under the usage 

scenarios described in Table 6.8 and 6.9 in which a SRT application is executed while 

running a HINRT application which keeps causing the hard CPU idle time. Finally, 

Section 6.3.3 deals with the usage scenarios described in Table 6.10 and 6.11. These 

usage scenarios are to investigate if the effectiveness of GPSched as a DVS-friendly GP 

task scheduling holds when only SRT applications are executed without running any NRT 

application in the background. 

The experimental results are presented in the five DVS performance metrics described in 

Section 6.2.4: system energy consumption, CPU energy consumption, the average CPU 

power consumption, the QoS of time constrained applications, and the overhead of DVS 

in time, system energy, and the number of CPU operating point transitions. Then, how the 

following three main features of GPScheDVS make it outperform over the existing 

autonomous DVS schemes is discussed: (1) GPSched, a DVS-friendly GP BE task 

scheduler, (2) the SE mode operation in which HINRT tasks are specially cared to avoid 

the increased system energy consumption due to the misuse of the hard CPU idle time, 

and (3) the CP mode operation to restrain the average CPU power consumption that 

determines the amount of CPU heat. 

6.3.1 Typical usage scenarios 

6.3.1.1 Continuous media applications 

This section presents the experimental results obtained under one of the ordinary type of 

usage scenarios in which a continuous media application is executed to play a movie or 
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music with or without the NRT applications running in the background. A single-threaded 

continuous media application mplayer and a multi-threaded continuous media application 

aviplay were experienced. Various CPU utilizations of the gcc compilations were used to 

emulate various types and workloads of NRT applications taking advantage of the nature 

of gcc compilation shown in Section 6.2.3. This section focuses on the two usage 

scenarios avi_m_gcc_u[n] and avi_a_gcc_u[n] that typify the ten usage scenarios listed in 

Table 6.6. 

Figure 6.15 shows the experimental results obtained under the usage scenario where 

mplayer plays the AVI movie described in Table 6.4 with or without the gcc compilation 

running in the background. Figure 6.15 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f) show the total 

completion time of the imposed workload, system energy consumption, CPU energy 

consumption, average CPU power consumption, video deadline meet ratio, and audio 

deadline meet ratio achieved by each DVS scheme, respectively. 

The point of Figure 6.15 (a) is that only the Const-min and the GPScheDVS-CP delay the 

total completion time. This is because the Const-min always keeps the lowest CPU 

operating point and the GPScheDVS-CP also executes all NRT tasks always at the lowest 

CPU operating point. As can be seen in Figure 6.15 (c) and (d), the extended execution 

time reduces CPU energy consumption and, especially, average CPU power consumption. 

This is a natural result because, given a DVS-enabled CPU, the condition to minimize 

CPU energy consumption is to run the CPU at the lowest CPU operating point as the 

previous work on energy-optimal CPU control showed, and average CPU power 

consumption is the CPU energy consumption divided by the total execution time (Note 

that the total execution time by the Const-min and the GPScheDVS-CP is much longer 

than that by other DVS schemes in this case). 

The difference between the results with the Const-min and the GPScheDVS-CP is that 

the GPScheDVS-CP achieved this without degrading the video/audio deadline meet 

ratios whereas Const-min severely degraded the deadline meet ratios, as Figure 6.15 (e) 

and (f) show. The primary reason for this difference is that the DVS-friendly GP task 

scheduler GPSched assigns a higher priority to SRT tasks than NRT tasks such that SRT 
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tasks meet their deadlines even under overload situations. 

Figure 6.15 (b) shows, however, the longer execution time causes non-CPU components 

to consume more energy enough to overwhelm the CPU energy savings and, eventually, 

increase the total system energy consumption. To avoid this, all other DVS schemes raise 

the CPU speed along with the increase of workload such that the execution time is not 

extended. However, the increased system energy consumption is the correct result that 

meets the design goal of the GPScheDVS-CP – Reducing CPU heat dissipation by 

decreasing average CPU power consumption at the cost of the increased system energy 

consumption. 

On the other hand, Figure 6.15 (a) and (c) show that the GPScheDVS-SE further reduces 

the CPU energy consumption over the existing DVS schemes without extending the total 

execution time. Accordingly, the system energy consumption reduces as much as the 

CPU energy savings and also does the average CPU power consumption as Figure 6.15 

(b) and (d) show. This is because GPSched makes tasks’ CMFSs uniform and close to the 

ICMFS than the native Linux task scheduling as Figure 6.16 (c) shows. Figure 6.16 (a), 

(b), and (c) show the IMFS of mplayer in playing the AVI movie, the CMFS of mplayer 

affected by the background NRT workload under the native Linux task scheduling, and 

the CMFS of mplayer generated by GPSched, respectively, for the usage scenarios 

avi_m_gcc_u41. In the figure, the CMFSs exceeding 1 means that transacting the 

corresponding video frames within deadline is impossible with the given CPU.  

Figure 6.17 shows the CPU speed pattern with OCG, AVG3, Vertigo, and GPScheDVS 

for 30 seconds under the same usage scenario. The figure shows that GPScheDVS-SE 

keeps the CPU speed at the minimum for most of time based on the uniform and low 

CMFSs by GPSched, whereas other DVS schemes often have to run the CPU at a high 

speed due to the high CMFSs by the native Linux task scheduler. 

Figure 6.18 confirm this superiority of GPScheDVS by showing the fraction of the entire 

execution time spent at each CPU operating point with each DVS scheme under the same 

usage scenario as Figure 6.16 and 6.17. In Figure 6.18, B0~B5 mean the fraction of busy 
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time spent at CPU operating point CPU-OP0 (the highest) ~ CPU-OP5 (the lowest). 

Similarly, I0~I5 mean the fraction of idle time spent at CPU operating point CPU-OP0 ~ 

CPU-OP5. Figure 6.19 also confirms the superiority of GPScheDVS by showing the 

patterns of the current (i.e., power) drawn by the experimental platform for a 5 seconds 

interval under the usage scenario avi_m_gcc_u41 with each DVS scheme. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6.15 Performances of each DVS scheme in energy, power, and QoS under the 
usage scenarios avi_m_gcc_u[n] 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 6.15 Performances of each DVS scheme in energy, power, and QoS under the 
usage scenarios avi_m_gcc_u[n] (Cont’d) 
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(e) 

 
(f) 

Figure 6.15 Performances of each DVS scheme in energy, power, and QoS under the 
usage scenarios avi_m_gcc_u[n] (Cont’d) 
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(a) IMFS of mplayer 

 
(b) CMFS of mplayer under the native Linux task scheduling 

 
(c) CMFS of mplayer by GPSched 

Figure 6.16 mplayer IMFS and the CMFS by the native Linux scheduler and 
GPSched under the usage scenarios avi_m_gcc_u41 
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(a) OCG                                 (b) AVG3 

 

 
(c) Vertigo                               (d) GPScheDVS-SE 

 

 
(e) GPScheDVS-CP 

Figure 6.17 CPU speed pattern with OCG, AVG3, Vertigo, and GPScheDVS for 30 
seconds under the usage scenarios avi_m_gcc_u41 
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Figure 6.18 Fractions of time spent at each CPU operating point with each DVS 

scheme under the usage scenarios avi_m_gcc_u41 
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(a) No-DVS                                  (b) Const-min 

     
(c) OCG                                     (d) AVG3 

     
(e) Vertigo                                   (f) GPScheDVS-SE 

 
(g) GPScheDVS-CP 

Figure 6.19 System power consumption patterns with each DVS scheme under the 
usage scenario avi_m_gcc_u41 
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Figure 6.20 and 6.21 show the improvements in each DVS performance metric achieved 

by the GPScheDVS-SE and GPScheDVS-CP, respectively, over the existing DVS 

schemes. The improvements in energy and power were calculated by Equation 6.11. 

100)1( ×−
GPScheDVSbypowerorenergy

schemeDVSexistinganbypowerorenergy  (%)   (Equation 6.11) 

On the other hand, the improvement in deadline meet ratios is the difference between the 

deadline meet ratios achieved by GPScheDVSs and existing DVS schemes. 

Figure 6.20 shows that, under the usage scenario avi_m_gcc_u17 where the mplayer runs 

alone, all DVS schemes did not make a noticeable difference because all of them keep the 

CPU operating point to the lowest for most of time. This was because the lowest CPU 

operating point is enough to meet most deadlines in transacting video frames and audio 

data. 

Under the heavy load situations where the gcc compilation workload tasks the CPU time 

left by the mplayer, all the schemes kept CPU operating point to the highest for most of 

time as there is insufficient CPU idle time to reduce the CPU operating point. Thus, also 

under the heavy load situations, there was no noticeable difference in system energy 

consumption, CPU energy consumption, and the average power consumption. However, 

in the video and audio deadline meet ratios, the time constraint-based task scheduling 

nature of the GPSched gives GPScheDVS a great improvement over the autonomous 

DVS schemes. 

The advantage of GPSched in making CMFSs uniform and close to the ICMFS so as to 

allow GPScheDVS to keep the CPU speed at a low level for a longer time is observed 

most clearly under moderate load situations. Although there still is a sufficient CPU idle 

time under moderate load situations, the existing DVS schemes fail to utilize the idle time 

because of the unnecessarily high CMFSs of tasks. Unlike the existing DVS schemes, 

GPScheDVS better utilizes the CPU idle time as a result of GPSched. 

The GPScheDVS-CP showed a similar pattern to the GPScheDVS-SE for light load and 
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medium load situations as can be seen in Figure 6.21. Under heavy load situations, 

however, the GPScheDVS-CP achieves even a larger improvement in the average CPU 

power consumption over the autonomous DVS schemes as it keeps running all NRT tasks 

at the lowest CPU operating point unlike the autonomous DVS schemes. For the same 

reason, the GPScheDVS-CP yields a better improvement in CPU energy consumption 

than the GPScheDVS-SE. But the system energy consumption increases as the 

GPScheDVS-CP keeps running all NRT tasks at the lowest CPU operating point even 

though there is no more CPU idle time under the heavy load situations; the system 

running time is lengthened and the energy consumptions of the non-CPU components 

increase overwhelming the CPU energy savings. However, as pointed out earlier, these 

results exactly meet the purpose of the CP mode operation of GPScheDVS.  

Figure 6.22 shows the overhead of each DVS scheme in time, system energy, and CPU 

operating point transition numbers. As GPScheDVS performs not only the CPU speed 

control but task scheduling, it has a larger overhead than other DVS schemes in time and 

system energy consumption. Note that, however, the improvements in system energy 

consumption and video/audio deadline meet ratios shown in Figure 6.15, 6.20, and 6.21 

already included this overhead in them. As for CPU operating point transition numbers, 

GPScheDVS showed a substantial improvement, i.e., a less number of CPU operating 

point transitions, over the existing task-based autonomous DVS scheme. Unlike interval-

based schemes, task-based schemes tend to cause a frequent CPU operating point 

transitions because they treat tasks individually. Although GPScheDVS also uses a task-

based DVS scheme called GPSDVS, the CPU operating point transition number reduced. 

This is the natural result of GPSched which makes tasks’ CMFSs more uniform reducing 

the need for CPU operating point transitions. 
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Figure 6.20 Improvements in energy, power, and QoS by the GPScheDVS-SE over 
the existing DVS schemes under the usage scenarios avi_m_gcc_u[n] 
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Figure 6.20 Improvements in energy, power, and QoS by the GPScheDVS-SE over 
the existing DVS schemes under the usage scenarios avi_m_gcc_u[n] (Cont’d) 
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Figure 6.21 Improvements in energy, power, and QoS by the GPScheDVS-CP over 
the existing DVS schemes under the usage scenarios avi_m_gcc_u[n] 
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(e) Improvement in audio deadline meet ratio 

Figure 6.21 Improvements in energy, power, and QoS by the GPScheDVS-CP over 
the existing DVS schemes under the usage scenarios avi_m_gcc_u[n] (Cont’d) 
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Figure 6.22 Overheads of each DVS scheme under the usage scenarios 
avi_m_gcc_u[n] 
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As pointed out earlier, both single-threaded applications and multi-threaded applications 

were experimented in this research. Figure 6.23 and 6.24 show the improvement achieved 

by the GPScheDVS-SE and the GPScheDVS-CP, respectively, over the existing DVS 

schemes under the usage scenarios where a multi-threaded continuous media application 

aviplay is used to play an AVI movie with or without having NRT workload in the 

background. As can be seen in the x-axis of Figure 6.23 and 6.24, aviplay imposes a 

much larger amount of workload than mplayer because it consists of many threads unlike 

the mplayer that has only one thread. This property of aviplay makes it create a moderate 

(not light) load situation even when it runs alone. 

An interesting result is that GPScheDVS improves energy and power over the existing 

DVS schemes even under the usage scenario avi_a_gcc_u40 where aviplay is executed 

alone without having any background NRT workload. The trends of the improvements 

achieved by GPScheDVS in energy and power consumptions shown in Figure 6.23 and 

6.24 look like the right-hand-side half of the trends shown in Figure 6.20 and 6.21. Note 

that, however, the moderate workloads shown in Figure 6.20 and 6.21 are made up of 

both SRT tasks and NRT tasks whereas the moderate workload imposed under the usage 

scenario avi_a_gcc_u40 is made up solely of SRT tasks – the aviplay tasks. As there is no 

NRT task affecting the CMFSs of aviplay tasks in this case, both the native Linux task 

scheduler and GPSched yield similar CMFSs which are uniform and low as Figure 6.25 

shows. 

Nevertheless, the existing autonomous DVS schemes run CPU at higher speeds than 

GPScheDVS as Figure 6.26 shows. Figure 6.27 shows the correspondingly high system 

power consumption of the experimental platform measured by the oscilloscope. This is 

because the existing autonomous DVS schemes do not share the information about tasks 

with GPSched. The existing schemes are unable to distinguish the aviplay tasks from 

other NRT tasks. On the other hand, the workload arrival pattern of a multi-thread 

application is busty. As a consequence, the existing schemes raise up the CPU speed upon 

the busty workload irrespective of the task type and the corresponding timeliness 

requirements. Unlike the existing DVS schemes, GPScheDVS shares the information 

about task types and, thus, tasks’ timeliness requirements. Based on this information, 
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GPScheDVS keeps the CPU speed at the ICMFS unless a group of aviplay threads 

executes beyond the timeout threshold of GPScheDVS for DBSRT tasks. 

 

  

 

Figure 6.23 Improvements in energy, power, and QoS by the GPScheDVS-SE over 
the existing DVS schemes under the usage scenarios avi_a_gcc_u[n] 
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Figure 6.23 Improvements in energy, power, and QoS by the GPScheDVS-SE over 
the existing DVS schemes under the usage scenarios avi_a_gcc_u[n] (Cont’d) 
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Figure 6.24 Improvements in energy, power, and QoS by the GPScheDVS-CP over 
the existing DVS schemes under the usage scenarios avi_a_gcc_u[n] 
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Figure 6.24 Improvements in energy, power, and QoS by the GPScheDVS-CP over 
the existing DVS schemes under the usage scenarios avi_a_gcc_u[n] (Cont’d) 
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(a) IMFS of aviplay 

 
(b) CMFS of aviplay under the native Linux task scheduling 

 
(c) CMFS of aviplay by GPSched 

Figure 6.25 aviplay IMFS and the CMFS by the native Linux scheduler and 
GPSched under the usage scenarios avi_a_gcc_u40 (aviplay alone) 
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(a) OCG                                 (b) AVG3 

 

 
(c) Vertigo                               (d) GPScheDVS-SE 

 

 
(e) GPScheDVS-CP 

Figure 6.26 CPU speed pattern with OCG, AVG3, Vertigo, and GPScheDVS for 30 
seconds under the usage scenarios avi_a_gcc_u40 (aviplay alone) 
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(a) No-DVS                                  (b) Const-min 

   
(c) OCG                                  (d) AVG3 

   
(e) Vertigo                               (f) GPScheDVS-SE 

 
(g) GPScheDVS-CP 

Figure 6.27 System power consumption pattern by each DVS scheme under the 
usage scenario avi_a_gcc_u40 (aviplay alone) 
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6.3.1.2 Interactive applications 

This section presents the experimental results obtained under another typical type of 

usage scenarios in which an interactive application is used with or without having NRT 

workload in the background. The three usage scenarios belonging to this type were 

described in Table 6.7. Among the three usage scenarios, this section focuses on the usage 

scenario mozilla_gcc_u[n] in which the mozilla web browser is run with or without the 

background NRT workload imposed by gcc compilation. 

Figure 6.28 (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) shows the total completion time, system energy 

consumption, CPU energy consumption, average CPU power consumption, and the 

interactive deadline meet ration which means the ratio of user input events that got 

response from the system within the 50 milliseconds of human perception threshold. And 

Figure 6.30 shows the improvements in energy and power achieved by GPScheDVS-SE 

and GPScheDVS-CP over the existing DVS schemes. The general trends of the results 

shown in Figure 6.28 and 6.30 are similar to the trends shown in Figure 6.15, 6.20, and 

6.21 observed under the typical usage scenarios with a continuous media application and 

background workload. The only difference in the trends is that both the existing DVS 

schemes and GPScheDVS result in a similar level of interactive deadline meet ratios. 

This is because an interactive application is assigned with a high priority under the native 

Linux task scheduling and GPSched inherits this property as explained in Chapter 4. 

Figure 6.29 and 6.31 show the fraction of total execution time spent at each CPU 

operating point and the overhead in time, system energy consumption, and the CPU 

operating point transition numbers, respectively, in the same way as Figure 6.18 and 6.22. 

The results shown in Figure 6.29 and 6.31 are also similar to Figure 6.18 and 6.22; 

GPScheDVS is able to keep the CPU speed at a lower level for a longer time than the 

existing DVS schemes but has a bit larger overhead because of the burden of task 

scheduling. 
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(a)                                            (b) 

 
(c)                                          (d) 

Figure 6.28 Performances of each DVS scheme in energy, power, and QoS under the 
usage scenarios mozilla_gcc_u[n]. No gcc compilation was executed under the usage 

scenario mozilla_gcc_u10 
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(e) 

Figure 6.28 Performances of each DVS scheme in energy, power, and QoS under the 
usage scenarios mozilla_gcc_u[n]. No gcc compilation was executed under the usage 

scenario mozilla_gcc_u10 (Cont’d) 

 
Figure 6.29 Fractions of time spent at each CPU operating point with each DVS 

scheme under the usage scenarios mozilla_gcc_u42 
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(a) Improvement in system energy consumption 

 
(a) Improvement in CPU energy consumption 

   
(a) Improvement in average CPU power consumption 

Figure 6.30 Improvements in energy, power, and QoS by the GPScheDVS-SE and 
GPScheDVS-CP over the existing DVS schemes under the usage scenarios 

mozilla_gcc_u[n] 
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(a)                                           (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6.31 Overheads of each DVS scheme under the usage scenarios 
mozilla_gcc_u[n] 
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6.3.1.3 Summary 

This section provides the summary of all experimental results obtained under the typical 

usage scenarios. Table 6.21 and 6.22 provide the best, worst, and average improvements 

in each metric achieved by GPScheDVS-SE and GPScheDVS-CP, respectively, over the 

existing DVS schemes. In the tables, an improvement in the QoS of time constrained 

applications simply means the difference between the deadline meet ratios achieved by 

GPScheDVS and an existing DVS scheme; for example, if the respective deadline meet 

ratios achieved with GPScheDVS and the existing DVS scheme are 100% and 90%, the 

improvement by GPScheDVS is reported as 10%. The improvements in energy and 

power metrics are calculated in a different way; for instance, an improvement of 30% 

means that GPScheDVS consumes only the 70% of the energy or power that was 

consumed by the existing DVS scheme in completing a same given amount of workload. 

The target metrics of each mode of GPScheDVS are expressed with bald italic characters. 

A notable point in Table 6.22 is that GPScheDVS-CP results in rather increased system 

energy consumption than other DVS schemes. As explained earlier, this is the correct 

result meeting the design goal of GPScheDVS which is focusing on the reduction of 

average CPU power consumption at the cost of system energy but while preserving the 

QoS of SRT applications. 
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Table 6.21 Improvements achieved by the GPScheDVS-SE over the existing 
autonomous DVS schemes under the typical usage scenarios 

Improvement (%) over. (See note 3) 
Usage scenario Metric  

(See note 1) 

Case 
(See 

note 2) No DVS OCG AVG3 Vertigo 

Best 23.0  20.6  14.8  11.0  
Worst -0.9  -0.8  -0.8  -0.3  

System 
energy 

consumption Avg. 17.0  9.2  7.0  4.9  
Best 68.7  47.1  37.4  26.5  

Worst 0.1  0.4  0.2  -0.7  CPU energy 
consumption 

Avg. 42.3  23.9  19.1  13.5  
Best 68.7  47.1  37.4  26.5  

Worst 1.4  0.4  0.6  -0.7  
Average 

CPU power 
consumption Avg. 42.3  23.9  19.2  13.5  

Best 26.7  27.8  27.3  27.2  
Worst -1.7  0.0  -1.0  -0.1  

Video 
deadline 

meet ratio Avg. 6.9  7.8  7.6  9.5  
Best 17.3  17.0  22.0  19.8  

Worst -0.1  -0.1  -0.1  -0.1  

A continuous 
media application 

+ NRT 
applications 

Audio 
deadline 

meet ratio Avg. 0.8  1.0  1.1  1.3  
Best 21.7  11.0  8.8  6.9  

Worst -1.5  -1.6  -1.4  -0.7  
System 
energy 

consumption Avg. 13.8  2.8  2.4  2.1  
Best 68.5  31.8  26.0  20.1  

Worst -0.4  -1.8  -0.3  -1.3  CPU energy 
consumption 

Avg. 39.3  9.9  8.5  6.6  
Best 68.5  31.8  25.9  20.1  

Worst 1.8  -1.8  0.0  -1.3  
Average 

CPU power 
consumption Avg. 40.0  10.7  9.2  7.0  

Best 2.4  2.8  1.8  1.5  
Worst -0.6  -1.1  -0.5  -0.3  

An interactive 
application + 

NRT applications 

Interactive 
deadline 

meet ratio Avg. 0.1  0.3  0.4  0.3  
Note 1—The relevant metrics to the GPScheDVS-SE are the system energy consumption and the QoS of 
time constrained applications. The GPScheDVS-SE aims at a longer the battery life-time without hurting 
user experiences on the time constrained applications. 
Note 2— As for the QoS of time constrained applications, the best case improvements were achieved under 
the heavy load situations, whereas the worst case improvements were yielded under the light load 
situations. On the other hand, the best case improvements in the energy and power metrics were achieved 
under the moderate load situations, and the worst case improvements were yielded under either the lightest 
or the full load situations. The improvements were calculated over all the experimental results obtained 
under the light, moderate, and heavy load situations. 
Note 3—The confidence interval of the energy and power values is ± 2.621% at 95% confidence level. 
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Table 6.22 Improvements achieved by the GPScheDVS-CP over the existing 
autonomous DVS schemes under the typical usage scenarios 

Improvement (%) over. (See note 3) 
Usage scenario Metric  

(See note 1) 

Case 
(See 

note 2) No DVS OCG AVG3 Vertigo 

Best 23.7  23.1  14.9  12.2  
Worst -57.7  -57.3  -57.2  -56.9  

System 
energy 

consumption Avg. 4.7  -3.1  -5.4  -7.8  
Best 68.7  52.5  40.0  34.5  

Worst 15.0  0.8  0.8  0.8  CPU energy 
consumption 

Avg. 47.8  29.4  25.0  19.7  
Best 68.7  63.3  63.4  63.3  

Worst 48.8  -1.4  0.2  -0.4  
Average 

CPU power 
consumption Avg. 59.5  38.7  35.3  31.2  

Best 27.5  28.4  27.8  27.7  
Worst -1.5  -0.1  -0.7  0.0  

Video 
deadline 

meet ratio Avg. 6.9  7.8  7.6  9.5  
Best 15.6  15.3  20.3  18.0  

Worst -0.4  -0.4  -1.1  -0.4  

A continuous 
media application 

+ NRT 
applications 

Audio 
deadline 

meet ratio Avg. 0.6  0.8  0.8  1.1  
Best 21.8  11.6  9.4  7.2  

Worst -75.3  -79.0  -77.9  -77.6  
System 
energy 

consumption Avg. -8.4  -19.5  -19.8  -19.9  
Best 68.6  33.5  27.0  21.4  

Worst 4.2  -1.4  0.2  -0.4  CPU energy 
consumption 

Avg. 42.6  13.4  12.0  10.2  
Best 68.6  63.3  63.3  63.3  

Worst 50.4  -1.4  0.2  -0.4  
Average 

CPU power 
consumption Avg. 60.6  31.6  30.1  28.0  

Best 2.1  2.4  1.4  1.1  
Worst -0.6  -1.0  -0.3  -0.3  

An interactive 
application + 

NRT applications 

Interactive 
deadline 

meet ratio Avg. 0.2  0.3  0.4  0.4  
Note 1—The relevant metrics to the GPScheDVS-CP are the average CPU power consumption and the 
QoS of time constrained applications. The GPScheDVS-CP aims at the reduced CPU temperature without 
hurting user experiences on the time constrained applications. 
Note 2— As for the QoS of time constrained applications, the best case improvements were achieved under 
the heavy load situations, whereas the worst case improvements were yielded under the light load 
situations. On the other hand, the best case improvements in the energy and power metrics were achieved 
under the moderate load situations, and the worst case improvements were yielded under either the lightest 
or the full load situations. The improvements were calculated over all the experimental results obtained 
under the light, moderate, and heavy load situations. 
Note 3—The confidence interval of the energy and power values is ± 2.621% at 95% confidence level. 
 
 
6.3.2 Special usage scenarios with a hard-idling NRT application 

This section presents the experimental results achieved under a special type of usage 

scenarios where a SRT application is used while running a hard-idling NRT (HINRT) 
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application in the background. The focus in these experiments is how the HINRT 

treatment technique of GPScheDVS-SE is effective in preserving the total execution time 

such that the energy consumption of non-CPU components are prevented from increasing 

and, accordingly, the system energy consumption is NOT increased due to DVS. As 

explained in Section 6.2.3, an anti-virus scanner avgscan was used as the HINRT 

application. 

Figure 6.32 shows the total completion time, system energy consumption, CPU energy 

consumption, average CPU power consumption, and the video and audio deadline meet 

ratios achieved by each DVS scheme under the usage scenario avi_m_avgscan described 

in Table 6.8 in Section 6.2.3. Figure 6.32 (a) shows that GPScheDVS-SE and the two 

interval-based DVS schemes, OCG and AVG3, are good in preserving the total execution 

time while the task-based DVS scheme, Vertigo, is not. The existing interval-based 

schemes are typically overcautious to the temporary increase of workload because they 

cannot accurately predict the individual tasks’ timeliness requirements. As can be seen in 

Figure 6.32, the total CPU utilization under this usage scenario is up to 71%. As a result, 

OCG and AVG3 keep the CPU speed at the highest level throughout the experiment and 

results in almost the same amount of system energy consumption, CPU energy 

consumption, and average CPU power consumption as Figure 6.32 (b), (c), and (d) show. 

Unlike these interval-based DVS schemes, GPScheDVS-SE is able to detect the HINRT 

tasks by observing which type of schedule function each task calls. Once GPScheDVS-

SE detects that any HINRT task is in the run queue (i.e., either running or waiting the 

completion of the currently running task), it sets the CPU speed to the highest such that 

the total execution time and, accordingly, the energy consumption of non-CPU 

components does not increase. This is the reason for the higher CPU energy consumption 

and average CPU power consumption of GPScheDVS-SE than that of Vertigo as Figure 

6.32 (c) and (d) show. However, as can be seen in Figure 6.32 (b), GPScheDVS-SE 

results in a less system energy consumption than Vertigo – the correct result that meets 

the design goal of GPScheDVS-SE. Moreover, the system energy consumption with 

GPScheDVS-SE is even less than the No-DVS policy and the existing interval-based 

DVS schemes. This is because GPScheDVS-SE performs the normal operations, i.e., 
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setting the CPU speed according to tasks’ CPU speed requirements, if there is no HINRT 

task in the run queue reducing the CPU energy consumption as Figure 6.32 (c) shows. 

Figure 6.32 (e) shows that the video deadline meet ratio with GPScheDVS-SE is a bit 

worse than other DVS schemes. This is because GPScheDVS-SE additionally increases 

the priority of HINRT tasks up to the DBSRT priority range such that other tasks utilize 

the hard idle times caused by HINRT tasks. As the HINRT tasks’ priorities are raised up, 

SRT tasks become to starve more frequently. However, GPScheDVS-SE still provides a 

high degree of video deadline meet ratio because it performs the fair scheduling among 

all tasks within a same priority range as Chapter 4 explained. In other words, the HINRT 

tasks’ priority is lowered as their CPU occupancy increases giving SRT tasks a chance to 

take the CPU. In case of GPScheDVS-CP, HINRT tasks are treated in the exactly same 

way as other NRT tasks. Because GPScheDVS-CP does not raise the priority of HINRT 

tasks, the video deadline meet ratio achieved by GPScheDVS-CP is rather better than the 

existing DVS schemes due to the advantage of GPSched. 

Figure 6.33 shows the fraction of time spent at each CPU operating points for the 

experienced DVS schemes. The large portion of time fraction spent at B0 is the result of 

the HINRT tasks executed at the highest CPU operating point. The overhead in time, 

system energy consumption, and the CPU operating point transition numbers presented in 

Figure 6.34 are similar to the cases under the typical usage scenarios presented in the 

previous section. 
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(a)                                       (b) 

           
(c)                                       (d) 

Figure 6.32 Performances of each DVS scheme in energy, power, and QoS under the 
usage scenario avi_m_avgscan 
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(e)                                       (f) 

Figure 6.32 Performances of each DVS scheme in energy, power, and QoS under the 
usage scenario avi_m_avgscan (Cont’d) 

 

 
Figure 6.33 Fractions of time spent at each CPU operating point with each DVS 

scheme under the usage scenario avi_m_avgscan 
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(a)                                       (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6.34 Overheads of each DVS scheme under the usage scenario 
avi_m_avgscan 
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Figure 6.35, 6.36, and 6.37 show the experimental results obtained under the usage 

scenario mozilla_avgscan described in Table 6.9 in Section 6.2.3. The results repeat the 

same story as the results shown in Figure 6.32, 6.33, and 6.34 except one thing; the 

interactive deadline meet ratio by GPScheDVS-SE is better than the existing DVS 

schemes. This is because the interactive tasks are assigned with the highest priority under 

GPSched scheduling as they are under the native Linux task scheduling; GPSched 

prioritizes the tasks within a same priority range according to their CPU occupancies. 

Because interactive tasks spend idling most of the time, they typically have the highest 

priority under GPSched.  

Table 6.23 and 6.24 summarize the improvements obtained by GPScheDVS over the 

existing DVS schemes under all this type of usage scenarios described in Table 6.9 in 

Section 6.2.3. As is expected, Table 6.23 shows that GPScheDVS-SE reduces system 

energy consumption than the no-DVS policy and Vertigo at the cost of increased CPU 

energy consumption and average CPU power consumption. Table 6.24 shows the 

improvements by GPScheDVS-CP under this type of usage scenarios. Unlike the case of 

GPScheDVS-SE, the general trend of the improvements by GPScheDVS-CP remains the 

same as the case of typical usage scenarios; GPScheDVS-CP reduces the CPU energy 

consumption and average CPU power consumption at the cost of system energy 

consumption but without degrading the QoS of SRT applications. 
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(a)                                       (b) 

              
(c)                                       (d) 

Figure 6.35 Performances of each DVS scheme in energy, power, and QoS under the 
usage scenario mozilla_avgscan 
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(e) 

Figure 6.35 Performances of each DVS scheme in energy, power, and QoS under the 
usage scenario mozilla_avgscan (Cont’d) 

 

 
Figure 6.36 Fractions of time spent at each CPU operating point with each DVS 

scheme under the usage scenario mozilla_avgscan 
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(a)                                       (b) 

   
(c) 

Figure 6.37 Overheads of each DVS scheme under the usage scenario 
mozilla_avgscan 
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Table 6.23 Improvements achieved by the GPScheDVS-SE over the existing 
autonomous DVS schemes under the special usage scenarios with a HINRT 
application 

Improvement (%) over. (See note 2) Usage 
scenario 

Metric  
(See note 1) Case 

No DVS OCG AVG3 Vertigo 
Best 11.3  10.7  10.4  22.0  

Worst 5.4  5.4  -10.4  -3.3  System energy 
consumption 

Avg. 8.9  9.2  6.0  16.9  
Best 23.3  21.3  2.9  -9.2  

Worst 13.6  12.9  -12.2  -20.2  CPU energy 
consumption 

Avg. 20.6  18.1  -4.3  -12.9  
Best 22.9  19.4  10.4  -11.1  

Worst 14.5  8.7  -32.9  -74.6  
Average CPU 

power 
consumption Avg. 20.8  15.8  -19.7  -60.7  

Best 3.9  0.2  3.1  2.3  
Worst -2.5  -2.5  -3.0  -2.9  Video deadline 

meet ratio 
Avg. -0.3  -1.2  -1.2  -1.4  
Best 0.4  0.4  0.1  0.1  

Worst -0.1  -0.1  -0.1  -0.1  

A continuous 
media 

application + 
NRT 

applications 

Audio deadline 
meet ratio 

Avg. 0.1  0.1  0.0  0.0  
Best 9.1  9.5  7.5  21.3  

Worst 6.6  6.9  6.8  18.8  System energy 
consumption 

Avg. 8.0  8.4  7.2  19.9  
Best 21.8  19.3  -5.0  -11.7  

Worst 17.5  17.2  -6.2  -13.1  CPU energy 
consumption 

Avg. 20.2  18.3  -5.6  -12.5  
Best 22.6  18.1  -23.4  -63.6  

Worst 19.1  16.6  -24.8  -73.7  
Average CPU 

power 
consumption Avg. 21.3  17.3  -24.0  -67.2  

Best 0.3  2.6  2.7  1.8  
Worst 0.0  -0.4  -0.3  -0.1  

An interactive 
application + 

NRT 
applications 

Interactive 
deadline meet 

ratio Avg. 0.2  0.7  0.8  0.6  
Note 1—The relevant metrics to the GPScheDVS-SE are the system energy consumption and the QoS of 
time constrained applications. The GPScheDVS-SE aims at a longer battery life-time without hurting user 
experiences on the time constrained applications. 
Note 2—The confidence interval of the energy and power values is ± 2.621% at 95% confidence level. 
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Table 6.24 Improvements achieved by the GPScheDVS-CP over the existing 
autonomous DVS schemes under the special usage scenarios with a HINRT 
application 

Improvement (%) over. (See note 2) Usage 
scenario 

Metric  
(See note 1) Case 

No DVS OCG AVG3 Vertigo 
Best -23.8  -25.9  -28.0  -12.2  

Worst -33.5  -28.7  -56.5  -46.4  System energy 
consumption 

Avg. -27.2  -26.8  -31.3  -16.2  
Best 36.7  33.9  18.9  12.8  

Worst 31.0  32.0  12.2  5.5  CPU energy 
consumption 

Avg. 34.7  32.7  14.2  7.2  
Best 64.1  63.5  62.3  53.3  

Worst 63.0  59.4  40.3  21.3  
Average CPU 

power 
consumption Avg. 63.3  60.9  44.3  25.2  

Best 5.8  2.1  4.9  4.2  
Worst 1.2  1.3  0.5  0.4  Video deadline 

meet ratio 
Avg. 2.6  1.7  1.7  1.5  
Best 0.4  0.4  0.1  0.1  

Worst -0.1  -0.1  -0.1  -0.1  

A continuous 
media 

application + 
NRT 

applications 

Audio deadline 
meet ratio 

Avg. 0.1  0.1  0.0  0.0  
Best -27.0  -26.4  -28.6  -12.6  

Worst -34.0  -33.6  -33.7  -13.4  System energy 
consumption 

Avg. -29.7  -29.2  -30.9  -12.9  
Best 34.8  32.4  11.9  6.6  

Worst 30.1  29.8  10.6  4.2  CPU energy 
consumption 

Avg. 32.8  31.2  11.1  5.3  
Best 63.0  62.1  42.8  21.8  

Worst 62.5  60.1  40.3  19.6  
Average CPU 

power 
consumption Avg. 62.7  60.8  41.2  20.8  

Best 2.5  2.6  2.6  2.1  
Worst 0.1  0.0  0.1  0.0  

An interactive 
application + 

NRT 
applications 

Interactive 
deadline meet 

ratio Avg. 0.9  1.4  1.5  1.3  
Note 1—The relevant metrics to the GPScheDVS-CP are the average CPU power consumption and the 
QoS of time constrained applications. The GPScheDVS-CP aims at the reduced CPU temperature without 
hurting user experiences on the time constrained applications. 
Note 2—The confidence interval of the energy and power values is ± 2.621% at 95% confidence level. 
 
6.3.3. Special usage scenarios with fully SRT workloads 

This section shows the experimental results achieved under another special type of usage 

scenarios where only SRT applications are executed without any explicit NRT application 

in the background. The point of interest in this experiment is whether GPScheDVS will 

still be effective in further reducing the energy and power without degrading system 

performance over the existing autonomous DVS schemes. As described in Chapter 4, 
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GPSched provides the deadline-based task prioritization only among HRT, DBSRT, 

RBSRT, and NRT tasks. Under this type of usage scenarios, the imposed workload is 

made up mostly of DBSRT tasks. This situation naturally raises the question that what is 

the difference between GPSched and the native Linux task scheduler? 

Answering in advance, GPScheDVS still achieves considerable improvements in energy, 

power, and even the QoS of DBSRT applications over the existing autonomous DVS 

schemes. The reason is two folds: 

 Still there is RBSRT tasks such as kernel threads and daemon processes in the system 

under these extreme usage scenarios. This means that the advantage of GPSched in 

making tasks’ CMFSs uniform and close to the ICMFS works between the DBSRT 

tasks and RBSRT tasks. This allows GPScheDVS to keep a still lower CPU speed 

than the existing DVS schemes. Also, this property affords a better QoS to 

GPScheDVS than the existing DVS schemes. 

 GPSDVS, the task-based DVS scheme of GPScheDVS customized GPSched, 

predicts tasks’ CMFSs more accurately than the existing DVS schemes. The higher 

accuracy of GPSDVS is, in turn, due to the following two reasons. (1) GPSDVS 

shares the task type information with GPSched. The existing interval-based DVS 

schemes are typically overcautious as pointed out earlier in order to prevent the 

deadline missing of SRT tasks. Even a SRT task has a low CPU speed requirement, 

these schemes quickly raise the CPU speed upon the arrival of tasks because they 

cannot distinguish SRT tasks from NRT tasks. Unlike these existing interval-based 

DVS schemes, GPSDVS knows the type of tasks by the help of GPSched. Therefore, 

it does not raise the CPU speed prematurely upon the arrival of SRT workload. (2) 

AIDVS, the adaptive interval-length interval-based DVS algorithm described in 

Chapter 5, more accurately predicts the ICMFS, i.e., the total CPU utilization.  

Figure 6.38 and 6.39 shows the experimental results obtained under mozilla_avi_m and 

mozilla_mp31_m described in Table 6.10 in Section 6.2.3. In these usage scenarios, an 

interactive application mozilla is executed while a continuous media application is 
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running. Figure 6.38 shows the total completion time, system energy consumption, CPU 

energy consumption, average CPU power consumption, and interactive, video, and audio 

deadline meet ratios achieved by each DVS scheme. Figure 6.38 shows that all DVS 

schemes yield similar results. However, GPScheDVS earned slightly better energy, power, 

and QoS than other schemes. This is because GPSched still works due to the existence of 

RBSRT workload in the system.  

Figure 6.39 shows the overhead in time, system energy consumption, and the CPU 

operating point transition numbers. An interesting result about the overhead is that 

GPScheDVS had a less overhead in time and system energy consumption than other DVS 

schemes. This is the opposite results to other types of usage scenarios. The reason is the 

reduced task scheduling burden. Unlike the previous usage scenarios where gcc caused 

frequent task creation and removal, this type of usage scenarios have only the SRT tasks 

that executes for a long time. Therefore, the need to allocate and deallocate the data 

structures required to manage tasks’ information decreases. This is a motivation of the 

future refinement on GPScheDVS; if GPScheDVS shares the data structure required to 

schedule tasks with the original Linux kernel, then the overhead of GPScheDVS in time 

and system energy will be reduced. 
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(a)                                       (b) 

           
(c)                                       (d) 

Figure 6.38 Performances of each DVS scheme in energy, power, and QoS under the 
usage scenarios mozilla_avi_m and mozilla_mp31_m 
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(e)                                       (f) 

Figure 6.38 Performances of each DVS scheme in energy, power, and QoS under the 
usage scenarios mozilla_avi_m and mozilla_mp31_m (Cont’d) 
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(a)                                       (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6.39 Overheads of each DVS scheme under the usage scenarios 
mozilla_avi_m and mozilla_mp31_m 

Figure 6.40, 6.41, 6.42, and 6.43 present a more severe case of the special type of usage 

scenarios. In this usage scenario, a multiple number of continuous media applications 

were executed simultaneously. The detailed description of this scenario is available in 

Table 6.11 of Section 6.2.3. This usage scenario especially mimics the video conference 
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usage scenarios where a multiple number of video and audio applications have to run 

simultaneously. Unlike the previous usage scenario where a continuous media application 

and an interactive application were used simultaneously but the amount of workload were 

at most 24% of the CPU capacity, this usage scenario imposes a heavier workload that 

reaches up to 87% of CPU capacity. 

Figure 6.40 shows the total completion time, system energy consumption, CPU energy 

consumption, average CPU power consumption, and the video and audio deadline meet 

ratios for cases of 1, 2, 4, and 6 instances of mplayer. As pointed out earlier, Figure 6.40 

shows that GPScheDVS improves the energy, power, and the QoS of SRT applications 

over the existing DVS schemes. For 1, 2, and 3 mplayer instances cases, the two main 

reason for the better results by GPScheDVS than other DVS schemes are that (1) 

GPSDVS shares the task type information with GPSched and that (2) AIDVS more 

accurately predicts the ICMFS, i.e., the current total CPU utilization. For these cases, 

GPScheDVS outperforms especially the existing interval-based DVS schemes. The 

interval-based DVS schemes overestimate the current CPU speed requirement and waste 

energy while GPScheDVS keeps the predicted ICMFS. However, this advantage reduces 

because the disadvantage of the overestimation of total CPU utilization by the existing 

interval-based DVS schemes decreases naturally as the ICMFS increases. Figure 6.41 (a), 

(b), and (c) illustrate this trend. 

For the 6 instances case, the reason for the better results by GPScheDVS is the accurate 

prediction of ICMFS with AIDVS. As can be seen in Figure 6.40 (a), the existing DVS 

schemes cause a considerable delay in the final completion time of the given task set. The 

problem is especially severe with Vertigo for the following reason. Vertigo has two 

different CPU speed control algorithms; one for all tasks (the perspectives-based 

algorithm) and one for interactive tasks. Because there is no interactive task under this 

scenario, the perspectives-based algorithm thoroughly determines the CPU speed to apply. 

As explained in Section 6.2.2, the perspectives-based algorithm traces the ratio of job 

execution time to job inter-arrival time on a per-task basis. Because the total CPU 

utilization of the task set imposed under the 6 mplayer instances case is not 100%, there 

is such task that includes some CPU idle time between its consecutive arrivals. The 
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perspectives-based algorithm, therefore, applies a low CPU speed to the task. However, 

under the native Linux task scheduling, such tasks are typically assigned with a high 

priority because their CPU occupancies tend to low. The result is that the high priority but 

slowly executing task blocks other tasks delaying the final completion time of the given 

task set. 

The low system energy consumption of GPScheDVS-SE shown in Figure 6.40 (b) and its 

high average CPU power consumption shown in Figure 6.40 (d) explain that 

GPScheDVS-SE keeps the highest CPU speed for a longer time than other DVS schemes 

and prevents the delay in the final completion time. Figure 6.42 (d) confirm this 

mechanism by showing the large fraction of time spent by GPScheDVS-SE at the highest 

CPU operating point for the 6 mplayer instances case.  

As Figure 6.40 (e) and Figure 6.41 (d) and (e) show, the delay in the final completion 

time of a fully continuous media application task set degrades the video and audio 

deadline meet ratios. 

Figure 6.42 shows the similar trend in the overhead. As most of the tasks are long lasting 

SRT application tasks, the burden of task scheduling reduces and so does the overhead of 

GPScheDVS in time and system energy consumption. 
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(a) 

  
(b) 

Figure 6.40 Performances of each DVS scheme in energy, power, and QoS under the 
usage scenarios [1, 2, 4, and 6]_mpeg1_m 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 6.40 Performances of each DVS scheme in energy, power, and QoS under the 
usage scenarios [1, 2, 4, and 6]_mpeg1_m (Cont’d) 
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(e) 

 
(f) 

Figure 6.40 Performances of each DVS scheme in energy, power, and QoS under the 
usage scenarios [1, 2, 4, and 6]_mpeg1_m (Cont’d) 
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(a) Improvement in system energy consumption 

Figure 6.41 Improvements in energy, power, and QoS by the GPScheDVS-SE and 
GPScheDVS-CP over the existing DVS schemes under the usage scenarios [1, 2, 4, 

and 6]_mpeg1_m 
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(b) Improvement in CPU energy consumption 

Figure 6.41 Improvements in energy, power, and QoS by the GPScheDVS-SE and 
GPScheDVS-CP over the existing DVS schemes under the usage scenarios [1, 2, 4, 

and 6]_mpeg1_m (Cont’d) 
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(c) Improvement in average CPU power consumption 

Figure 6.41 Improvements in energy, power, and QoS by the GPScheDVS-SE and 
GPScheDVS-CP over the existing DVS schemes under the usage scenarios [1, 2, 4, 

and 6]_mpeg1_m (Cont’d) 
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(d) Improvement in video deadline meet ratio 

Figure 6.41 Improvements in energy, power, and QoS by the GPScheDVS-SE and 
GPScheDVS-CP over the existing DVS schemes under the usage scenarios [1, 2, 4, 

and 6]_mpeg1_m (Cont’d) 
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(e) Improvement in audio deadline meet ratio 

Figure 6.41 Improvements in energy, power, and QoS by the GPScheDVS-SE and 
GPScheDVS-CP over the existing DVS schemes under the usage scenarios [1, 2, 4, 

and 6]_mpeg1_m (Cont’d) 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6.42 Fractions of time spent at each CPU operating point with each DVS 
scheme under the usage scenarios [1, 2, 4, and 6]_mpeg1_m 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 6.42 Fractions of time spent at each CPU operating point with each DVS 
scheme under the usage scenarios [1, 2, 4, and 6]_mpeg1_m (Cont’d) 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6.43 Overheads of each DVS scheme under the usage scenarios [1, 2, 4, and 
6]_mpeg1_m 
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(c) 

Figure 6.43 Overheads of each DVS scheme under the usage scenarios [1, 2, 4, and 
6]_mpeg1_m (Cont’d) 

Table 6.25 and 6.26 provide the best, worst, and average improvements in each metric 

achieved by GPScheDVS-SE and GPScheDVS-CP, respectively, over the existing DVS 

schemes.  
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Table 6.25 Improvements achieved by the GPScheDVS-SE over the existing 
autonomous DVS schemes under special usage scenarios with fully SRT workloads 

Improvement (%) over. (See note 4) 
Usage scenario Metric  

(See note 1) 

Case 
(See 

note 2) No DVS OCG AVG3 Vertigo 

Best 23.7  3.6  2.2  1.4  
Worst 21.2  -0.1  0.1  -0.1  

System 
energy 

consumption Avg. 22.1  0.6  0.6  0.3  
Best 68.0  17.7  11.7  8.2  

Worst 61.6  -0.8  0.3  -0.8  CPU energy 
consumption 

Avg. 65.0  3.0  3.2  2.0  
Best 68.0  17.7  11.7  8.2  

Worst 61.6  -0.7  0.3  -0.8  
Average 

CPU power 
consumption Avg. 65.0  3.0  3.2  2.1  

Best -0.1  1.4  1.2  3.4  
Worst -0.8  0.0  -0.1  0.0  

Video 
deadline 

meet ratio Avg. -0.5  0.7  0.4  1.3  
Best 0.1  0.5  0.3  1.1  

Worst 0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  
Audio 

deadline 
meet ratio Avg. 0.0  0.1  0.0  0.3  

Best 1.2  2.2  2.5  2.2  
Worst 0.0  -0.3  -0.2  0.0  

A continuous 
media application 
+ An interactive 
application (See 

note 3) 

Interactive 
deadline 

meet ratio Avg. 0.5  0.7  0.8  0.7  
Note 1—The relevant metrics to the GPScheDVS-SE are the system energy consumption and the QoS of 
time constrained applications. The GPScheDVS-SE aims at a longer battery life-time without hurting user 
experiences on the time constrained applications. 
Note 2— As for the QoS of time constrained applications, the best case improvements were achieved under 
the heavy load situations, whereas the worst case improvements were yielded under the light load 
situations. On the other hand, the best case improvements in the energy and power metrics were achieved 
under the moderate load situations, and the worst case improvements were yielded under either the lightest 
or the full load situations. The improvements were calculated over all the experimental results obtained 
under the light, moderate, and heavy load situations. 
Note 3—The total CPU utilizations of the usage scenarios of a continuous media application and an 
interactive application were at most 24% while the ratio of the lowest CPU operating point to the maximum 
CPU operating point is 37.5% for the DVS-enabled CPU used in the experiments. This means that these 
usage scenarios cause only the light load situations. Therefore, the improvements achieved by GPScheDVS 
are small. 
Note 4—The confidence interval of the energy and power values is ± 2.621% at 95% confidence level. 
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Table 6.25 Improvements achieved by the GPScheDVS-SE over the existing 
autonomous DVS schemes under special usage scenarios with fully SRT workloads 
(Cont’d) 

Improvement (%) over. (See note 4) 
Usage scenario Metric  

(See note 1) 

Case 
(See 

note 2) No DVS OCG AVG3 Vertigo 

Best 26.2  24.9  10.9  11.8  
Worst 13.7  2.3  2.8  2.0  

System 
energy 

consumption Avg. 19.7  12.2  8.5  6.6  
Best 63.1  57.4  32.7  16.6  

Worst 16.0  6.7  8.0  3.8  CPU energy 
consumption 

Avg. 41.4  24.8  17.3  10.5  
Best 62.8  56.8  32.4  15.5  

Worst 2.0  3.4  -5.7  -16.8  
Average 

CPU power 
consumption Avg. 37.5  22.1  12.9  4.7  

Best 27.3  16.0  10.0  24.7  
Worst -0.5  -0.6  -0.5  0.2  

Video 
deadline 

meet ratio Avg. 6.7  3.8  2.4  7.1  
Best 4.5  1.0  3.7  4.2  

Worst -0.2  -0.3  -0.6  0.1  

A multiple 
number of 

continuous media 
applications 

Audio 
deadline 

meet ratio Avg. 1.1  0.2  0.8  1.3  
Note 1—The relevant metrics to the GPScheDVS-SE are the system energy consumption and the QoS of 
time constrained applications. The GPScheDVS-SE aims at a longer battery life-time without hurting user 
experiences on the time constrained applications. 
Note 2— As for the QoS of time constrained applications, the best case improvements were achieved under 
the heavy load situations, whereas the worst case improvements were yielded under the light load 
situations. On the other hand, the best case improvements in the energy and power metrics were achieved 
under the moderate load situations, and the worst case improvements were yielded under either the lightest 
or the full load situations. The improvements were calculated over all the experimental results obtained 
under the light, moderate, and heavy load situations. 
Note 3—The total CPU utilizations of the usage scenarios of a continuous media application and an 
interactive application were at most 24% while the ratio of the lowest CPU operating point to the maximum 
CPU operating point is 37.5% for the DVS-enabled CPU used in the experiments. This means that these 
usage scenarios cause only the light load situations. Therefore, the improvements achieved by GPScheDVS 
are small. 
Note 4—The confidence interval of the energy and power values is ± 2.621% at 95% confidence level. 
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Table 6.26 Improvements achieved by the GPScheDVS-SE over the existing 
autonomous DVS schemes under special usage scenarios with fully SRT workloads 

Improvement (%) over. (See note 4) 
Usage scenario Metric  

(See note 1) 

Case 
(See 

note 2) No DVS OCG AVG3 Vertigo 

Best 23.8  3.9  2.5  1.8  
Worst 21.4  0.1  0.2  0.1  

System 
energy 

consumption Avg. 22.3  0.9  0.8  0.6  
Best 68.3  19.4  13.4  10.1  

Worst 62.4  0.7  1.3  0.6  CPU energy 
consumption 

Avg. 65.7  4.7  4.9  3.8  
Best 68.3  19.4  13.4  10.0  

Worst 62.4  0.7  1.3  0.6  
Average 

CPU power 
consumption Avg. 65.7  4.7  4.9  3.8  

Best 0.0  1.5  1.2  3.4  
Worst -0.6  0.0  0.0  0.0  

Video 
deadline 

meet ratio Avg. -0.2  0.9  0.7  1.6  
Best 0.1  0.5  0.0  0.8  

Worst -0.4  -0.1  -0.1  -0.1  
Audio 

deadline 
meet ratio Avg. -0.1  0.1  0.0  0.2  

Best 1.1  2.1  2.4  2.2  
Worst 0.0  -0.2  -0.1  0.0  

A continuous 
media application 
+ An interactive 
application (See 

note 3) 

Interactive 
deadline 

meet ratio Avg. 0.4  0.6  0.7  0.6  
Note 1—The relevant metrics to the GPScheDVS-CP are the average CPU power consumption and the 
QoS of time constrained applications. The GPScheDVS-CP aims at the reduced CPU temperature without 
hurting user experiences on the time constrained applications. 
Note 2— As for the QoS of time constrained applications, the best case improvements were achieved under 
the heavy load situations, whereas the worst case improvements were yielded under the light load 
situations. On the other hand, the best case improvements in the energy and power metrics were achieved 
under the moderate load situations, and the worst case improvements were yielded under either the lightest 
or the full load situations. The improvements were calculated over all the experimental results obtained 
under the light, moderate, and heavy load situations. 
Note 3—The total CPU utilizations of the usage scenarios of a continuous media application and an 
interactive application were at most 24% while the ratio of the lowest CPU speed to the maximum CPU 
speed is 37.5% for the DVS-enabled CPU used in the experiments. This means that these usage scenarios 
cause only the light load situations. Therefore, the improvements achieved by GPScheDVS are small. 
Note 4—The confidence interval of the energy and power values is ± 2.621% at 95% confidence level. 
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Table 6.26 Improvements achieved by the GPScheDVS-SE over the existing 
autonomous DVS schemes under special usage scenarios with fully SRT workloads 
(Cont’d) 

Improvement (%) over. (See note 4) 
Usage scenario Metric  

(See note 1) 

Case 
(See 

note 2) No DVS OCG AVG3 Vertigo 

Best 23.9  22.5  7.6  4.8  
Worst 8.5  0.5  1.0  0.2  

System 
energy 

consumption Avg. 16.5  8.7  4.9  3.0  
Best 62.9  57.1  32.2  20.3  

Worst 27.6  6.0  9.6  5.5  CPU energy 
consumption 

Avg. 45.2  28.7  21.4  14.7  
Best 63.4  58.1  34.4  26.4  

Worst 34.1  6.8  10.5  6.4  
Average 

CPU power 
consumption Avg. 48.4  33.2  25.2  18.0  

Best 28.4  17.2  11.2  25.8  
Worst -1.6  -2.0  -1.5  0.2  

Video 
deadline 

meet ratio Avg. 6.7  3.8  2.4  7.1  
Best 5.1  1.6  4.2  4.8  

Worst -0.5  -0.4  -0.6  -0.1  

A multiple 
number of 

continuous media 
applications 

Audio 
deadline 

meet ratio Avg. 1.1  0.2  0.8  1.3  
Note 1—The relevant metrics to the GPScheDVS-CP are the average CPU power consumption and the 
QoS of time constrained applications. The GPScheDVS-CP aims at the reduced CPU temperature without 
hurting user experiences on the time constrained applications. 
Note 2— As for the QoS of time constrained applications, the best case improvements were achieved under 
the heavy load situations, whereas the worst case improvements were yielded under the light load 
situations. On the other hand, the best case improvements in the energy and power metrics were achieved 
under the moderate load situations, and the worst case improvements were yielded under either the lightest 
or the full load situations. The improvements were calculated over all the experimental results obtained 
under the light, moderate, and heavy load situations. 
Note 3—The total CPU utilizations of the usage scenarios of a continuous media application and an 
interactive application were at most 24% while the ratio of the lowest CPU speed to the maximum CPU 
speed is 37.5% for the DVS-enabled CPU used in the experiments. This means that these usage scenarios 
cause only the light load situations. Therefore, the improvements achieved by GPScheDVS are small. 
Note 4—The confidence interval of the energy and power values is ± 2.621% at 95% confidence level. 
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6.4 Summary 

This chapter presented the experimental results on GPScheDVS in comparison with the 

existing autonomous DVS schemes. The fundamental goal of the experiments was to 

verify the effectiveness of the suggested autonomous CPU speed control paradigm in 

which a DVS scheme predicts and enforces the appropriate CPU speed under a DVS-

friendly task scheduling through GPScheDVS that was designed following the suggested 

paradigm. The specific questions were how much system energy consumption the 

GPScheDVS-SE will reduce and how much CPU power consumption the GPScheDVS-

CP will reduce both while improving the QoS of SRT applications. This question was 

investigated for typical usage scenarios of a commodity-OS-based GP PC and two types 

of special usage scenarios. In a type of special usage scenario, a SRT application was run 

with a NRT application in the background which generates hard-idle times. In the other 

type of special usage scenario, only SRT tasks were executed to impose workload on the 

CPU. 

 
Figure 6.44 General trends in the improvements achieved by the suggested DVS 

paradigm over the current DVS paradigm. 

Figure 6.44 summarizes the improvements achieved by the GPScheDVS-SE over the 

existing autonomous DVS schemes that follow the current paradigm of autonomous CPU 

speed control. Plot (a), (b), (c), and (d) depict the trends of the improvements in the 

system energy consumption, the CPU energy consumption, the average CPU power 

consumption, and the QoS of time constrained applications, respectively. The trends in 
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the improvements and the reasons can be briefed as follows: 

 Under the light load situation where a time constrained application runs alone, all the 

schemes keep the CPU operating point to the lowest for most of time as the lowest 

CPU operating point is enough to meet most timeliness requirements and, therefore, 

do not make a discernable difference in any metric. 

 Under the heavy load situations where a NRT background workload takes the CPU 

time left by the time constrained application, all the schemes keep CPU operating 

point to the highest for most of time because there is little room, i.e., the CPU idle 

time for the reduction of the CPU operating point. Thus, there is no noticeable 

difference in the system energy consumption, the CPU energy consumption, and the 

average CPU power consumption. In the QoS of time constrained applications, 

however, the time constraint-based task scheduling nature of the GPSched gives 

GPScheDVS a big improvement over the autonomous DVS schemes as the plot (d) of 

Figure 6.44 suggests. The improvements are prominent in the video and audio 

deadline meet ratios. As the GPOS’s native task scheduling mechanism, i.e., the CPU-

occupancy-based task scheduling favors interactive applications, the improvement in 

the interactive deadline meet ratio achieved under the heavy load situation was small. 

The improvement is a bit reduced under the full load situation as all the DVS schemes 

never decrease the CPU operating point. The video, audio, and interactive deadline 

meet ratios with GPScheDVS were at least 91.2%, 99.7%, and 95.0%, respectively, 

under any load situation throughout the experiments. 

 Under the moderate load situations, the effectiveness of the suggested DVS paradigm 

in reducing the system energy consumption without degrading the QoS of time 

constrained applications over the current DVS paradigm is maximized. Unlike the 

native task scheduler of GPOSs under which the existing DVS schemes work, the 

DVS-friendly GP task scheduler keeps the required CPU speeds by the individual 

tasks to meet their timeliness requirements, i.e., the CMFS close to the CPU speed 

corresponding to the total CPU utilization, i.e., the ICMFS. This feature allows 

GPScheDVS keep the CPU operating point at the lower level than the existing DVS 
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schemes without either extending the system running time or degrading the QoS of 

time constrained applications. As the system running time and, therefore, the energy 

consumptions of non-CPU components are kept the same, the system energy 

consumption is reduced as much as the achieved CPU energy savings. 

 
Figure 6.45 The general trend in the improvements by the GPScheDVS-CP over the 

existing autonomous DVS schemes. 

Figure 6.45 then summarizes the experimental results on the GPScheDVS-CP in the same 

way that Figure 6.44 summarized the results on the GPScheDVS-SE. Because 

GPScheDVS deals with all but the NRT tasks in a same way in both modes, the general 

trend of the improvement in the QoS of time constrained applications over the existing 

autonomous DVS schemes remains same between the two modes of GPScheDVS. The 

improvements in the system energy consumption, CPU energy consumption, and the 

average CPU power consumption by the GPScheDVS-CP follow the similar trends to 

their counterparts shown in Figure 6.44 until the moderate level of CPU utilization. 

Under heavy load situations, however, the GPScheDVS-CP achieves even a larger 

improvement in the average CPU power consumption over the autonomous DVS 

schemes as it keeps running all NRT tasks at the lowest CPU speed unlike the 

autonomous DVS schemes. Under the usage scenarios with the continuous media 

applications, the improvements were up to 63.337%, 63.350%, and 63.297% over EIST, 

AVG3, and Vertigo, respectively. And, the improvements were up to 63.324%, 63.341%, 
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and 63.288% over EIST, AVG3, and Vertigo, respectively, under the interactive 

application usage scenarios. For the same reason, the GPScheDVS-CP yields a better 

improvement in CPU energy consumption than the GPScheDVS-SE. But, the system 

energy consumption increases as the GPScheDVS-CP keeps running all NRT tasks at the 

lowest CPU speed even though there is no more CPU idle time under the heavy load 

situations; the system running time is lengthened and the energy consumptions of the 

non-CPU components increase over the CPU energy savings. However, these results 

exactly meet the purpose of the CP mode operation of GPScheDVS: reducing the average 

CPU power consumption so as to alleviate the CPU heating problem without degrading 

system performances especially for the systems in which the primary concern of users is 

not the battery life-time but the CPU heating problem.  

 
Figure 6.46 Benefit of the GPScheDVS-SE’s HINRT task treatment 

Figure 6.46 summarizes the experimental results on the performances of GPScheDVS-SE 

and the existing DVS schemes under the special usage scenarios with a HINRT 

application. The gray colored bars in Figure 6.46 represent the results of an autonomous 

DVS scheme normalized to the corresponding results of the no-DVS policy, i.e., the 

white colored bars. And, the black colored bars represent the normalized results of 

GPScheDVS.  
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As shown in Figure 6.46, GPScheDVS-SE prevents the delay in the given workload’s 

total completion time by distinguishing the HINRT tasks and appropriately treating them. 

As a consequence, the system running time is preserved and, eventually, the increase of 

the non-CPU components’ energy consumptions is avoided. GPScheDVS sets the CPU 

speed to the highest when a HINRT task is in the run queue. But, it runs tasks at a low 

CPU speed when the HINRT task is sleeping in a waiting queue and achieves a 

considerable amount of CPU energy savings and the reduction of the average CPU power 

consumption over the no-DVS policy. As the energy consumptions of the non-CPU 

components remain the same, the system energy consumption reduces as much as the 

achieved CPU energy savings. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

This chapter summarizes the dissertation, lists the contributions to the area of the power-

performance trade-offs for commodity-OS-based GP PCs, and describes future extensions. 

7.1 Summary 

This work proposed a new paradigm of the autonomous CPU speed control for 

commodity-OS-based GP PCs. Unlike the existing paradigm in which focus has been on 

the accurate prediction of tasks’ CPU speed requirement, the new paradigm focuses on 

making the tasks’ CPU speed requirement low, uniform, and close to the total CPU 

utilization. The motivating observation is that most contemporary GP PCs continue using 

the native GPOS task schedulers that prioritizes tasks regardless of their deadlines. This 

research showed that prioritizing tasks according to their deadlines makes the tasks’ CPU 

speed requirement uniform and close to the total CPU utilization under multi-program 

environments. 

Chapter 2 first surveyed the two existing OS-level DVS approaches: the power-aware RT 

task scheduling, which is the DVS extension of the conventional RT task scheduling, and 

the other DVS approach that does not meddle in task scheduling and works irrespective 

of the particular task scheduling mechanism and, therefore, called autonomous DVS in 

this dissertation. The wide-spread use of the power-aware RT task scheduling in 

commodity-OS-based GP systems, the target GP systems of this research that run the 

existing applications designed for commodity GPOSs such as Microsoft Windows or 

Linux without any modification, is still a long way off due to the fundamental incongruity 

of the underlying task model of the conventional RT task scheduling (which assumes that 

tasks have regular inter-arrival times and execution times and are independent from each 

other) with the actual tasks running in commodity-OS-based GP systems. As Chapter 3 

pointed, the task model demands the behavior of actual tasks to be tailored causing the 
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dilemma of choice between meeting the aperiodic timeliness requirements (especially 

that of interactive applications) and preserving system utilization (to prevent non-CPU 

components and, ultimately, the entire system from consuming more energy). Moreover, 

the task model cannot properly cope with the precedence constraints among tasks (e.g., 

the dependencies between a UI (User Interface) server task and client tasks or among 

collaborating threads). For this reason, the current paradigm of DVS for commodity-OS-

based GP systems is to use the autonomous DVS under the native task scheduling 

mechanism of commodity GPOSs – the traditional CPU-occupancy-based task 

scheduling. 

Then Chapter 2 summarized the previous work on the energy-optimal CPU speed control 

that provides a basis for this research. The goal of the energy-optimal CPU speed control 

is to find the speed profile that minimizes the CPU energy consumption among all the 

possible speed profiles that complete a given job within the deadline. Given a CPU which 

has a discrete speed set and whose active power consumption is a (discrete version of) 

convex function of speed, the previous work showed that the energy-optimal CPU speed 

control policy is to apply (1) consistently the MFS (Minimum Feasible Speed, i.e., the 

lowest constant CPU speed that completes a job within its deadline) if the MFS is higher 

than the critical speed of the CPU (the supported speed that minimizes the CPU energy 

consumption when a given job is executed consistently at the speed until the completion 

regardless of the deadline) and supported in the speed set, (2) a combination of only the 

two immediately neighboring supported speeds of the MFS if the MFS is higher than the 

critical speed but not supported, or (3) consistently the critical speed if the MFS is lower 

than the critical speed. This result can be expressed intuitively as follows: Given a well 

designed CPU (such that its critical speed is the lowest supported speed and its active 

power consumption is a convex function of speed), the energy-optimal CPU speed 

control policy to complete a job within its deadline is to keep the CPU speed as close as 

possible to the MFS (by using the MFS consistently if it is supported, otherwise by using 

only the two immediately neighboring speeds). 

Chapter 3 revealed that, however, achieving the optimal energy-performance trade-off for 

commodity-OS-based GP systems is impossible in the current DVS paradigm because the 
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CPU-occupancy-based task scheduling mechanism essentially limits the effectiveness of 

DVS in reducing CPU energy consumption and makes the prediction of the required 

future CPU speeds hard. The scheduling mechanism prioritizes tasks based only on their 

CPU occupancies regardless of their timeliness requirements and, therefore, often assigns 

a non-urgent task with a higher priority than an urgent task.  

This property hinders the CPU speed from being kept close to the energy-optimal 

constant CPU speed making it demand an unnecessarily high CPU speed in order to 

complete both of the tasks (because the urgent task is blocked until the higher priority 

non-urgent task completes) within the urgent task’s deadline (then CPU will idle until the 

deadline of the non-urgent task). This property fundamentally limits the achievable 

amount of energy savings even with a completely accurate CMFS (Compound Minimum 

Feasible Speed, i.e., the lower bound of the CPU speed required to complete a workload 

on time in the presence of other blocking workloads) prediction because CMFS is not 

kept close to the CPU energy-optimal constant CPU speed, violating the condition of  

ICMFS (Ideal CMFS, i.e., the total CPU utilization. which is the ideal lower bound of the 

CPU speed required to prevent the system from overload situation) that was proven to be 

the energy optimal constant CPU speed for a task set in Chapter 3 through an energy-

optimal CPU speed control analysis. Moreover, this scheduling mechanism makes the 

accurate prediction of future CMFSs hard under DVS as it prioritizes tasks based on their 

CPU occupancies; The CPU speed adjustment affects tasks’ CPU occupancies and, in 

turn, changes the relative priorities among tasks and, after all, keeps the CMFS of a task 

fluctuating as the blocking tasks vary. 

Chapter 3 showed that these problems can be solved by prioritizing tasks according to 

their timeliness requirements. This DVS-friendly task scheduling, however, must be 

practical for actual commodity-OS-based GP systems unlike the conventional RT task 

scheduling and, therefore, is called DVS-friendly GP task scheduling. Then Chapter 3 

suggested a new DVS paradigm for commodity-OS-based GP systems – the integrated 

approach of a DVS-friendly GP task scheduling and a DVS mechanism. 

Then Chapter 4 described GPSched, a DVS-friendly GP BE task scheduler for Linux. 
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The GPSched BE task scheduler is an augmentation of the traditional CPU-occupancy-

based task scheduler with the capability for a time constraint-based task scheduling. It 

prioritizes tasks in two steps. In the first step, the scheduler assigns a given task with one 

of four graded priority ranges based on the attribute of the service that the task is 

involved with and, therefore, is called ‘GPSched’ BE task scheduler. The four priority 

ranges in their order are HRT (Hard Real Time) priority range, DBSRT (Deadline-Based 

Soft Real Time) priority range, RBSRT (Rate-Based Soft Real Time) priority range, and 

NRT (Non Real Time) priority range mapped respectively to non-UI (User Interface) 

hardware control services, UI services, system management services, and the rest non-

time constrained services, the four broad types of service that a commodity-OS-based GP 

system provides. As Chapter 4 showed, this approach allows the GPSched BE task 

scheduler to provide an accurate time constrained-based task scheduling (among the tasks 

having different priority ranges) for commodity-Linux-based GP systems in which the a 

priori knowledge of tasks’ time constraints is not available and precedence constraints 

exist among tasks. In the second step, the scheduler determines the specific priority of the 

task within the priority range by applying the traditional CPU-occupancy-based task 

scheduling. In this way, the GPSched BE task scheduler inherits the advantages of the 

CPU-occupancy-based task scheduling in quickly responding to interactive applications 

and evenly sharing CPU among tasks. 

Then Chapter 5 described GPScheDVS, a realization of the new DVS paradigm for 

commodity-Linux-based GP systems, which consists of a DVS-friendly GP task 

scheduler called GPSched BE task scheduler, a DVS mechanism called GPSDVS, and the 

task type detector that guides other two components by providing them with the 

information about the attribute of the service that each task is involved with. The task 

type detector is the key feature that makes GPScheDVS discernable from other possible 

realizations of the new DVS paradigm. 

Chapter 6 presented the experimental results obtained under the real-life usage scenarios 

of a Linux-based laptop. The results showed a considerable improvement achieved by 

GPScheDVS over the existing autonomous DVS schemes confirming the effectiveness of 

the suggested DVS paradigm. 
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7.2 Summary of contributions 

The research described in this thesis contributes to the areas of the autonomous CPU 

speed control for commodity-OS-based GP PCs in the following ways: 

 The impact of task scheduling on a system-level CPU speed control was described. 

 The concept of DVS-friendly task scheduling was described. 

 GPSched, a DVS-friendly GP best-effort (BE) task scheduler for commodity-Linux-

based GP PCs, was described. 

 GPScheDVS, an integration of GPSched and a task-based DVS scheme customized to 

GPSched, was proposed. 

 AIDVS, an improved interval-based algorithm, which can save larger amount of 

energy saving than existing interval-based algorithms, was described. 

 DVS-suite, a Linux-based tool to perform the experiments on autonomous DVS 

schemes in commodity-Linux-based GP mobile PCs, was developed.  

 Tweak-PM, a Linux-based tool to probe and set the features of an equipped Intel 

Pentium-M processor, was developed. 

7.3 Future work 

The future work to further improve the performance of GPScheDVS includes: 

 Combining GPScheDVS-SE and GPScheDVS-CP: The current version of 

GPScheDVS has two alternative modes – system energy centric (SE) and CPU power 

centric (CP) modes. As Chapter 6 showed, however, the two modes sacrifice one 

metric to pursuing another metric. The goal of this future work is to find the optimal 

point that best trade-off the system energy consumption and the average CPU power 

consumption. 
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 Low overhead: A disadvantage of GPScheDVS is its relatively high overhead in time 

and system energy consumption, even though it improved the QoS of SRT 

applications and energy consumption over the existing DVS schemes with the 

overhead. An idea is to integrate GPScheDVS’s data structure into the similar data 

structures that already exists in a commodity Linux kernel. 

 Non-CPU components DPM: As Chapter 6 showed, the improvement by 

GPScheDVS in CPU energy savings is much higher than the improvement in the 

entire system energy consumption. This is natural because CPU is just a part of the 

entire system. Thus, if the non-CPU components’ energy consumption can be reduced 

by a dynamic power management scheme which works in coordination with 

GPScheDVS, the benefit of GPScheDVS will be augmented. 

 Within DBSRT priority group, isolation of workload: The final idea to extend 

GPScheDVS is to improve its time constraint-based task scheduling property by 

introducing a type of aperiodic server to provide the isolation among DBSRT tasks 

such as multimedia applications. 
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